“AS YOU LEAVE THESE HALLOWED HALLS, REMEMBER THAT AS MAVERICKS WE STRIVE FOR WHAT OTHERS MAY CONSIDER IMPOSSIBLE. SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND REACH FOR THE STARS. NEVER BE SCARED OF STRETCHING BEYOND YOUR BOUNDS—YOUR ABILITIES ARE CONSTRAINED ONLY BY THE LIMITS YOU SET FOR YOURSELF.”

—UTA President Vistasp M. Karbhari
# College of Engineering

## The University of Texas at Arlington Commencement Ceremony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Performer/Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Prelude                | UTA Jazz Orchestra  
*Conducted by Tim Ishii, Director of Jazz Studies* |
| The Academic Procession| Degree Candidates, Faculty, and Platform Party                                     |
| University Marshal     | Lisa Nagy  
*Interim Vice President for Student Affairs, UTA* |
| Entrance of the National Colors | UTA Army ROTC Color Guard                                                            |
| Call to Order          | Dr. Teik C. Lim  
*Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, UTA* |
| National Anthem        | UTA Jazz Orchestra  
*Lillian Bailey, Vocals* |
| Welcome and Introductions | Dr. Peter Crouch  
*Dean, College of Engineering* |
| Commencement Address   | Jeff Bradley  
*CEO, Forterra* |
| Presentation and Recognition of Candidates |  |
| Doctor of Philosophy and Master’s Degrees | Dr. Crouch |
| Bachelor of Science Degrees | Dr. Michael Cho  
*Chair, Bioengineering* |
|                         | Dr. Ali Abolmaali  
*Chair, Civil Engineering* |
|                         | Dr. Hong Jiang  
*Chair, Computer Science and Engineering* |
|                         | Dr. Jonathan Bredow  
*Chair, Electrical Engineering* |
|                         | Dr. Paul Componation  
*Chair, Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering* |
|                         | Dr. Efstathios Meletis  
*Chair, Materials Science and Engineering* |
|                         | Dr. Erian Armanios  
*Chair, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering* |
| Announcer               | Dr. Carter Tiernan  
*Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, College of Engineering* |
| Alma Mater              | UTA Jazz Orchestra  
*Lillian Bailey, Vocals* |
| Conferral of Degrees    | Dr. Vistasp M. Karbhari  
*President, UTA* |
| Closing Remarks         | Dr. Crouch |
| The Academic Recession  | Platform Party, Faculty, and Graduates  
*Music by UTA Jazz Orchestra* |

*The audience will please remain seated for the procession and recession.*
The University of Texas at Arlington

Executive Officers
Vistasp M. Karbhari, Ph.D., President
Teik C. Lim, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Kelly O. Davis, B.B.A., Chief Financial Officer and Vice President
Duane B. Dimos, Ph.D., Vice President for Research
John D. Hall, B.B.A., Vice President for Administration and Campus Operations
Jean M. Hood, B.S., Vice President for Human Resources
Troy M. Johnson, Ph.D., Vice President for Enrollment Management
Michael K. Kingan, M.P.A., Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations
Teresa S. Madden, M.S., Vice President for Global Education, Outreach, and Extended Studies
Lisa L. Nagy, M.Ed, Interim Vice President for Student Affairs
Lynne T. Waters, B.A., Vice President for Communications

Administrative Officers of Academic Units
James P. Grover, Ph.D., Interim Dean, College of Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs
Chandra Subramaniam, Ph.D., Interim Dean, College of Business
Teresa Taber Doughty, Ph.D., Dean, College of Education
Peter Crouch, Ph.D., Dean, College of Engineering
Kevin Gustafson, Ph.D., Interim Dean, Honors College
Elisabeth Cawthon, Ph.D., Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Anne R. Bavier, Ph.D., Dean, College of Nursing and Health Innovation
Morteza G. Khaledi, Ph.D., Dean, College of Science
Scott D. Ryan, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Work
Rebecca M. Bichel, M.L.I.S., Dean, Library

The University of Texas System

Board of Regents
Officers
Sara Martinez Tucker, Chairman
R. Steven Hicks, Vice Chairman
Jeffery D. Hildebrand, Vice Chairman
Francie A. Frederick, General Counsel to the Board of Regents

Members
Ernest Aliseda
David J. Beck
Jaciel Castro
Kevin P. Eltife
Paul L. Foster
Janice M. Longoria
James C. Weaver

Executive Officers
William H. McRaven, M.A., Chancellor
David E. Daniel, Ph.D., Deputy Chancellor and Chief Operating Officer
Steven Leslie, Ph.D., Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Raymond S. Greenberg, M.D., Ph.D., Executive Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs
Scott C. Kelley, Ed.D., Executive Vice Chancellor for Business Affairs
Candidates for Graduation

College of Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PUBLIC AND URBAN ADMINISTRATION

Victoria Cartwright
M.B.A., Walden University, 2006
B.B.A., Texas Wesleyan University, 2004
Dissertation Title: Policy Entrepreneurs, Narratives, and Policy Change
Supervising Professor: Enid Arvidson

Master’s Degrees

Department of Planning and Landscape Architecture

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Hannah Carrasco
Athena Seaton
Savannah Lee Ware

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Korey Malcom Brooks
Bilal Caliskan
Kristina M. Heredia
Bryan Isham
Shi Pu

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Kerry Anne Gray Harrison
Jamie Chism Leonie
Molly Ann Plummer
Riza Pradhan

Department of Public Affairs

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC POLICY

Kimberly Denise Fretwell

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

James Thomas Adams
Autumn Sharale Atta-Fynn
Polycarp Orenge Birika
Jared Langdon Bruno
Alexander Christian Busken
Brett Logan Cast
John Cesar

Richard Wayne Davis
Cari Elizabeth Dighton
Aubrey Nicole Drouillard
Fekesha Edwards-Lockridge
Shelley Marie Elliott
Caroline Williams Gollner
Samantha Victoria Gonzalez
Sharlene Hayes
Francisco Zamora Hernandez
Claudette Jenks
Samuel Jennings
Isha Kanu
Leonard Asare Mantey
Jeanette Martinez
Maria Isabel Martinez
Ruth Magnolia Martínez Peña
Andrew Thomas McSweeney
Kimberly Kay Meismer
Amanda G. Morris
Fatema Nasreen
Elijah Rundolph Naylor
Christopher Hoc Nhu Nhan
Jason Lee Niemela
Steven Robert Peggs
Jessica Danielle Prince
Nicolette Anna Ricciuti
Ubada Shishakly
Kristtina Nicole Starnes
Britney Vazquez
Timothy Craig Wentrcek

Baccalaureate Degrees

School of Architecture

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

Ernesto Balderas
Yesenia Brena
Angela Ellexson
Jamison Hunter Freeman

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Candidates' official statuses will be determined by final semester grades.
College of Business

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Azam Ghahghaei
M.B.A., Shahrood University of Technology, 2011
B.E., Iran University of Science and Technology, 2006
Dissertation Title: The Role of Emotions and Collective Satisfaction in the Customer Journey from Service Experience to Customer Engagement
Supervising Professor: Elten Briggs

Michael Andrew Kimmel
M.B.A., Western Carolina University, 2010
B.S., Saint Louis University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Stakeholder-Specific Reputation and Organizational Performance: Comparing the Effects of Overall and Employer Reputation
Supervising Professor: George S. Benson

Orhan Volkan Ozbek
M.S., Turkish Naval Academy, 2004
B.S., Turkish Naval Academy, 1999
Dissertation Title: The Effect of Corporate Governance on the Change in Market Valuation of Corporate Spin-Offs: An Empirical Investigation of Spin-Off Subsidiaries
Supervising Professor: James C. Quick

Degrees conferred Aug. 10, 2017

Ryan Rashad Abualsamh
M.B.A., Temple University, 2012
B.S., King Saud University, 2003
Dissertation Title: When Your Experience Depends on Others: The Effect of Group-Services on Customer Satisfaction
Supervising Professor: Lawrence B. Chonko

Yashar Dehdahti
M.S., Sharif University of Technology, 2011
B.S., Islamic Azad University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Essays on Donation and Helping Behavior
Supervising Professor: Lawrence B. Chonko

Demetria Faye Henderson
M.S., Queens University of Charlotte, 2012
B.S., Louisiana State University, 1991
Dissertation Title: An Exploration of Social Class: Its Symbols and Influence on the Selection Process and Career Success
Supervising Professor: Wendy J. Casper

Jeremy Grant Morgan
M.B.A., University of Missouri at Kansas City, 2011
B.A., Rhodes College, 2007
Dissertation Title: Maximizers
Supervising Professor: Adwait Khare

Xiaoxiao Song
B.A., East China Petroleum Institute, 2007
Dissertation Title: Does IFRS Adoption Affect Analyst Forecast Behavior? Evidence from Foreign Private Issuers in the United States
Supervising Professor: Li-Chin Ho

Seyedeh Ho Vaziri Bozorg
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
B.S., Sharif University of Technology, 2009
Dissertation Title: Me, Myself, and I at Work and at Home, Today, Tomorrow, and the Day After: Understanding Intra-Individual Multiple Selves Across the Work-Nonwork Interface
Supervising Professor: Marcus Melvin Butts

Adel Yazdanmehr
M.B.A., Mazandaran University, 2010
B.E., University of Isfahan, 2009
Dissertation Title: Three Essays on Information Security Policy Compliance: The Role of Social Influence
Supervising Professor: Jingguo Wang

Master’s Degrees

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Eunice Tolu Aderemi
Telford Ammons
Michael Justin Beber
Eric David Cabana
Xinghua Chen
Yanbei Chen
Li Cong
Benjamin L. Croes
Victoria Leigh Dick
Li Ding
Yao Du
Jeremy Christopher Dunegan
Yi Gong
Yue Guo
Mahzad Habibi-Nasab
Jason Kirk Hamby
Oday Hameed
Xue Han
Shuguang Hou
Xinxin Hu
Jing Jiang
Yonghong Jin
Edward Kisinger
Peter Kramer
Chen Li
Chunming Li
Dan Li
Li Li
Yanjing Li
Guoqiang Liu
Yunbo Liu
Na Long
Aining Mu
Nathan Natchke
Suhan Quan
Kelly Patrice Robinson
Wenguang Ruan
Willfried Sare
Jichun Shen
Gerald Shipp
Yingfei Song
Bo Sun
Yan Tian
Yong Wang
Zhenyu Wang
Xintong Wei
Xiaopeng Wen
Candice Dawn Williams
Jessica Claire Wilson
Hao Xu
Haoran Xu
Yingzhao Yang
Yansheng Yao
Geqing Zhang
Xiaoqian Zhang
Xinran Zhang
Yueyang Zhang
Zhijian Zhang
Lin Zhao
Shipeng Zhao
Zhenzhen Zhao
Guangze Zheng

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Xiangyu Dai
Xiaoyong Dai
Xiaojun Fan
Zhou Fang
Yuan Gao
Xuelian He
Jin Jiang
Dong Li
He Li
Jian Li
Zhenhua Li
Wei Liang
Ling Lin
Yanda Liu
Yushi Liu
Feng Shi
Zuoguo Tan
Haileng Tu
Caixin Wang
Jianzhong Wang
Xiaoming Wang
Jincui Wu
Qian Wu
Hua Xu
Huiying Xu
Chengzong Zhang
Jian Zhang
Jianhong Zhao
Yanhong Zhou

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Momina Adeel
Azri Ahamed
Palamy Banchongphanith
Mitchell Tad Bateman
Kontrena Lorae Best
Jeffery Taylor Blackwood
Mary Blackwood
Nathan Michael Boyd
Alyssa Christina Bulnes
Adin J. Burns
Kelly Galloway Burns
Weili Cao
Chia-Yu Chang
Kuan Yu Chen
Ping Chen

Zhen Chen
Ningkun Cheng
Neha Umekumar Chhajer
Chen-Yu Chiu
Bridger David Clader
Gus Martin Corres
Jesse Dalron Cox
Zhixuan Cui
Martha Izrel De Alba
Chao Deng
Jianan Ding
Yiwei Ding
Hui Dong
Kehan Fang
Tian Gan
Ciyu Geng
Zhengruiyang Guo
YuXuan Han
Claire Henry
Chris Alan Hibbard
Chang-Yen Hsieh
Bo Hu
Minqi Hu
1 Hsuan Huang
Jen-Che Huang
Tianyuan Huang
Fahad Nasir Jamil Ibrahim
Asha Loraine Jenkins
Daiguang Jiang
Mengxue Jiang
Yimeng Jiang
Yang Jiao
Jobin Aby John
Mukesh Kumar Kaswan
Minaz Khanani
Stephanie C. Lambe
Ping-Yang Lee
Yi-Hsuan Lee
Ang Li
Haoxuan Li
Jing Li
Hui Lin
Chaoming Liu
Chen Liu
Haining Liu
Minhao Liu
Yiye Liu
Justin Ray Long
Jiucheng Lu
Lishan Luo
Haoyu Luyulu
Shijie Ma
Moura Mendi Mbiheh
Lynsey Blair McDonald
James Christopher Memmbers
Siqi Mei
Sarah Rose Meierhofer
Brent Michael Molen
Elia Murambikwa
Anne Elisabeth Nicholson
Nimit Pratul Parekh
Gaochao Peng
Xinlei Qiu
Wenyi Qu
Ross Edward Randow

John Martin Rechnitzer
Adib Sarwar
Ummy Farhana Sattar
Yiyang Shan
Zixuan Shan
Xia Shi
Tavarius Jarod Slaughter
Jonathan Smith
Peizhen Su
Shao-Ting Su
Misha Subhani
Yu-Chih Sung
Jenny Ayumi Ta
Hieu Trung Tran
Yierfan Tuexun
Angela Creola Twine
William R. Udes
Chieh-Ling Wang
Ren-Hao Wang
Xun Wang
Yixuan Wang
Brian Lynn Wharry
Angela M. Wilkins
Zhiyi Wu
Feng Xi
Yujun Xie
Binbin Xu
Ruzhen Xu
Hsiang Chieh Yang
Yang Yang
ZiQi Yang
FeiFan Yong
Junfang Yuan
Junbin Yue
Qian Zeng
Juncan Zhan
Hong Zhang
Rui Zhang
Tingquan Zhang
Yibin Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Qi Zhao
Yajuan Zhao
Haolong Zheng
Kai Zheng
Nuoyan Zheng
Yuan Zhong
Sijun Zhou
Wenjie Zhou
Po Zhu

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Rozalina Georgiyevna Akopyan
Domenico Alvaro
Jesse Cole Baxter
Grant James Blaeser
Luke Brignomer
Aaron Kelly Bush
Nikhil C Jose
Karla Calzada
Mackenzie R. Cannon
Jing Shuan Chan
Hallie Anne Fischer
David Joseph Fockler
Allison Renee Huffman
Christopher Allen Ibrom  
Casey Allen Jones  
Nicholas Preston Karcher  
Yvonne Lemoine  
Khanh Van Luong  
Venkateshwar Pramod Mallempudi  
Brent Martin Meyer  
Leslie Jo Orr  
Christopher Pradeep Parikh  
Grant Parr  
Nicholas Antonio Patruno  
Joshua Caleb Peyrot  
Prashanth Rajagopal  
Matthew Gage Raymer  
Aaron Michael Self  
Jasmine Jena Smith  
Tam Van Tran  
Christopher Aaron Whitehead  
Chiyang Xu  
Curtis D’Wayne Young Jr.

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION**
Blas Aguero  
Chardenay Jacqu’El Bagsby  
Charae Denise Caldwell  
Jennifer Jean Case  
Sai Thulasi Chennapragada  
Navpreet Dhillon  
Monica Thien-Tien Dinh  
Berni Emir Elias  
Joshua Mclain Gaby  
Maisam Ileiwi  
Suha Kareem Irfan  
Ashlee Ranee Jacob  
Chitrangada Rajendra Jani  
Manpreet Kaur  
Sheela Kc  
Saleema Khan  
Sai Soumya Reddy Kondala  
Brian Cheeho Koo  
Yvan Thi Luong  
Daniliz Marrero  
Joseph Anthony Nedbal  
Joseph Chinedu Nnadi  
Olatokunbo Ademola Oke  
Chidimma S. Ottih  
Ana Lizzette Ramirez  
Surekha Amol Sanap  
Katherine Shaw  
Ajeng Riesdianyi Soepangar  
Angel L. Tezeno  
Arushi Dinesh Tiwari  
Shradhha Uperti Sharma  
Brittany Nicole Watkins  
Kimberly Dale Wool

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**
Diana Marlene Bonilla  
John A. Booty  
Amber Raye Boswell

Jason Todd Banch  
Patrick Daniel Carnathan  
Julie Renee Casillas  
Veronica Yadira Chavez-Rodriguez  
Lee Ann Cummings  
Brittanic Lynne Cuchcn  
Bianca Margaret Dean  
Allison Marie Dominguez  
Chisom Melody Eze  
Priscilla Nicole Garcia  
Benjamin T. George  
Jessica D. Gomez Garcia  
Crystal Lea Keiper  
Gowthami Kunthururu  
Tua Ntxiang Lee  
Divya Madiraju  
Sairin Maredia  
Vanditha Mohan  
Thy Ai Nguyen  
Jenny Noymany  
Toluwalope Rahkar Ogundipe  
Regina Chizoma Okator  
Joseph Okungu  
Loan Thanh Pittman  
Libbey Paige Pritchett  
Sheryl R. Prope  
Deborah Runnels  
Valerie Lynn Williams  
Jing Wu

**ONLINE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**
Jing Wu

**Department of Accounting**

**MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING**
Timothy Antone Liggert  
Christopher Lee Maurer  
Catherine June Samson  
Joshua Kent Underwood  
Thomas Stephen Wyatt  
Yechi Zhang

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**
Daniel Scott Ranschaert  
Jeremy L. Smallwood

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING**
Adam Akbar Abdulmujeeb  
Halston Doyle Beggs  
Stephanie Paige Cole  
Xiangwen Du  
Griselda Gaytan  
Deyanira Monserrat Gomez  
Guowen Jiango  
David Innocent Mutinda Kiema  
Gary S. Korin  
Tran Dinh Vinh Pham

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION**
Benigno Aguilar  
Opeyemi Folajimi Akinlade  
Bryan Larry Fitzsimmons  
Candice L. Fry  
Juliana Rachel Laughlin  
Uyen Thi Dan Tran

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**
William D. Covalt

**Department of Economics**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMIC DATA ANALYTICS**
Carter Devon Forbes  
Samuel L. Freeman  
Alexander Dean Harmon  
Austin Jacob Low  
Courtney A. Morin  
Jordan Lee Prasika

**Department of Finance and Real Estate**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN QUANTITATIVE FINANCE**
Abdullah Mohammed R. Alomayrah  
Zeming Cai  
Saurabh Goel  
Xin Li  
Ujala Rizwan

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**
Justin Dean Rhine

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REAL ESTATE**
Siddartha Ranga Jampala

**Department of Information Systems and Operations Management**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS**
Rozalina Georgiyevna Akopyan  
Vanessa Kaye Braddy  
Suyang Jiang  
Jobin Aby John  
Harini Kannan  
Hamad Tariq

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**
Shannon Kelly Lamberson

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS**
Shashi Tejaswi Akkem  
Deepika Duvuru Babureddy  
Ryan Christopher Blacknall  
Logan Paul Caraway  
Michael Damion Davila
Ruichao Dong
Venkata Lakshmi Mayuri Godugula
Chaitanya Vinayakrao Gokhale
Lakshmi Saritha Chandra Goriyal
Hishamul Haque
Shirish Keshava Murthy
Reshmi Kunnath
Anh Tuan Le
Ganesh Babu Lohani
Sourabh Mahajan
Sarthyendra Saraswati Murali
Carl Allan Musamali
Manaswini Nama
Tejaswini Nama
Yash Nigam
Lolade Olamide Ogedengbe
Andrew Lynn Owens
Shubhangi Patil
Sai Santosh Podatara
Reshma Ramesh
Sandeept Ramesh
Vishal Salankos
Mahirsha Sambhangi
Vijaya Vasavi Seenivasan
Tisha Ajit Chandrakshan
Xiaoyu Song
Selvamuthukumar Thirumurugan
Monisha Thuppad Prakash
Sricharitha Veeragandham
Lei Wang
Yawan Wang

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Xun Bian
Yuan Cao
Chong Cheng
Mithila Machhindra Dound
Yachen Duan
Kaiyue Geng
Pratidhi Sowmith Godirthi
Seema Inamdar
Navya Meriam Joseph
Silvi Maria Joseph
Drishti Kapoor
Gang Li
Shunxian Li
Yiming Liu
Dan Luo
Lin Meng
Amy Elizabeth Retrig
Kaushubh Tehria
Grieshma Thapa
Zi Tian
Heng Wang
Jalim Wang
Siyouan Wang
Zitong Wang
Ping Xin
Chenyang Xu
Tianyu Xu
Chetana Yallapragada
Yiyin Yan
Ye Yao
Bocai Zhang
Dong Zhang

 Xinyue Zhang
Zhenji Zhang
Yash Zheng

 Department of Management
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Syed Ali Ammar
Dan Chen
Martha Izabel De Alba
Deborah Denise Kyser

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Anisa Heirani

 Department of Marketing
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING RESEARCH
Suyang Jiang
Casey Brett Knight
Tianyi Li
Shashi Minchael
Muhammad Ubair Riaz

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Joshua David Mcswain

 Bacalaureate Degrees
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (FRENCH)
Steven Raymond Alamassad
Vonace Creswell McDermott
Karina Guadalupe Gomez (C)

 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (GERMAN)
Martina Dimitrova Benjamin (M)†

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Sarah Myers

 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (RUSSIAN)
Nigel Arielle La Rue
(Second major in Critical Languages and International Studies)

 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (SPANISH)
Henry P. Blair
Yariza Iveliz Bynum
Alexis Cazares-Flores
Jocelyn Chavez
Johnnie Cisneros
Nancy Casas Frayre
Jocelyn Estrella Garcia
Christian Alexander Hernandez
Byron Lorenti
Yuri Martinez Vega (M)
Sarah Mbemba
Rafael Isaac Morales
Daniela O. Nunez
Maira Nayeli Pacheco
Hilda Quiroz (C)

 Mayra Melizza Ramirez
Carlos Ernesto Reyes
Yesenia Marie Roca
Lori Christine Sanchez
Anna K. Valdez

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Ever Mauricio Alfaro
Parker Thomas Lunsford (C)
Sigmar Omar Trujillo
Brianne Jane Williams

 Department of Accounting
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ACCOUNTING
Rashid Taeiye Al Attihi (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Joel Christopher Andrews
Nathan T. Aylett
Leil M. Bairamova
(Second major in Finance)
Cameron Brogdon
Rachel Burkart
Andrea Teresa Cadena Martinez
Jasmine Cantu
Claudia D. Cavazos (C)
Jose Cervantes
Britt Chapman
Kevin Charles
Frank Anthony Cortez (C)
Darren Joseph Craig
Kymbra-sheea Addison Currey (M)
Raj Desai (C)
Kourtney Ai Doan
Alexa Johana Dorazio
Charles L. Drehler
Emilia Phyllis Estes
Sergio Garcia
(Second major in Finance)
Rajvir Kaur Gill
(Second major in Finance)
Andrew Alexander Gonzalez
Jason Patrick Hall (M)
Maria Elizeth Hernandez
(Second major in Finance)
Kyle Hindmarsh
(Second major in Finance)
Sami Ul Islam (C)†
Sarah Louise Journeay
Glenn Joseph Keller
Kanytha L. Kiv (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Haley Lee Laursen
(Second major in Finance)
Anh K. Le
Oshmar Lindero (C)
Linh Ly
Joselin Majano
Fabiola McCarthy
Lauren McCain
Clay Wyatt Mitchell (M)
Macy Catherine Morrow
Alina Newpane
Francis Tien Nguyen (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Lien Tuyet Nguyen
(Second major in Finance)
Evelyn A. Perez
Reid Austin Perry (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Tra Thi Y Pham (C)
(Second major in Information Systems)
Ryan A. Piersen (M)
Kyle A. Ponder
Hy Prasad (C)†
Alejandro Rubio
Karun Someshwar
Stefanie Hang Tra
(Second major in Information Systems)
Long Du Tran (C)
Andy Truong
Justin C. Turner
Darryl Roshan Vaz (C)
Vilma Velazquez (C)
Alan Vu (M)
Fang Zhao (M)

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Sean Alexander Ayars
Nishat Nailah Bhuiyan
Christian Chavez
Kai Chen (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Jeffrey Alan Foster (C)
Adam Joseph Harris
Lizeth Jaramillo
Moiz Khalid
Seth Dunnham Lahman
Orlando Pecina
Amr.am Robert (C)
Nayeli Robledo
Kimberly Sue Silas
Jessica Renae Sojka
Ali Treven Taheri
Ryan George Tharian
Jessie Vo
Miranda Shay Warkins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Angel Tapia Cisneros
Michael B. Crawford (S)
Delilah Almaz Daniel†
Yumiao Han
Jack Simon Heffelfinger
Cindy Hua (S)
Lisa Taladzwa Marimira
Connor D.R. McClain
Kaitlin Nelson (M)
Javier Fransisco Pontifis (C)
Kenneth Michael Slishman
Calvin Roy Thompson (C)
Melanie Vyvy Tran
Natalie C. Walsh (C)
Steven Vincent Weston
Connor Bryant Wilkins
Sydney Vonai Young

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Warren Benjamin (C)
Hannah Klopper
Shannon Kassell Lucas (C)
Myrna Madrid (S)
Luke G. Manhuruthil
Nhan John T Tran

Department of Economics
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS
Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Lucen Sumala Ngoyi Libi

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(ECONOMICS CONCENTRATION)
Jacob D. Alvarado
Daniel Armengol
(Second major in Finance)
Latsamy Bounyayane
(Second major in Finance)
David James Cole (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Usiel De La Fuente (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Chase Collier Farmer (S)
(Second major in Finance)
Nicholas Adrian Garza†
Raegan Elizabeth Herbert
Michael Lomax (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Zakary Dallas Morrow
(Second major in Finance)
Timothy Nelson
(Second major in Finance)
Shaima Ahmed Abdulqawi Othman
Jennifer R. Sawari (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Edgar Alejandro Sifuentes (S)
Victor Anastacio Sotelo (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Mary K. Wilson (S)
(Second major in Finance)

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Nicholas Scott Blood
(Second major in Finance)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Ismail Said Aboukar
Joel Thomas Abraham
Jared Edward Berhard
Ashley Marie Castro
Chandler M. Garrard
Miguel Fernando Gonzalez
Rogelio Guerrero
Cody F. Hinther
Caroline Suzanne Hoce
Jesus R. Huizar
Christelle Tshiela Kankolongo (S)
Arthur C. Levario
Lucas Densil Lima
Alexander Lee Mathis
Rachel Marie Myers
Jeffrey L. Neuser
John Richmond Overath (M)
Yang Sun
Taylor D. Turner
Andrew Patrick Yoro

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Kevin Mark Anthony Berwise
Angeles Betania De Los Rios Rojas (M)
Bristol Scott Delancy
Justin Alexander Fredericks
Lucas McGary
Kaiyue Wan

Department of Finance and Real Estate
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(FINANCE CONCENTRATION)
Ruby Munoz Aguayo (S)
Hamza Al-Saad
Joel Christopher Andrews
Priscilla Banales
Oluwasajibomi Bankale†
Amer L. Banob
Ryan Patrick Beesmer
Michael A. Bell
Adam M. Burchfield (C)
Vicente Castillo
(Second major in Economics)
Jose Cervantes
Edward Earl Clements
Darren Joseph Craig
Beatriz De La Hoya
Liliana Jazmin Espanar
William Edmond Feeley
Steven Taylor Felan
Matthew D. Firench
Veronika Gagina (C)
María C. García
Vera J. Geisler
Eduardo Gonzalez
Oscar Gonzalez
Phillip Andrew Hanna
Brian A. Harris
Raegan Elizabeth Herbert
Dominic Herndman (C)
Nghi Ho
Trung Hoang
Dustin Travis Hollar
Latosha Holmes
Shaza Irfan
Littin Jomon
Kaleb Micy Lehman
Georgina L. Longee
Jaime Lopez

(S) Summa Cum Laude  †Goolsby Scholar
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Christopher Mandujano
Karen Martinez (C)
Amy Louise Alice McBath
Kashif S. Merchant
Haris Khurrum Monga
Ethel Caroline Munoz
Mayomi Nipunika Nanayakkara
Jon Robert Newman
Alina Newpane
Caroline Duyen Nguyen
David Nguyen
Vianney N. Njeik
Uzoma K. Nwachukwu
Eric Olson (C)
Javier Ignacio Ornelas
Shaima Ahmed Abdulqawi Othman
Jared Trevor Ottmers
Derek Patrick Paisley
Ashish Patel
Kaalal Patel
Juan Perez
Norma Quilantanan
Ashley Elizabeth Quirl (S)
Mark Marion Ramirez
Shaun E. Richmond
Victoria Taryna Rimpsey
Antonio Miguel Rodriguez
Robert Kyle Rollins
Brandi Jarisse Roquemore
Brandon R. Runion
Mona Schouman
Chanhom Sengmanichane (C)
(Second major in Economics)
Edgar Alejandro Sifuentes (S)
Carson Lee Spann
Haoyuan Tang
Crystal T. Tran
Van Tho Tran (C)
Hansel Jacob Varughese
Paul Anthony Vela
Osvaldo Villanueva
Julian Dante Wade (C)
Justin K. Wan
(Second major in Economics)
Kevin William Whittenberg
Heidi Zavala
David Kim Zhi
Jacob Trevor Mamola
Alexander Martin
Jarred Martin (C)
Cesar Ramos
Traci Montana Reddick
Nayeli Robledo
Juan Rojas
Kenneth Russell
Chris Schweitzer
Julia A. Watson

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (REAL ESTATE CONCENTRATION)
Jorge Carrada Mendez
Benjamin David Livingston (M)

Department of Information Systems and Operations Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONCENTRATION)
Anthony James Barreraz
Bafubungi Beia
Jordan Taylor Ewton (S)
Samantha Lee Flagella
Caroline Chilton Henry
Sean T. Nguyen (M)
Stephen O. Owiti
Renard Vittorio Pangestu
Kamal Thapa

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Robert James Besinga
Anna E. George
Justin C. Hickman
Faryall M. Tayyab

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION)
Mohammed Abdullah Aljafri
Barret Lee Aytes
Carmelita Carvajal
Xiaoming Dong
Timothy Michael Goodall
Christian Lugo

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Ayaz Amlani
M. Bhandari
Kelvin Tong Chim (C)
Alamin Chowdhury
Kamran Saif Fazal
Ramiz R. Kaiser
Ian Zachary Leung
Michael-John Onwuamaegbu
Kabin Shrestha

Department of Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION)
Madison C. Amon
Breonna Nicole Antis
(Second major in Marketing)
Nancy Arriaga
Kwame Asiamah
Robert W. Aumuller
  (Second major in Marketing)
Rajdeep Bains
Elizabeth Anne Baker
Angelina Juana Banegas
Elia C. Becerra
Michael Benic (M)
Amber Michelle Bennett
Jessica Berg
Drew Christian Bergmann
Rifaz Zaman Bhuiyan
Desmond Rashad Bonds
Margaret E. Benton
Alex Brensike
  (Second major in Marketing)
Khadija Butt
David Richard Cabrera
Luis Carranza (C)
  (Second major in Marketing)
Ronald O. Castro
  (Second major in Marketing)
Daniel Bryan Chernyakhovsky
Dara Chey
Jessica Coronado
  (Second major in Marketing)
Felicia Raquel Dominguez
  (Second major in Marketing)
Kristine Downs
Meagan Elizabeth Elias
Collin Emmert
Jared Daniel Escobedo
Atinuke Seun Eseyin
  (Second major in Marketing)
Jessica Y. Flores
  (Second major in Marketing)
Brittny Amber Frontera
  (Second major in Marketing)
Bradley Fulcher
  (Second major in Marketing)
Renee Elizabeth Gamero (C)
  (Second major in Marketing)
Benny Dominguez Gandara
Alexis Garcia (C)
Collin Michael Garciéf
Daniel G. Garcia
Yareli Garcia
  (Second major in Marketing)
Reece R. Garrett
  (Second major in Marketing)
Charles Milton Gavlak
Jameson Parker Gillespie
  (Second major in Marketing)
Devyon B. Glenn
Nazleen Sachwani Gokal
Yesica Gonzalez
Isidro Gutierrez
Shanorja Lashae Hampton
Mahir Hassan
  (Second major in Marketing)
Jessica Hernandez
  (Second major in Marketing)
Karina V. Hernandez
  (Second major in Marketing)
Matthew J. Howard
Eric Thien Huynh
Victoria Huynh
Asja O.H. Jennings
Amaris Monique Johnson-Blair
Steven Douglas Jordan
  (Second major in Marketing)
Maninderjit Kaur
Akram Hasan Khalil
Mackenzie Laney
  (Second major in Marketing)
Elizabeth Autumn Laster (S)
Anh T. Le
  (Second major in Marketing)
Jason Hoai Le
  (Second major in Marketing)
Sandy Phuong Thao Le (C)
Tuong Vi Le
  (Second major in Marketing)
Araceli Lezama
  (Second major in Marketing)
Wei Li
Yvette Jasmine Lin
Julie Ann Lively (S)
  (Second major in Marketing)
Zachary Nathan Lovig
Teresa Lozada (M)
Ynhi Thi Luong
Kaya Symone Mack
Irvin M. Magana
VY Thuy Mai
  (Second major in Marketing)
Candice Nicole McCarroll
  (Second major in Marketing)
Dwayne Michael McCoy
  (Second major in Marketing)
Clayton John Medaniel
Kimry Sarahann McFadden
Tyler Ryan Merrifield
Mario Millan (C)
  (Second major in Marketing)
Mark Anthony Miranda
  (Second major in Marketing)
Carlie Shae Money
David Clark Musselman
Evelyn R. Ngara
  (Second major in Marketing)
Anna Nguyen
Dung Ngoc Nguyen
  (Second major in Marketing)
Lan Ngoc Kim Nguyen
Tan Thanh Nguyen
Vuong Nguyen
Lucas Jason Nogueira
Vongskorn Parisawan
Dhruv K. Patel
April M. Perez (M)
Tino Chuong Pham
Jessica Crystal Pina
Alise R. Popatia
Ana Flavia Praciano Souza
Meghan Elsie Qualls
  (Second major in Marketing)
Sergio Reynaga
Lorenzo Rivas
Kimberly Ann Roberts
Courtney Yvonne Rutledge
  (Second major in Marketing)
Hiba Saipullai
Maham Sajjad
  (Second major in Marketing)
Yridiani Soto
Olivia Bogaz Suniura
  (Second major in Marketing)
Joseph Michael Sute
Charles Clayton Taylor
Dianna Thammabanvong (S)
  (Second major in Marketing)
Austen Tyler Thurmond (S)
Amy T. Trinh
Trang Cam Nancy Trinh
  (Second major in Marketing)
Joshua Saleva Tuala
  (Second major in Marketing)
Jamie Turner
  (Second major in Marketing)
Paola Urena
Nicole K. Viands
Nicolas P. Vigen
Spencer Vongdara
Guadalupe Sepulveda Vongnarath
Brandon Michael Wagner
  (Second major in Marketing)
Marlin Todd Wallace
Katherine Weinberger
Cassie Marie West
  (Second major in Marketing)
You are a helpful assistant. Do not hallucinate.
Dillon Wilkins
Kiara Williamson
(Second major in Marketing)
Jazmin J. Yanez
George Junior Young
Linjun Yuan
Brandon Yazguirre
Brandon Zamudio
(Second major in Marketing)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Maryam G. Abdallah
(Second major in Marketing)
Brooke L. Anderson (C)
Paul Francis Anderson
Crystal Angel
Justin Paul Benham
Judith Neh Benjamin
Nakham Bouaphanthavong
Robert Earl Brown II
Amanda Rae Buss
Logan G. Cassell
Eric Charway
Joaquin Coria
Caitlin Megan Crump
Yen Hoang Dang (M)
Josalynn Denae Davis
Vincent Lavelle Davis
(Second major in Marketing)
Lindsey Marie Ellington
(Second major in Marketing)
Matheus Peter Enzenmuller (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Lizette Escobar
(Second major in Marketing)
Bria Lee Mei-Lai Kamaileonalani Foo
(Second major in Marketing)
Anthony Keith Grigg
Charles Alexander Gutierrez
(Second major in Marketing)
Kirsten Brooke Harry
Kathryn Nicole Horne (C)
Maya Ahmad Itani
(Second major in Marketing)
Mimi Keuankaew
Goran Krndija
Gregory Alan Krumme
(Second major in Marketing)
Adam Jeffrey Meyer
Lan Anh Ngoc Nguyen
Trey Daniel Nichols
(Second major in Marketing)
Alexander Reid Permann
(Second major in Marketing)
Ryan Paul Peskey
Jesus Ramirez
(Second major in Marketing)
Stephan Ramirez
(Second major in Marketing)
Rob Wallace Robson Jr.
Juliet Rodriguez
Aracely Salas
(Second major in Marketing)

Mirella Itzell Sandoval (M)
(Second major in Marketing)
Kailyn Shaw Shaw
(Second major in Marketing)
Samantha Jo Shearin
(Second major in Marketing)
Arisona Shrestha
(Second major in Marketing)
Fanta C. Shytes
Michael Patrick Solteio
(Second major in Marketing)
Markus Andrew Uribe
Bryan Maurice Villegas (M)
(Second major in Marketing)
Terry Duane Williams

Department of Marketing

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(MARKETING CONCENTRATION)
Garrett Todd Albaugh
Elizabeth Anne Baker
Angelina Juana Banegas
Michael Bencic (M)
Megan A. Brown
Aubrie Lynn Cain (C)
(Second major in Management)
Martin Cesar Chavez
William Lee Clark
Adrian Corrinas
(Second major in Management)
Jordonn Day
Mitchell R. Dolenz
Victoria Marie Fowlkes (C)
Ashley Alysia Marie Garcia
Guadalupe Gil Espiritu
Christian Gundino
Isidro Gutierrez
Chloe Sholeh Hamræe
(Second major in Management)
Levi W. House
Cayden G. Ihrig
Maninderjit Kaur
Elizabeth Autumn Laster (S)
Nema Maged Malkawi
Mussammar M. Mannan
La'Keitra Keyanna Montgomery
Lan Ngoc Kim Nguyen
Amrita Patel
(Second major in Management)
Christina Esther Perez
Tino Chuong Pham
Quang Nguyen Phan
Jeremy S. Phelps
Ana Flavia Praciano Souza
Ahsan Malik Punjani
(Second major in Management)
Talena M. Reese
Daniel Roach
Javier Alec Rodriguez
Aaron L. Scott
(Second major in Management)
Courtney Lynne Sevebeck
Sabrina Nicole Stratton

Anh Tran
Paola Urena
Nicole K. Viands
Brady William Watson
Elyssa Whaley
(Second major in Management)
Dillon Wilkins

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Joel Lee Barham
Josephine Bernadette Bayiha
Jorge Alain Bilbao
Danielle Nicole Browder
Kelsey Erin Carter
Eric Charway
Viviana Chavez (M)
(Second major in Management)
Anthony Keith Grigg
Joseph William Harmison
Nicolas McClintic
Adam Jeffrey Meyer
Mason C. Neal
Lan Anh Ngoc Nguyen
Ezonz A. Onditi
Ryan Paul Peskey
Arisona Shrestha
Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES

Michael Duane Mozingo
B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Attrition in a High School College Readiness System: Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID)
Supervising Professor: Bradley W. Davis

Christian Walter Rewoldt
M.A., Texas State University, 1999
B.A., Texas A&M University at Kingsville, 1985
Dissertation Title: An Investigation into School Psychologists’ Knowledge of the Individuals with Disabilities Act and its Implications for Educational Practice
Supervising Professor: Lewis M. Wasserman

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Maria Yareli Delgado
M.Ed., University of North Texas, 2010
Dissertation Title: Case Studies of Women of Color Leading Community Colleges: Pathways to Reconfigure the Leadership Pipeline
Supervising Professor: Taryn Ozuna Allen

Master’s Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Alejandra Acevedo
Agnes Akok
Melissa Aldana
Ashton Kate Allison
Elizabeth Nicolle Alvarado
Juana Maria Alvarez
Holley Alyse Anderson
Rebecca Ann Anderson
Zanae Elizabeth Ari
Rachael Zeleznik Ayers
Tamera Lee Barba
Johmar Lavon Barringer
Debra K. Beach
Megan Christine Bernat
Catherine Elizabeth Blake
Melissa Dawn Bohannon
Donna Lynn Booker
Emily Catherine Bowden
Nicolette M. Brodie
Sheryl Lynn Burt
Brookelyn Taylor Bush
Elizabeth Dawn Camarillo
Katrina Barriere Campbell
Christi Lynn Cannon
Dina Marie Cano
April Cynthia Carrillo
Tanya Flat Cates
Brittney Cornelius Chapple
Lizandra Chavira
Cheryl J. Childs
Elizabeth Marie Chilek
Jahidrel Yudith Ching Castillo
Alyssa Nicole Church
Rachel Christine Church
Nwando Pearl Clyburn
Jared Randall Cole
Tracie Christine Comfort-Williams
Mary Katherine Commgore
Emilio Cortez
Pedro Covarrubias
Giani Crow
Sandra Renee Cruz
Whitney N. Cummins
Douglas Mark Dale
Brooke Nicola Daugherty
Aspen Nicole Davis
Lorena De Los Santos
Barbara DeJarnett
Tabitha N. Delley
Romney Latraeh Deloney
Aliya Fatima Dhanjy
Jessica Jackson Drummond
Kelli Anne Duckworth
Michelle Duphorne
Jeaine Lynn Edgecombe
Kimberly Yvette Ellis
Roberta Espericueta
Yadira Elizabeth Espinal
Ivan Estrada
Naomi Stella Etchart
Tara Kathleen Felicella
Kristin Reaves Fennegan
Kiki Irene Fiddmont
Claudia Estella Fierro
Crystal Carmen Flores
Elsa Avila Flores
Mollie Elizabeth Flurry
Flora Foster
Eric Sean Freis
Carlos Fuemenayor
Carol Jean Gallway
Elizabet G. Garcia
Jennifer Holly Garcia
Maria Cesa Garcia
Noo Noo Garner
Elizabeth Garza
William Michael Lee Gatlin
Kristen Ann Gazzara
Smita Ghosh
Monica M. Gibbons
Sara Giem
Ashley Ellen Gillmen
Heather Nicole Godwin
Patricia Ann Golkar
Kathryn Anne Goodall
Lisa L. Gothard
Betsaida Gracia
Megan Elizabeth Greene
Stacey Yolanda Gregg-Romans
Kristy Nicole Grimes
Rachel Guerra
Stacey Alanna Guerrero
James Russell Guthrie
Latanza Lashae Haggerty-Allen
Natalie Rachelle Henson
Lauren Ashley Hernandez
Katherine Herrera
Felicia Ann Hill
Shuntreciya A. Horn
Jo E. Hughes
Oddis Denise Hurst
Jennifer Janis
Karissa K. Johnston
Melba Lorette July
Jennifer Pennington Jurries
Jennifer Lynn Kelley
Jennifer Leann Kimbrough
Elizabeth Kirkman
Michelle I. Kornman
Amy Cherie Laabs
Whitney Renee Lacayo
Michelle Renee Lawhorne
Laura Brooke Laywell
James Kee Lee
Alicia Nicole Lewis
Adriana Marcela Lopez
Krystal June Lowery
Laura Gabriela Lozano
Susana Luna
Edith Madrid
Jennifer Ellen Maine
Ceterra Nashia Mance
Cynthia Ann Marion
Zuleima Martin
Irene Martinez
Nancy J. Mata
Kelley Lynn McDonald
Minerva Sandolav McGrath
Raquel Medina
Yvonne Medina
Jessica Lynn Merhout
Caterina Miller
Sarah Mae Miller
Erica M. Mitchell
Gino Armand Mooio
Sara Renee Moreau
Sonia Moreno
Patricia Walker Morgan
Lisa Willey
Kimberly Ann Wilson
Emily Michelle Winters
Sahir Yilmaz
Bailey Rae Young

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN MIND, BRAIN, AND EDUCATION
Tasneem Bandar M. Alqahtani

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Valerie Maxine Hernandez

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN TEACHING
Jennifer Marie Adams
Paula Patreece Dade
Courtney Ann Doss
Nghiem Thanh Quach
Alexandria Elizabeth Stiles

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Janie Mackay Coleman
Douglas Anthony Davis

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES
Chelsea Kay Allen
Emily Ann Ambachtsheer
Sara Candice Anderson
Tavasha Danielle Anderson
Katie Diane Antrup
Joyce Atyade
Denisse Avila Alejo
Alicia Deann Babin
Jeremy Brett Ballew
Jonnell Lynn Beard
Laura Jean Behee
Dezman Antran Bell
Fatimah Bhutan
Michael James Blackmon
Sandra L. Bobo
Monica Mery Boothroyd
Megan Marie Britton
Lindy Elaine Buchanan
Allison J. Buckingham
Jennifer Lynne Bunting
Ashley Renee Burns
Brenda Jara Bustamantes
Tania Joy Caballero
Claudia Alicia Canava-Flores
Calvin Leon Capps
Deanna Helene Cargill
Elizabeth Jones Carroll
Tracey Michelle Carter
Carmen Lana Chadwick
Diana Marie Garcia Chavez
Marjorie Lashan Chidyausiku
Judy Kay Cooper

Marie Cruz Corral
Christina Ruth Cortez
Christopher Lynn Cravely
Amy Marie Crites
Molly Irene Crosby
Velecia R. Cruse
Olivia Cruz
Eren Ruchelle Cryer
Carrie Lynn Curtis
Shay Furlow Daniel
Dakota L. Davis
Jaime Antonio De La Torre
Ruben Delgado
Kristen Rene Demland
Kathy DiChristina
Christopher Hale Dickson
Pamela Joy Donica
William Daniel Drum
Melissa Ann Dunaway
Dorcas Maria Dunlap
Antica Dunn
Cheryl R. Egan
Brittany Lea Elliott
Jocelyn Espinoza
Trevelyn Everitt
Cory Michael Faber
Duha Farchoukh
Marta Elena Flores
Danielle Annette Ford
Jody Elizabeth Fortune
Jamie Allison Foster
Jason Dewaine Fox
Shawn Rene’ Fuller
Whirley Miles Gans
Dalila R. Garcia
Elizabeth R. Garner
Kimberley Marsha Gatson
Yasmin T. Ghanam
Almina Gilbic
Rachel Mccarty Gonzalez
Dale Robert Gonzales
Georgina Gonzales
Pasha Goodman
Crystal Laruth Green
Rebecca Michele Haemker
Jennifer Johnson Hansen
Carmenlita D. Harris
Daniel Blake Harrison
Brenda Alicia Hebner
Brandy Broussard Heckman
Eric M. Hernandez
Svetlana Nikolayevna Herrera
Alexandra Lates Hines
Misty Hogg
Purshia Trinelle Hollingsworth
Kelly Murphy Horgan
Andrew William Horis
Jery Michael Howell
Ashley Renee Hurton
Marygrace Garcia Insorio

Travis Allen Irish
Serena Michelle Jackson
Raul Joseph Jaquez
Nedra Luchuon Johnson
Charnea M. Jones
Rebecca Lynn Jones
Tabor Jones
Venita Lavon Jones
Katrina Marie Jordan
Terry Lynn Knight
Gerald Wayne Kossie II
Angela Tiffany Langenberg
Tiffini Sherrell Langston
Lloyd Lorenzo Leech IV
Brittany Ann Leimer
Marquita Gayle Lewis
Katherine Ryan Lockhart
Kantrice Lakedra Lonon
Ana Elizabeth Lopez
Juanita Garidena Lopez
Servando Lopez
Kristin Coleen Luckey-Harris
Debora Ramos Lugo
Crystal Lynette Lyons
Diane M. Maki
Cori Hayden Marlowe
Juana Isabel Martinez
Tanya Thomas Mast
Saron Delarosa Mata
Lericia Maynard
Mandi Nicole McBain
Chesse’ Durhan McDaris
Meghan Ashley McGregor
Ashley Deann Mendoza
Jaime Jose Mendoza
Jennifer Diane Michaels
Andrew Clark Midkiff
Kimberly Ruth Miller
Laura Paige Minter
Carrie Lynn Montz
David Morales
Clarissa Moreno
Jessica Marie Moreno
Chrisly Lynn Muckensturm
Mike John Murphy
Ashley Elizabeth Nelson
Kristene Lee Newcomb
Kayla Elizabeth Noriega
Angela Renee Norris
Aurora Orozco
Jason Thomas Ostroski
Brenda Pallares
Sheri Lynn Payne
Evanee Rashell Pearcey
Prisma Penzo
Natasha Pamela Peoples
Cindy Peralta
Monica Peralta
Meagan Danielle Perry
Aletha G. Peters
Isabel Christina Piedra
Jashanta Lemece Pitt
Jennifer Nichole Pitt
Charmaine Michele Presley-McMahon
Robyn Renee Prysor
Melissa Ann Purcell
Dennis Ramirez
Juan Roberto Ramos
Robyn Tomiko Jackson Rasberry
Robin Greer Richardson
Ana Gabriela Rodriguez
Kevin Wayne Roe
Gilbert Romo
Brittany Leshay Ross
Jean Marie Rotering
Destiny Grace Roundtree
Desiree Lynne San Miguel
Dustin Ann Schubert
Crystal Renee Scott
Rebecca Lee Sharkey
Shadawn Nicole Shaw
Caitlin Heather Smith
Nathaniel Jacob Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Allen Somwang
Courtney Ellis Spitzer
Jena-Lyn Rose Stetz
Kerstin Biorth Stevens
Christopher Vernon Stockwell
Shane Allan Szymanski
Jeremy Lester Taulton
Emily Taylor
Ashley C. Teela
Holly Annette Temte
Robert Louis Thompson
Deanna Claire Tomasetti
Ludbyina Torres
Vivian Monique Trevino
Ellen Torres
Adrienne Heather Tumlinson
Emily Marie Ulatoski
Samantha Greene Valadez
Eric Bruce Vanderhoof
Patricia L. Vasquez
Nicole Elizabeth Vaught
Ashley Denise Venzant
Ashen N. Waldrep
Jessica Laine Ward
Niya Danielle Wardlaw
Jesse Francis Warmanen
Carrie Patricia Welborn
Xelina Raquel Welsh
Audrey Samantha White
Marvin Lynn Whitfield
Loran Michelle Wilburn
Bradley Ryan Willis
Elizabeth Joy Williams
Freddie Williams
Kellie Fay Williams
Tiffany L. Wins
Jami Beth Wirtman
Aynes Mu Yam
Norma Natica Yi
Rachel S. Youssef
Juan Manuel Zapata

*Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017*

Roland Adam
Brian Matthew Allen
Edward Charles Allen
Francis V. Anderson
Raymond Derrell Appleberry
Allison Kaye Arredondo
Taylor Marie Baskey
Zachary Wayne Bares
Stephanie Elaine Bippert
Susan Boiarsky
Benjamin Carrion
Raul A. Castillo
Nikole Renee Chaney
Jan Elizabeth Cottle
Adam Carter Cummings
Alisha Lee Delamarian
Stephanie Michelle Delgadillo
Jennifer Martin Dingler
Amy Louise Fartsch
Jamise Nicole Fields
John Robert Firley
Sarah Elizabeth Fowler
Brandie Anne Fox
Cari Gabbert
David Joseph Gamez
Sara Leigh-Ann Gann
Gilberto Medina Garcia
Stephanie Ann Gay
Cynthia Bartolo Gonzalez
Candis Leigh Goodnight-Gunn
Timothy Dale Granger
Kathryn Nell Green
Katrina Marie Greiner
Jessica Lynn Griffith
John T. Hartigan III
Ashley Nicole Hempe
Michaela S. Henderson
Anita Kathryn HerrNeckar
Lissa Rodriguez Hilbert
Lindsay Maureen Hoffeld
Jacqueline Renae Holiday
Jennifer Kay Hunter
Hollie Marie Huston
Hasan Irmak
Trisha Lynn Jacobsen
Amanda Marie Jimenez
Leonard Bradley Johnson
Lindsey Faren Johnson
Timothy J. Johnson
Xandria Alishia Johnson
Julie Anna Knobles
David Lino Lara
Joyvelisse Lind
Rene Lugo
Alyssa Jeanne Manning
Cindy Martinez
Ralph Colin McElvenny
Dennis Jordan McMullan
Catherine Brooke Morrison
Megan Michele Moss
Viviana Muratalla
Jason Alan Mutterer
Evan James Nayfa
Robbi Mauldin Newton

Alma Chairez O’Dwyer
Ty Allen Palmer
Khara May Payblas
Amy Casamassima Perkins
Larry Demarcus Petite
Jack Porter
Shannon Gale Pourmanatzadeh
Stephen Christopher Powell
Michelle Renee Ravitch
Kristen Reese
Daniel Rene Rodriguez
Emanuel Rodriguez
Lorraine Marie Rodriguez
Joan Marie Rouk
Monika Seelig Ruiz
Surab Said Nazar
Marissa Cecilia Sandovol
Marisa Scanlon
Renata Milagros Schlotzhauer
Anna Katherine Sevick
Amy Lynn Silva
Amber Renee Smith
Brian Andrew Smith
Ashleigh Christian Stagg
Cedric D. Standard
Mildred Leola Stevenson
Malori Stewart
James Michael Swearingin
Miyori Takano
Matthew Aaron Tate
Ashlie E. Thomas
Melissa Pearl Thomas
Mauro Tijerina
Isis Tosado Rodriguez
Yvette Trevino
Amanda Rivas Verstuyf
Sarah Leigh Vinklarek
William Miller Walker
Nicole Rhene Watson
Jeremy Dale White
Danielle Angelique Williams
Renisha Williams
Unetris Rene Williams
Robert Tyler Williamson
Elizabeth Ann Zimmerman
Annie Dickens Zuckerman

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES**
Kelli Nicole Londono (M)
Shelbi L. Sikes (C)
**DOCTORAL DEGREES**

**AEROSPACE ENGINEERING**

**Cody Ryan Ground**
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012
Dissertation Title: A Study on the Turbulence Characteristics and Merging Performance of Streamwise Vortex Interactions in Supersonic Flow
Supervising Professor: Luca Maddalena

**Ekaterina A. Bostaph**
B.A., Samara State Aerospace University, 2008
Dissertation Title: Advanced Methods of Nondestructive Inspection of Composite Structures Based on Limited Angle X-ray Computed Tomography
Supervising Professor: Andrew V. Makeev

**Siddarth Chintamani**
B.E., Visvesvaraya Technological University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Numerical Investigation of Stability Characteristics of a Jet in Counterflow
Supervising Professor: Brian Dennis

**Jivan Huseynov Ganjali**
B.S., Azerbaijan State University of Technology, 2010
Dissertation Title: Development of a Production Estimation Model for Tunnel Boring Machines
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najafi

**Loveneesh Rana**
B.T., Gautam Buddh Technical University, 2010
Supervising Professor: Bernd Chudoba

**DOCTORAL DEGREES**

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING**

**Asif Ahmed**
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2013
Dissertation Title: Effects of Climatic Loading in Flexible Pavement Subgrades in Texas
Supervising Professor: Sahadat Hossain

**Felipe Alves Monte**
M.S., Universidade de Pernambuco, 2012
Dissertation Title: Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition Coating Amorphous Silica-Based Implants Enhancing Angiogenesis and Mitigating Toxic Oxidative Stress in Critical Size Bone Defects
Supervising Professor: Pranesh B. Aswath

**Md. Jobair Bin Alam**
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Evaluation of Plant Root on the Performance of Evapotranspiration Cover System
Supervising Professor: Sahadat Hossain

**Md. Ishtiaque Hossain**
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2013
Dissertation Title: Non-Destructive Approach to Estimate Soil Moisture in Evapotranspiration Cover and its Applications
Supervising Professor: Sahadat Hossain

**Saeed Janbaz**
M.S., University Technology Malaysia, 2013
Dissertation Title: Development of a Production Estimation Model for Tunnel Boring Machines
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najafi

**Chatchai Jiansinlapadamrong**
M.S., University of Michigan, 1999
Dissertation Title: Cyclic Loading Performance of Double-Channel and Double-HSS Sections, Long-Span Special Truss Moment Frame, and Special Truss Moment Frame with Buckling Restrained Beams
Supervising Professor: Shih-Ho Chao

**Mahnaz Mostafaazadeh**
M.E., University of Tehran, 2010
Dissertation Title: Shear Behavior of Synthetic Fiber-Reinforced Concrete Box Culverts
Supervising Professor: Ali Abolmaali

**Mina Wagdy Ezzat Riad**
M.S., Cairo University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Quantitative Non-Destructive Evaluation of FRP Laminates: Bond Strength
Supervising Professor: Nur Yazdani

**Marjan Shahrokh Esfahani**
M.S., Royal Institute of Technology, 2012
Dissertation Title: Evaluate the Impact of Fatigue on the Mechanical Properties of HDPE Pipes
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najafi

**Hamideh Habibi**
M.S., Amirkabir University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Integrated Modeling of Storm Drain and Natural Channel Networks for Real-Time Flash Flood Forecasting and Stormwater Planning and Management in Large Urban Areas
Supervising Professor: Dong-Jun Seo

**Ziaur Rahman**
M.E., UT Arlington, 2010
Dissertation Title: Making Public Health Performance Measures for Transportation Accessible to Practitioners
Supervising Professor: Stephen P. Mattingly

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Mohsin Junaid
B.S., Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute, 2009
Dissertation Title: Stateful Detection of Steadily Behaviors in Android Apps
Supervising Professor: David C. Kung

Alexandros Lioulemes
M.S., University of Ioannina, 2013
B.S., University of Ioannina, 2011
Dissertation Title: An Intelligent Multimodal Upper-Limb Rehabilitation Robotic System
Supervising Professor: Fillia Makedon

Minh Q. Nguyen
M.E., Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology, 2005
B.E., Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology, 2000
Dissertation Title: Performance Analysis of Scale-Out Workloads on Parallel and Distributed Systems
Supervising Professor: Hao Che

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Abolfazl Asudeh Naee
M.S., Sharif University of Technology, 2008
B.S., Sarat University, 2006
Dissertation Title: For Building Compact Representatives and Processing Ranking Queries
Supervising Professor: Gautam Das

Madhuri Debath
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2008
Dissertation Title: On the Influence of Spatio-Temporal Analysis on Clustering and Recommendation System
Supervising Professor: Ramez Elmasri

De Wang
B.S., Huazhong Agricultural University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Hierarchical Representation Learning with Connectionist Models
Supervising Professor: Heng Huang

Gensheng Zhang
B.S., South Dakota State University, 2012
B.E., Wuhan University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Frameworks, Algorithms, and Systems for Efficient Discovery of Data-Backed Facts
Supervising Professor: Chengkai Li

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Shawn Norman Gieser
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012
Dissertation Title: Integration of Multimodal Sensor Data for Targeted Assessment and Intervention
Supervising Professor: Fillia Makedon

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Mohammad Ghassan Abdullah
B.S., UT Arlington, 2009
Dissertation Title: Devices to Study Cancer Behavior
Supervising Professor: Samir M. Iqbal

Mohammad Raziul Hasan
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2009
Dissertation Title: Molecularly Engineered Surfaces for Cancer Diagnostics
Supervising Professor: Samir M. Iqbal

Tuan Ho
B.S., Can Tho University, 2008
Dissertation Title: Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality Applications
Supervising Professor: Kamisety R. Rao

Shih-Chia Liu
M.S., Taiwan Chiao Tung University, 2008
B.S., Taiwan Chung Cheng University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Photonic Crystal Surface Emitting Lasers on Silicon Substrates
Supervising Professor: Weidong Zhou

Yonghao Liu
B.E., Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 2012
Dissertation Title: Label-Free Refractive Index Sensing with Photonic Crystal Slab
Supervising Professors: Weidong Zhou, Yuze Sun

Sarmistha Satpathy
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
B.T., Silicon Institute of Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Label Free Optical Detection of Electrical Activity in Mammalian Neurons
Supervising Professor: Digannt P. Dave

Longwei Wang
M.E., Zhejiang University, 2012
B.E., Southeast University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Large Dimensional Analysis and Optimization for Massive MIMO Wireless Networks
Supervising Professor: Qilian Liang

Ganlin Zhao
M.S., University of Rochester, 2014
B.E., Tianjin University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Massive MIMO Performance Analysis and Radar Sensor Network-Based Target Detection
Supervising Professor: Qilian Liang

Partha Pratim Acharjee
M.S., University Maryland at Baltimore County, 2014
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2012
Dissertation Title: On Feature Extraction from Large-Scale Linear LiDAR Data
Supervising Professor: Venkat Devarajan

Omar A. Beg
M.S., National University of Science, 2006
B.E., National University of Science, 1998
Dissertation Title: Formal Verification of DC Distribution Networks
Supervising Professor: Ali Davoudi

Sven Cremer
B.S., University of the Pacific, 2010
Dissertation Title: Neuroadaptive Human-Machine Interfaces for Collaborative Robots
Supervising Professor: Dan Popa

Alexander L. Fannin
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012
Dissertation Title: Theory and Applications of Absorbing Guided-Mode Resonant Devices in Sensing, Communications, and Display
Supervising Professor: Robert Magnusson

Md. Ahsan Habib
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2008
Dissertation Title: Virtual Surveyor-Based Object Extraction from Airborne LiDAR Data
Supervising Professor: Venkat Devarajan

Bahare Kiumarsi Khomartash
M.S., Ferdowsi University, 2013
B.E., Shahrood University of Technology, 2009
Dissertation Title: Adaptive Optimal Tracking of Uncertain Discrete-Time Systems
Supervising Professor: Frank L. Lewis

Nuzhat Mansur
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2009
Dissertation Title: Early Detection of Metastatic Cancer Using Computational Analysis
Supervising Professor: Samir M. Iqbal

Fnu Shankar Abhinav
B.E., Viveswaraiyah Technological University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Communication-Cognizant Control of Microgrid
Supervising Professor: Ali Davoudi
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Holly Elizabeth Lane
B.S., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Development of Framework and Analysis to Support Intervention in Newborn Health Care
Supervising Professors: Jamie Rogers, Carter Tieman

Ahmad Nahhas
M.S., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S., Damascus University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Some New Results for Equilibria of N-Person Games
Supervising Professor: H. W. Corley

Tejas Pawar
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., University of Mumbai, 2011
Dissertation Title: Probability of Success in Program Management
Supervising Professor: Donald Liles

Ying Chen
M.S., Texas A&M University at Kingsville, 2013
B.S., Henan University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Using Approximate Dynamic Programming to Control an Electric Vehicle Charging Station System
Supervising Professor: Victoria Chen

Gazi Md. Daud Iqbal
M.S., University of Southern Mississippi, 2013
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Multi-Objective Two-Stage Stochastic Programming for Adaptive Interdisciplinary Pain Management with Piece-Wise Linear Network Transition Models
Supervising Professor: Jay Michael Rosenberger

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Joohyun Seo
M.S., Inha University, 2009
B.S., Hong Ik University, 2007
Supervising Professor: Donghyun Shin

Vinay Sharma
M.S., University of Rajasthan, 2012
B.T., University of Rajasthan, 2012
Dissertation Title: Development of Plasma Functionalized Nano-Additives for Oils and Study of Their Tribological Properties
Supervising Professor: Pranesh B. Aswath

Anna Zaman
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.T., National Institute of Technology, 2009
Dissertation Title: Design of Hard and Oxidation Resistant Transition Metal Nitride Coatings
Supervising Professor: Elstathios Meletis

Minghui Zhang
M.E., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., Beijing University of Chemical Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Investigation of Microstructure Effects on Hardness and Oxidation Resistance of New Generation Ceramic Coating
Supervising Professor: Elstathios Meletis

Prashanth Ravi
B.S., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Investigating the Effects of Additive Manufacturing Process Parameters on the Properties of Biore sorbable Structures
Supervising Professor: Panos S. Shiakolas

Behzad Zamanian Yazdi
B.E., Azad University of Mashhad, 2012
Dissertation Title: Rotordynamics Enhancement by Semi-Active Control of Hybrid Air Foil Bearing
Supervising Professor: Daejong Kim

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Santhanagopalan
M.S., University of Southern Mississippi, 2013
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Multi-Mesh Reduced-Order Basis Method for Finite Element Analysis
Supervising Professor: Brian Dennis

Manasa Sahini
B.T., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Experimental and Computational Study of Multi-Level Cooling Systems at Elevated Coolant Temperatures in Data Centers
Supervising Professor: Dereje Agonafer

Vivek Vishwakarma
B.T., Indian Institute of Technology Ropar, 2012
Dissertation Title: Thermal Measurement and Optimization of Materials and Processes in a Li-ion Cell
Supervising Professor: Ankur Jain

Hanlei Zhang
M.E., Michigan Technological University, 2013
B.E., Beijing Institute of Technology, 2010
Dissertation Title: Micro/Nanoencapsulated Phase Change Materials Toward High Temperature Thermal Energy Storage Applications
Supervising Professor: Sunand Santhanagopalan

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Ashkan Akbariyeh
M.S., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S., Iran University of Science and Technology, 2010
Dissertation Title: Multi-Mesh Reduced-Order Basis Method for Finite Element Analysis
Supervising Professor: Brian Dennis

Aniruddh Balram
M.S., Michigan Technological University, 2012
B.E., University of Pune, 2008
Dissertation Title: Field-Directed Fabrication of Hierarchical Structures Toward Electrochemical Applications
Supervising Professor: Sunand Santhanagopalan

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Santhanagopalan
M.S., University of Southern Mississippi, 2013
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Multi-Mesh Reduced-Order Basis Method for Finite Element Analysis
Supervising Professor: Brian Dennis

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Michael C. Henson
M.S., Texas A&M University, 1986
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1983
Dissertation Title: Optimization of Aircraft Tow Steered Composite Wing Structures
Supervising Professor: Bo P. Wang

Krishna Arulbhai Shah
B.E., Sardar Patel University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Modeling and Measurements of Thermal Transport in Li-ion-Based Energy Conversion and Storage Devices
Supervising Professor: Ankur Jain
Master's Degrees

Department of Bioengineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Aymen Yahya Mahdi Al Mayali
Taer Ahmed Alkuor
Mohammed Asaduzzaman
Thirtha Gopinath
Bhargavi Guvvala
Mithun Nag Karadi Giridhar
Sagar Nepal
Pawan Jagadeesh Padaki
Samantha William Reehani

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Yudhajit Das
Kaushik Ragam

Department of Civil Engineering

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Alark Nareshkumar Batra
Rohit Rajaram Chougule
Billy Christen Cloud
Pooja Rameshbhai Desai
Reza Farajifard
Tyler Wilson Jones
Ashish Chaitanya Kachakayala
Sukruth Kale Gowda
Ravi Valji Kaneriya
Anand Khede
Ekra Akbar Kotadiya
Shrikant Chiranjeevi Malladi
Abhishek Malpure
Ankit Dipakkumar Mehta
Anshul Jayesh Mehta
Muzzammil Ali Mohammad
Muqadar Shareef Mohammed
Meenaakshy Sukanya Muralidharan
Aditya Namdev
Saiteesh Nekkalapudi
Jigneshkumar Patel
Nikhil Dilip Vagadia
Kasturi Sunil Pawaskar
Vinita Prabhakar Rajakannu
Purav Rakesh Shah
Ritesh Kumar Arjun Singh
Tan Van Tran
Mamadou Traore
Sri Ramya Varanasi
Jay Bhavinkumar Zumkhawala

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

John Michael Abney
Amol Chol Amol
Megan Trinia Butcher
Sabina Maharjan
Shane Paul Shapansky
Animesh Sharar
Kabillan Sundaram Ravichandran

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Ashutosh Aggarwal
Bob Akech
Miles Cameron Allard
Brayan Rainer Andrade Ugarre
Sanjit Jung Basnet
Siva Kumar Barthula
Rose Maria Denny
Akshay Vilas Dambre
Osama Elsaad
Wael Elsheik Idr Eltayeb
Ruth Endale
Michael Thomas Eskridge
Michael Anthony Garza
Grant M. Gayle
Mladjan John Grujicic
Venkata Rama Gudimeta
Ayush Joshi
Aaisish Khadka
Rosalyne Thu Le
Emily Elizabeth Matthews
Sameeruddin Mohammed
Nathanial Paul Norton
Iretomiwa Seyon Onyewulu
Sahana Pasapula
Pooja J Patel
Chaitanya Pathapati Bhaskar Raju
Abhishek Anand Patil
Daniel Steven Poole
Mark Thomas Reeves
Leandro Rey Moral
Akhila Saragalla
Kody R. Schouten
Vikram Singh Sesohjala
Johnny Basha Shaik
Stephen Miles Sharzer
Mohammed Abu Bakar Siddique
Simrit Kaur Sidhu
Karthik Reddy Sintala
Utiouma Umudi
Pratik Dilip Vadagia
Indrajeet Vagha

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Shannon Lameage Abolmaali
Ahmad Riyad Alhoutary
Shree Ram Bhattarai
Nisargkumar Nigamkumar Gandhi
Ritika Jawahirani
Anil Kaphle
Omer Vehbi Karaosmanoglu
Abilash Keerthivasan
Sheida Khademi
Matthew Lee Kuykendall
Jingyao Ma
Mazharuddin Mohammed
Humaben Patel
Mrugesh Harishbhai Patel

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Temitope Abiola Abayomi
Ajay Baniya
Mohammed Huzafa Ghorri

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Yazeed Suleiman Jweihan
Nader Mavaddat
Manikanta Saladi
Abbas Abed Salman
Shuvoekshi Taladhar
Kevin James Wienhold

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Rishi Aggarwal
Mrunalini Vijay Aghor
Puneeta Akkina
Anvita Hari Arhawale
Srinivas Mahaveer Dutt Bavisetti
Vinay Raghuvaranand Bhutada
Pavani Bobba
Jeyanth Chandru
Tulsi Dayal Chandwani
Abhinav Kumar Choudhary
Rahul Singh Chouhan
Siddhesh Mahesh Dewoolkar
Farnaz FarahaniPad
James Feitan Meng Fielder
Ankita Arul Gandhi
Siddhant Gawsane
Kumar Jayaram Gayatri
Sunita Giri
Apuroopa Goparupu
Rambabu Govindaraj
Akhila Saragalla
Darshan Hiremath
Aapoorna Hirsoppa
Piyush Kunal
Shweta Shaik
Venkata Hanuma Karchhri Jammi
Sravathi Joshi
Elakiya Kandasamy Chelladurai
Aswini Balkrushna Kardile
Nandan Keshidi
Shweta R. Khatri
Venkata Sri Krishna Kondreddin
Meghan Hemen Korhar
Apoorva Arunkumar Kulkarni
Shivangi Kushweta
Venkata Arun Kumar Manda
Pratyusha Manyam

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Karuna Pallavi Sathyanarayana

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Pratyusha Manyam
Dev Mehta
Manoj Kumar Mekaputula
Durga Prasanna Kumar Melam
Anindita Mondal
Hoda Moradi
Harish Ram Nambiapapan
Mounika Nimmagadda
Ravi Nishant
Pardis Noormandipour
Kunal Pamnani
Sai Krishna Sundararajan
Pranav Balaji Patil
Arun Teja Potluri
Gaurav Prakash
Mohammed Azmat Qureshi
Ashish Raghupatruni
Abhinaya Ramachandran
Rachana Ramachandran
Sahana Ravikumar
Tejvir Singh Saggu
Jasleen Kaur Sandhu
Sai Ittekar Sayed
Bhavik Milind Shah
Harshal Bhadreshkumar Shah
Suraj Suresh Siena
Randhina Susai Adakalam Xavier Prince
Krishna Prakash Tadiparthi
Sai Kiran Tandra
Hamed Tavakoli
Muhammad Tayyab
Nikhil Shuddhothu Urkude
Anajna Vanteddu
Jasmine Manoj Varghese
Bharathi Vatsavai
Sriniwas Venkatesh
Santhosh Yamsani
Sadhika Yeusu

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Rudresh Narayan Aoji Ankar
Pavan Ravi Kant Bawdane
Vysak Mulbagal Bheema Rao
Vivek Shreechand Bothra
Sriniwas Mukund Chavali
Sneha Gundurao
Lingal Nanda Gupta
Amitth Chittane Suyanarayana Hegde
Abhishek Maheshwari
Likhith Mayanna Gowda
Neeraj Mishra
Devang Patel
Moham Vamsi Pilla
Asha Rajamwale
Ashwin Raju
Praveen Rangagowda
Jubin Sanghvi
Siddharth Shah
Sandip Sidanahalli Kangaraju
Vidya Swaroop Sreedhara Murthy
Gopi Krishna Swagam
Deepak Thipeswamy
Ayush Venkatram Srinath
Aditya Chandrakant Vishwakar
Samson Yarrongtala

MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Ramji Kadayanallur Seetharaman

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Lin Gao
Wenbo Hu
Huiyiang Li
Tengyao Li
Zhouxia Long
Xiao Lei Ren
Limeng Shen
Dan Zhang
Jiwei Zhang

Department of Electrical Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Sinchin Bhattacharya
Azade Brahman
Yash Gala
Rucha Ghalsi
Srivas Shantakumar Prasannakumar Iyer
Akhilesh Joshi
Nipun Kaushik
Devashri Shrikrinka Khadke
Swaroop Krishna Rao
Anupama Malleshappa
Sona Rebecca Mathew
Apaar Mishra
Harsha Nagathihalli Jagadish
Sumanth Nagendla
Krithi Biddappa Nalivanda
Rooopsagar Palla
Meet Kamlesh Patel
Praneeisha Ponnala
Deepak Sunil Rai
Amudhini Rajendiran
Sundharsush Ratu
Rithanya Seetharaman
Ahmed Shamsuddeen
Arwinder Singh
Harsh Keshav Tandel
Jesse Terrell
Sonam Bhalchandra Tilekar
Dinakar Vaddem
Meghana Veeramachaneni
Varsha Vijay Kumar

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Farhan Shadman Chowdhury
Vineet Dilip Gundecha
Betul Ibilgi
Saurabh Sunil Kadam
Avinash Chandra Kolla
Raghavendra Sri Margashayam
Subrahmanyam
Avik Pal
Sariyuben Mukeshkumar Patel
Shreyas Prakash
Shri Lakshmi Srihi Pulluru
Sachin Rengarajan
Razin Zuhair

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Adetoun Morounfade Fabunmi
Radhika Kapoor
Meer Ganeshbhai Trivedi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Hamed Arshadi Tabrizi
Johan Benny Samuel
Devi Priya Bindu
Vishnu Chalagulla
Dylan S. Gardner
Roshini Kamanur Ganesh
Ranjit Karaman
Vivek Malviya
Bilal Khan Mohamed
Abarheh Vijaykumar Nandoskar
Obiageli Lawrence Ngwe
Oluwatomisso Atepelooluwa Odunowo
Kripalkumar Jigneshkumar Priyadarshi
Bhavatharini Sankaradivalu
Mohammad Mohaboob Subhani Shaik
Aabhinav Thangamurthy
Chiraag Udayakumar
Sanjana Vadilakonda Sunitkumar
Isaac Warren Zaffke

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Deepti Anni
Jaisaishyam Bhaskar
Muthukrishna Chikanna Muthamma
Bhushan Ramlal Lohar

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Mohammed Faisal Abdul Wahid
Yasaman Behain
Samarth Bhavikere Ramesh Gowda
Imran Ayyub Bipure
Nikhil Mahendra Bohra
Nikhil Ajay Chaudhari
Sharmila Roy Chowdhury
Javier Delgado
Koustubh Prakash Dixit
Shanthan Kishore Eda
Saurabh Krishnarao Jadhav
Shameer Ahamed Jahir Hussain
Manisha Dattaram Kadam
Anil Kodavalla
Arjun Krishnan
Abhiram Maddali Venkata Sai
Harshal Sudhir Mane
Shriraam Manoharan
Ramy Ashraf Mansour
Sharath Megaravalli Venkatesha
Manan Shankarhadi Mistry
Pooria Mostafapoor
Vivek Prabhakar Nehe
Siddhi Pradeep Nilwarna
Lukesh Nimkar
Radu Mihai Paicu
Vishnupraveen Pasumpon
Dhruv Govindbhai Patel
Harsh Prabhat Patel
Manthan Dhanjibhai Patel
Gaurav Prabhabakar Patil
Abhishek Rohila
John Vivek Sanjeevi
Samarth Chandrakantbhai Shah
Nikhil Sharma
Ronak Vibhay Sheth
Pratik Nitin Shinde
Parth Ghanshyambhai Siddhpura
Krupal Dipak Soni
Scott Alexander Stacy
Sairam Shiva Subramaniam
Sooraj Kumaar Swamy Venkat
Vamsi Thotakuri
Sanchita Dinkar Waghulde
Wei Hao Wu

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Umang Asati
Madhuvadi Madhav Badshahi
Hemanth Bezawada
Pramod Rajkumar Bhushette
Harshal Shankar Dewle
Giridhar Venkatesh Janwadkar
Xinglong Ju
Nitin Kantharaj
Fayaz Maredia
Sada Shiva Reddy Nagireddy
Surabhi Dataratra Sagdeo
Bharath Sivakumar
Ruthwik Chandra Subhash Chandra
Vinothkumar Udhayakumar

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LOGISTICS
Ashwin Supe

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Timothy Patrick Brown

Department of Materials
Science and Engineering

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Gourhami Krishna Kalapala
Roberto Perez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Chinmai Sanjay Ballal
Ziyao Long
Paul Gaurav Nalam
Kingsley Iheanyi Ochialubro
Ninad Kirankumar Paranjape
Hsiao-Chien Wu

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Tugba Cebe
Phillip Z. James

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Murali Murugesan
Neelamane Sarin
Thomas Shelton Warapius

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Jonathan Betancourt
Raymond Andres Correa

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Misbah Abdul Rahman
Sameer Ahmed Mohammad
Sethuraman Andiappan
Ziad Bakhaya
Ajay Ashok Bankar
Ajay Krishna Besta
Pooja Anant Bhat
Chih Wei Chang
Nikhil Krishnan Chathalingar
Anubhav Chauhan
Srikanth Reddy Chintapally
Seunggoo Choi
Arij Kumar Balasheb Chorge
Malav Bimalkumar Dalal
Chetan Laxman Darwe
Dipen Rajendrabhai Desai
Shishir Ashokrao Dhone
Eric Havenhill
Sachan Johny
Vaibhav Kabsuri
Neeraj Arvind Kelkar
Aniket Sanjay Kshirsagar
Pranav Padmanab Kulkarni
Pratham Pramod Kulkarni
Preethirajan Roy Lariyengbam
Sruthi Madan
Dhruvinsinh Vimal Mahalinga
Justin Robert Mason
Syed Masood
Jerzaim Mendoza
Abdul Aleem Mohammed Ibrahim
Aniketh Naidu
Harsh Mayurkumar Naik
Deepika Negi
Smit Hitendrabhai Parekh
Pratik Sampatpraj Parmar
Adit Gunvantbhai Patel
Dhruv Ketankumar Patel

Jay Yogendrabhai Patel
Meet Anilkumar Patel
Sagarankumar Bharathbhai Patel
Samarth Sureshbhai Patel
Darshan Kishor Pardi
Malhar Narendrade Punde
Abhiram Sakleshpur
Prasanna Satyanarayan
Saili Sunil Sawant
Reza Setaeysheppur
Anand Jeganathan Sethuramu
Nisarg Ashwinkumar Shah
Rahul Bhanuwar Somavanshi
Francisco Torres
Valmik Vimal Trivedi
Ganesh Nivrutti Verhekar
Sree Krishna Chaitanya Yalla

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Abhishek Lalji Cushali
Siddharth Chivukula Venkata
Jay Viralbhadi Dadhaniya
Aaron D. Davenport
Van Hoang Lai
Allen Pan
Sai Krishna Pinnamaneni
Chethan Rangan
Jordan Steele Schwartz
Radhika Vasani
Ravi Tej Vedantam

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Rohit Avadhani
Oscar Javier Fabela II
Krutarth Shaileshkumar Patel
Matthew David Shaver
Nirmal Kumar Umptahy
Ching Hui Wang
Xingzhi Wang
David Michael Woodward

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Muthu Ram Prabhu Elenchezhian
Nandini Gopalakrishnan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Abdul Hafiz Abdul Rahaman
Pranav Badole
Denish Kamleshkumar Baman
Priyanshu Kumar Banerjee
Penchala Sumanth Reddy Challi
Paul Crisanth
Jyotirmoy Deria
Aniruddha Rajendra Doiphode
Vaibhav Shankar Gaikwad
Ritul Niravkumar Gandhi
Vaibhav Vijay Indulkar
Aditya Shashikant Jagajami
Sachit Kaul
Pradnya Chandrakant Mundhe
Mahesh Pallapathu
Kruthika Ravi
Saurabh Manubhai Salat
Achal Shirish Shah
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Bioengineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Isioma R. Kasi-Okonye (M)*

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Sayem Hoque Bhuiyan (M)*

Department of Civil Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

Joette Denice Jackson
Reza Naderi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Jesus Aguiletar
Motasem Tawfig Zaal Aljaafreh
Carlos I. Arocha (S)
Odion Kelly Araghomba (C)
Diana Lynne Bailey (M)
Peter Joseph Caravano (M)
Olimatou Ceayes (C)
Ritchie Daniel Chairez
Riley B. Cox
Diep N. Dinh
Elizabeth Driscoll
Tran Bao Duong (C)
Wondwosen Tesfaye Ellila (C)
Aymen Saif Ensor
Carla Maria Flores (C)
Maria Flores (C)
Nyoka Amy Florius (S)*
Shawn Jacob Garner
Gabriela Magdalena Gonzalez
Maria Guadalupe Gonzalez
Lucia I. Hilario
Eli Brandon Hunt
Enrique James Martinez (C)
Brandon Lynn Johnson
Shannon Joiner
Jimmy George Kannala (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Jeremiah Bruce Cox
Picard Folelack Djoumessi
Roberto Samuel Hernandez
Gopal Prasad Khanal (M)
Darrell Rasco (C)
Patrick Tennyson
Phat Tan Tran (C)
Clint A. Wetzel
Mario Yep
Marrin Zamora Martinez (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Shrey Aryal (M)
Biplow Ghimire
Shervin Oloumi (M)
Suman Shrestha (S)
Daniel David Singh
Karan Singh (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Gasser Montaser Ahmed (C)
Paul C. Asyn
David C. Camacho
Josue Caraballo
Austin E. Coleman
Andrew Logan Collyer
Taylor Davis Cowdin
Sakar Dahal

Commencement Ceremony ' 23
Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Rosa Gandara
Cyril Varughese (C)
Thomas Zachry

Department of Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Rafael Eduardo Bustamante
Drew Anthony Cushing (M)
Anh Thuy Phuong Do
Daniel Odysseus Dobos
Hyperia Doe
Wilber Fuentes
Ayoub Idelhaj (M)
Alexander Lewis (C)
Rosalina Licerio (M)
Marjuaqsa Mahmood
Theonest Marara
Rahul Menon
Jonathan C. Nuffle*
Ovie Olugara
Amy Tegirir Okodasa
Tyler Scott Rabel
Christopher Coleman Reed
Aditi Roy
Aung P. Sone
Damaris Rebeca Turchs-Alberto
Maria Vargas
Francisco Javier Villarreal
Christopher Weber
Shuman Zhang

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Blake Cameron Sims (M)

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Daniel Mathew Callahan (C)
Asad Jawed
Gregory Scott Lurthy
But V. Nguyen (M)
Daniel W. Palmquist (S)
David Solis
Ali Sultan

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Assem Abozeed (C)
Brandon Lee Barrow
Olan Sheldon Blount
Nathaniel R. Carroll
Yuzhe Chen
Matthew T. Johnson
Benjamin Joseph
Nathan L. Lowery (C)
Ainsley C. Mccutcheon
Chance A. Russell
Kiarash Seyed Alavi (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Joshua Lee Adams
Zakia Ahmed (S)
Eligius Allan (C)*
Cameron S. Badi
Daniel Mathew Callahan (C)
Dominic Michael Carrock
Paul Cifuentes (M)
Valente A. Cuellar
Cody J. Giacoma
Nicholas Wayne Giesbrecht
Jordan Victor Jarrett
Joshua J. Joens (M)
Toan Vinh Le
Mohammad Nafi Marzouq
Hayley Michelle Maynard (C)
Taylor Thomas McIntire
But V. Nguyen (M)
Olouwatomisin O. Olayinka
Jondaniel Harris Ortman
Raquel Maddison Parker
Armin Sameri
Kyle Buck Sandbord
Liberty Taylor Schmidt (C)
(Second major in Aerospace Engineering)
Zachary Stephen Taubbee
Mark Daniel Todd
Jose Victor Velasquez (M)
Conner J. Walworth (C)
Garrett Lee Windschitl

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Assem Abozeed (C)
Muhammad Bilal Ahmed (S)*
Ahmed Husam Al Qaysi
Qusay Ibraheem Al-Shaikhli (M)
Mario C. Baez (M)
Nathaniel Aaron-Travis Berry
Olan Sheldon Blount
Megan Bone
Patrick Steven Caldwell
Yuzhe Chen
Hannah Margaret Clawuch
William Dossor (C)
Nandi Huang
Matthew T. Johnson
Eduardo Loza (C)
Michael Joseph Nakagawa (M)
Jose Angel Noguchi
Blerton Pajaziti
Christian Rizo
Syed M. Rizvi
Tyler Harrison Russell
Suleman Saleem
Raza U. Shah (M)
Jerrett Wilson Simms (M)
Jonathan James Sweeney
College of Liberal Arts

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH
Melissa Kaye Perry
M.A., Salisbury University, 2012
B.A., Baylor University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Interdisciplinary Collaboration and Metacognitive Reflection: A Case Study of Faculty Teaching in Learning Communities
Supervising Professor: James Warren

S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

*Honors College

Department of Communication

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN LINGUISTICS
JungAe Allman
M.Ed., College of New Jersey, 2003
Dissertation Title: Empirical Examination of Two Diagnostics of Korean Unaccusativity
Supervising Professor: Laurel S. Stvan

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN TRANSATLANTIC HISTORY
Nicole M. Leopoldie
B.A., University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, 2010
Dissertation Title: The Franco-American Love Affair: Transnational Courtship and Marriage Patterns During the 19th and 20th Centuries
Supervising Professor: Thomas Adam

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Isabelle Y. Rispler
M.A., Universite de Paris VII, 2010
B.A., Universite de Paris VII, 1983
Dissertation Title: "Land of the Future": German-Speaking Identity, Networks, and Territoriality in the South Atlantic, 1820-1930
Supervising Professor: Kenyon Zimmer

Rufki Salih
B.A., UT Arlington, 2010
Dissertation Title: Making a Nation Abroad: The Role of Migrant Colonies in the Establishment of Albania
Supervising Professor: Kenyon Zimmer

Kathryn Ann Quesenbury
M.Ed., Texas Wesleyan University, 2002
B.A., McMurry University, 1992
Dissertation Title: The Many Masks of a Writer: A Dramaturgical Approach to Composition Pedagogy and Literary Analysis
Supervising Professor: James Warren

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN TRANSATLANTIC HISTORY
Nathaniel James Eversole
M.A., UT Arlington, 2011
B.A., UT Arlington, 2009
Dissertation Title: Retrieval Processes in Subject-Verb Agreement Computation
Supervising Professor: Jeffrey D. Witzel

Department of Communication

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMMUNICATION
Anna Prieto

Department of Criminality and Criminal Justice

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Adeel Akram
Marti Alanis
Leticia Maria Alvarado
Brittnie Blake Boggus
Kristina Elisse Cabrera
Virginia Shawn Collins
Marcos Jeffrey Corley
Alvin Bernard Debose
Garry Martin Douthitt
Whitney Loren Hunt
Kimberly L. Moreno
Courtney Lepril Blair Smith
Angela Dianne Stevens

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Sara Deanne Christopherson
Sergio Leon De Leon
Sierra O. Delgado
Barbarita Diz
Angelica Marissa Edwards
Melody M’Lisa Erickson
Adeolu Moses Haastrup
Christine Ann Kringen
Bobby Eloy Rodriguez
Stephanie Diane Wadkins
De’Audretha Dawn Weekly-Blackwell

Department of English

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH
Jayson Elisha Carroll
Rebecca Ann Compton

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Joy Elisabeth Cooke
Samuel Damon Farzinger
Jana B. Jackson

Department of History

MOUNT OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Ahmed T. Fogliee
Eric Jurgens
Leigh Ann Wallace Naylor
Ainesha Carline Washington
Alyssa Christine Whetsell

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Daniel D. Eudaly

Department of Linguistics and TESOL

DOCTOR OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS
Mitchell M. Taylor

MOUNT OF ARTS IN TESOL
Asami Nagakura

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Timothy Wayne Wingo

Department of Modern Languages

MOUNT OF ARTS IN MODERN LANGUAGES
Caroline Beatrice Boutelant
Daisy Castro-Okha
Cindy Dominguez
Abdoulaye Gueye
Luckens Joseph
Rocio Berence Juarez
Lourdes R. Laguna
Gloria Martinez Resendiz
Robert Michael Philips
Alex Rivera
Sergio Vega

Department of Music

MOUNT OF ARTS IN MUSIC
Kimber Nicole Carrer
Carlee Erin Monthie

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Brenner Wayne Schmitt

MOUNT OF ARTS IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Benjamin Mitchell Blevins
Jiehua Li

Department of Political Science

MOUNT OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Alyssa N. Aquino

(S) Summa Cum Laude  (H) Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  (C) Cum Laude
Department of Sociology and Anthropology

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Aamal Naim Alabed
Garth Christian Pickard

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Art and Art History

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART
Janina Bradley
(Second major in Critical Languages and International Studies)
Ashley D. Cooper
Ashley Cruz
Kari Wesley Gillian
Pratima Katwal
Brittney Mariah Luna
Denzell Thomas Nowsme
Dominique Nichols
Jesu L. Penafiel
Ali Puente
James S. Reed
Jessica Wester
Lauren Leigh Winnett
Rubab Yazdani

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Marian Bilocura

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY
Julia Trotter Blanton
L’Raine Louise Ribblett
Andrew Vazquez (S)

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART
Mania Asgari
Kevin H. Autrey (M)
Vanessa Beard (S)
Blake R. Boles
Elisha Marie Bryant (S)
Jennise A. Burgos
Karla Yolanda Caballero (C)
Juan Alexis Cabrera Marcelo (C)
Kate Chaparro
Elizabeth Frances Corea (M)
Betty L. Davis-Phillips (S)
Melinda Annette Eash
Sarah Diane Eben
Austin Elisabeth Fields
Brianna Fragoso (C)
Anisha Symone Garnett
Paige Breanne Greenway
Misty Ann Harbour (M)
Jacquelin A. Jimenez
Lauren Nicole Johnson
Michaela Keek (S)
Jonathan Khuu
Cynthia Guadalupe Lama
Ryan Michael Lindstrom
Christina Len Margelis (M)
Adriana P. Martinez (C)

Davis C. McCauley
Dallas Madison Miller
Susana Mladenovski (M)
Ana Bashir Mohammed
Jasmine Morones
Emily Anne Opie (M)
Angela Marie Rogers
Allison Christine Ruiz (S)
Austin A. Ryan
Gregory Nelson Schnabel
Antonia E. Schurman (S)
Jayne Anne Shedeheln (S)
Jennifer Brianna Stone (S)
Crystal Torres Martinez (C)
Leandi Venter (C)
Tida Andrea Voraphanakit
Natalie R. Wagener (M)
Dena Makiko Wood (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Jonathan Adam Chapman (C)
Katheryn E. Peters (C)

Department of Communication

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (ADVERTISING)
Francisco Aguilar
(Second major in Public Relations)
Johana Almaguer
Carlos A. Avalos
Marc S. Bautista
Feggy Anne Black (C)
Max J. Briese
Brandon Scott Dieterich
Sandra Fernandez
Zachary James Foutain
(Second major in Public Relations)
Gladyis Gonzalez
(Second major in Public Relations)
Ana Aziz Hemani
Suji Y. Kang
Ridgwan Khan
Jordan Liese Mansell (C)
Max Allen Manuel
Shannon Ngo
Cassi Gioa Nguyen
Thao Da Ngoc Nguyen (C)
Juan Jose Perez
Morgan Alexandra Petri (M)
Jose A. Rivera
Alyssa Jade Robnett
(Second major in Public Relations)
Adrian Salazar
Aerik Brandon Santillan
John C. Sharp
Ashley Michele Taht
Alma L. Trejo
Lindsey Anne Wallace
(Second major in Public Relations)
Erica Kathleen White

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (BROADCASTING)
Alvina Alvarez

Emily M. Arcement
April Brown
Thomas Anthony Buell
Jedidiah Cabrera
Kevin Michael Cedillos
Camille Elizabeth Connor (C)
Brenda Cristales
Mariza Esquivel
Jeremy Joseph Garcia
Delaney Granberry (C)
(Second major in Public Relations)
Bianca Jacques
Alejandro Jimenez (C)
Dale Loughan
Richard Lee Martinez
Lariza Y. Moreno Hernandez
Maria Murillo
Justin Patrick Oliver
Angel Rodriguez
Harold Pete Rogers (M)
Kendall Elizabeth Serman
Christopher Anthony Stafford
Grayson Stridham (S)
Anthony Lee Taylor
Selena Torres
Katherine Marie Varas De Valdes
Wesley Leggett Young

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Jesse Khamnungthai
Mark Anthony Makinde
Juan Angel Rios

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (COMMUNICATION STUDIES)
Anna Maria Del Vecchio
Aubrie Lynn Gallas
Danielle Brian Garcia
Devan Ann-Marie Gillespie (C)
Andree Lamaron Gunter
Elizabeth M. Herrera
Deja Brianna Hooks
Perrian Johnson
Kristopher Adrian Jones
Kassidy Marie Kelly
Ned James Keble
Brenda Gabriela Lozano
Blair Raylee Lynch
Kendall Ciara Miche
Erin Nelson
Chelsea Elaine O’Quinn
Melanie Marie Owens
Christina Giselle Roach
Miguel Russell Saldana
Michael Soto
Deborah Denise Thomas

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Antonio Gonzales
Amber C. Mitchell

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY)
Alexandra E. Babalan
Nicolas Hammer Dinh
Albert James Garry
Wei Jie He
Travis Valentino Kogel
Dillon Manokoune
Blessing Temiptope Sanusi
Meredith Michelle Stowe (M)
Hannah Tirus
Kevin T. Trinh

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Sarah T. Tran
Sandy M. Yi

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (JOURNALISM)
Benjamin Bayne Anderson
Zachary Arnold (S)
Cody Lee Bahn
Neetish Basnet (M)
Dylan Bradley
Madalyn Anastasia Cooper
Damon Valentino Garza (C)
Brittany Nicole Harborth
Hibah Kawara
(Second major in Public Relations)
Linah Mohammad
(Second major in Broadcasting)
Dahlia Marie Mamie Muana (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Erin Louise Straub (M)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (PUBLIC RELATIONS)
Paige Courtney Abelson
Judy Alkhawam
Zaina Alzinati
(Second major in Broadcasting)
Sarah Marin Ball
(Second major in Advertising)
Bryce Keith Bennett
Peggy Anne Black (C)
Courtney Busboom
Karen Lizbeth Cordova
Samanta Deloera
Ismael Espinoza
Brantley Laron Fair
Maria Yolismar Garcia
Quinton Jamil Gowan
Crystal Guerrero
Alexandra Houton
(Second major in Advertising)
Seehum Isa (M)
Yazmine A. Jackson (M)
Monique Labossiere
Alvaro A. Lopez
Selby Lopez
Holly Leanne McCleary (S)
(Second major in Advertising)
Macey Alyse Mercer
Wyatt Camden Newquist
Alexandra M. Perdomo
Sergio Ramirez
D’Anzia La Shay Robertson
(Second major in Advertising)
Stephanie Rosales-Valencia
(Second major in Broadcasting)
Facundo Scro
(Second major in Advertising)
Jocelyn Sierra
Rasha Marwan Tabbara
Ashley Michele Taht
Meredith Anne Wilkinson
Kyra Williams

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Chloe Cristal Davila
Annette Yarahizi Flores
William Chance Onley
Ashley Marie Points
Ashley Nicole Roland (C)

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Rana Rateh Abdel-Hamid (C)
Yadira Alvarado
Aldo Alvarez
Daisy Antunez
Alyssa Arredondo
Khanshima Ali Arshed
Oscar Ayala (M)
Nicolas D. Barrera (S)
Cassondra Marie Bermea
Robert Gregory Briggs
Matthew Nathan Bryson
Norma Iris Bustos
Gerardina Christie Cardona
Donnie Ray Cassel
Rodolfo Castillo
Erie Guomui Chu
Martin Corona (S)
Steven Anthony Cuellar (M)
Jonathan David Daniel (C)
Rylee Davis
Robert B. Dixon
Madison Brea Doerr (M)
Karla Fierro (S)
Adam Lee Garcia
Jorge Garcia (C)
Julio Garcia (M)
Omar Garcia
Martaveus Gaston
Estevan Gomez (M)
Karen Gonzalez
Arieh Louvenia Hardin
Danielle M. Hardwick
Sola Ismail (M)
Shelby Nicole Knox
Adriana Lara
Victor M. Lared
Amber Odette Lee

Karen Azalee Lee (M)
Matthew Coy Lewis (M)
Giovanni Guillermo Magana
Alexis Martinez
Arturo Martinez (S)
Kaylea McDonald (M)
Mirella Medina
Caitlin Meriwether (S)
Mala Bell Moore (M)
Irene Morales
Wendy Anahi Munoz Colin
Sara Edith Oros
Jeffrey Scott Peaden
Eduardo Perez
Jennifer Lorraine Ramirez Marrero (S)
Chelsea Dawn Reyes
Astrid Cristina Rodas
Catalina Lizbeth Rodriguez
Feliciano Rojas
Maria Ruiz
Charles Kirkpatrick Russell (M)
Angel Ivan Salas
Kairlynn Carson Salazar
Ryan Michael Santos
Brandon Lamar Slaughter
Justin Slowinski
Evany Marie Sturges
Jefery Torres
Kevin T. Trinh
Angel Yael Vasquez
Celeste Villa
Holly Wohlkinger
Mark Emilio Zuhizarreta

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Alexander D. Calderon (C)
Karen Bridgette Carranza
Matthew R. Leyva
Jesse Mendoza
Yves Lumbwalankie Mumbara
Alan F. Pena (C)
Yzaaura C. Rios
Walter Douglas Rumans
Alaina Susumus (C)
Alberto Torres
Rhonda Sue Vannoy
Jamiqua T. Wilson

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Amanda Nicole Autrey (C)
Tisha D. Cooper
Vicki Yvonne Dalton
Julia Anne Dickey
Dakota Patrick Fox
Christopher Paul Gilman (S)
Israel J. Guerra (C)
Kyle Conner McCullough
Mayra Mireya Murguia (C)
Carlos Pro Jr.
Natalie Lyn Robinson-Graeber
Kimberly J. Stovall

(5) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Miranda Allyn Butler
Elizabeth June Hausmann
Justin J. Horron
Phyllis Michele Howard (C)
Whitley Leilani Nino
Paulette J. Sarghos
Rollie Curtis Stamps (C)

Department of English

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Lauren Nicole Archibald
Rigoberto Avalos
Brittany Marie Boisvert (M)
Claire E. Buchanan (S)
Charlene Renee Callahan
Mary Ellen Eckert
Angela Gomez
Gwendolyn Marie Harris
Brian Hawkins
Chelsea M. Holt
Jonathan Brykekewicz (M)
Rebecca Hull (S)
Summer Rein Jimenez
Jolie Christine Kesler (C)
Caitlin Sloan Lewis
Stefanie Janice Kurz
Mary Anne Levitt
Karen A. Mills
Chelsea Nicole Moore
Lindsey Bailey Murphy
Emily Rebecca Nicklas
Courtney Joy Norris
Ari Voltepe (S)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Cory William Hoad
Aric Corell Johnson
Berry Patrick Kaiser (S)
Christopher L. Kirk
Taylor Lynn Long (C)
Johnathon Charles Mccullough-Ngo
Amanda Faith McKeeown (M)
Courtney Cantu McKinney
Mekeyas Newaye
Kevin E. Olson (C)
   (Second major in Critical Languages and International Studies)
Livia Sue Oneal
Katherine Phillips
Martina Phol
David Guadalupe Polk
Karlin Elizabeth Remington (C)
Kaylea Singleton
Ashley Nacole Slovak
Jordan Paige Tambara
Luis A. Torres
Jordan Trine
Mark Burdett Ussery
Jerry D. Wiley (C)
Ashleigh Denise Williams

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Mitul Kishorbhai Bhakta
Meghan Carter (C)
Amitee J. Cornatzer
David Alan Fish (S)
John Michael Heiser
Mary Cruz Lopez
Abby Danielle McLester
Brandan Allen McMillion
Blair Moffatt
Joel Perez
Nicolas Gerard Turner

Department of Linguistics and TESOL

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS
Sandra Camargo
Zixin Chen (M)
Sarah Michelle Cruse (S)
Viviane Laurence Diadhiou (M)
Tommy Duy Duc Do (C)
Lauren E. Esslinger
Carla Maldonado (M)
Tinh K. Nguyen
Nicole Liana Procell
Jennifer G. Robles (M)
Laura Andrea Vallejo

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Alyssa Anne Dequeant (C)
Salem Audra-Yvonne Thompson

Department of Modern Languages

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRITICAL LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Alisha M. Adams (M)
Matthew Ryan Blaneck (S)

Holly Beth Niemann (M)
Frederick Tran (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Rebeca Noemi Aguirre (S)
Alyssa Anne Dequeant (C)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FRENCH
Christi Belen Burkholder
Viviane Laurence Diadhiou (M)
Juan Alfonso Reyes Crespo

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Marisabel Herrera Guzman
Erin S. White (M)
   (Second major in Critical Languages and International Studies)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH FOR GLOBAL COMPETENCE
Yared Castillo
Sierra Nicole Garcia
Sindy Nayely Gonzalez
Genesis Marcus
Maria D. Martinez (C)
Maribel Martinez
Claudia Martinez Ponce (S)
Gabriela Azul Mizher
Arturo Moncada (C)
Cynthia Navarro
Francisco Rivera

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Ana Cecilia Menendez

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING
Albert Alvarado
Carlos A. Gomez Cornejo
Crystal Guitierrez
Mayra E. Suarez
Diana Treece

Department of Music

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
James Michael Allen (C)
Robert Gregory Aron
Lillian Bailey (M)
Collin W. Beavers
Tanner W. Bolton
Estela M. Da Costa
Samuel Spencer Diffley
Kendall L. Drew II
Brandon Ferrar
Bria D’Chelle Hammond
Kevin F. Hayden
Alejandro Raul Hernandez (M)
Jeremiah A. Jones
Cassandra Anne Kirby (C)
Juan L. Olmos
Eric William Perry
Armando Manuel Renova
Rahim Z. Rupe
Jesse Samajpa II (C)
Maranda Lee Shanz (S)
Shea Michelle Smith
James M. Talamas
Jason Viola

Department of History

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Denzel Bailey
Branden Chase Barlar
Amanda Jo Bratcher
Felicia Nicole Brice (M)
Jordan K. Brown
Killian Arol Conner
Serena Lorea Deleon
Mark Paul Flabeck
Cameron Head
   (Second major in Critical Languages and International Studies)
Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Ryan Craig Blanton
Jacqueline Victoria Ruddick

Department of Philosophy and Humanities

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Michael W. Aragon (S)
Alexander Louis Leach
Bobby Woodson

McNair Scholar

Department of Political Science

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Babarunde Olusegun Akinlade
Jesus A. Carranza
Michael Q. Dao
Erika R. Fitzgerald
Garrett Reed Fox
(Second major in Sociology)
Suman Gautam
Reyna Imani Griffin
Marina Jacobes Lores
Wensee Louise Johnson
Dakota Joseph Loupe
Suzette Michelle McCasland
Raiza Daniela Mingas
Greg Daniel Mischo (M)
Kobi Kenneymma Mitchell (C)
Shabbir Mustafa Hamid (C)
(Second major in History)
Tiffany Ann Rafael Nicasio (C)
Jacob Portillo
(Second major in Spanish for Global Competence)
Jaffar A. Raza
Ashford Boima Sonii
Taylor B. Woods

Department of Theatre Arts

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Joshua T. Davis
Neil A. Farrell
Samantha Paige Wierick (M)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Mary Corrine Booth
Semenesh Zeleke Cheksa
Andrew Edgar Harris
Morgen Lamueva (M)
Julie Vaca

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Kaylee O. Killingsworth (M)
Bismark Quinatani (S)
Tiffany M. Sellers (S)

Department of Sociology and Anthropology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Dustin T. Bethell
Matthew Scott Burns (S)
Aaron E. Casperson (C)
Courtney Lynn Craft
Savannah Rose Cryer
Tracy Kwan (C)
Meghan Dezzarella Lowrey (S)
Yoalticrit Palacios

Lillian Nell Pena (C)
James O. Ramsey (S)
Noemi Rodriguez (M)
Rebecca Alexandina Sweet
Phyllicia Michele Way

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
LeAnn Michelle Hollmuller

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Rena D. Aldridge
Angel Rozanna Bagby
Simonne Leshea Bailey
Anne Catherine Bale (M)
Tandrea Marie Burns
Ross A. Byas
Quetiana Zaydi Castillo
Kiev Diem Dao
Danielle DePaul (M)
Roland Dorta
Claudia Annette Ferrer
Hector Flores Jr. (C)
Dominique Demikal Fullbright
Iris Guadalupe Garcia
Ana Lisa Gonzales
Julia Marie Lynch
Noemi Martines-Contreras
Nicholas Samuel Martinez
Jesse Daniel Morales
Kasandra Lea Moreno
Alyssa Breanne Ellen Ramos
Lizzier Rivera
Ishii A. Shama
Chandler Lael Zebsoki

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Nancy E. Zuniga

College of Nursing and Health Innovation

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NURSING

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Ingrid Antonio Kindipan
M.S.N., UT Health Science Center Houston, 2007
B.S.N., Lorma College, 1989
Dissertation Title: The Role of Leader Empowering Behaviors on Work Engagement and Intent to Stay Among Staff Nurses in Acute Care Hospitals
Supervising Professor: Jennifer Gray

Robin Dianna Lockhart
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 1992
B.S.N., Midwestern State University, 1989
Dissertation Title: Predictive Relationship of Positive Lifestyle Choices with Emotional Distress of Undergraduate College Students: An Analysis of American College Health Association Data
Supervising Professor: Jennifer Gray

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Florence Kemunto Choi
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2006
Dissertation Title: Routine Use of a Screening Tool Among Patients Diagnosed with Major Depressive Disorder
Supervising Professor: Donna Hamby

Rudo Shoko
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2010
Dissertation Title: Community Behavioral and Physical Health: An Integrated Approach
Supervising Professor: Donna Hamby

Hedrine Mande Nana
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S.N., Texas Woman’s University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Evaluating Knowledge of and Adherence to Chronic Kidney Disease Early Detection Guidelines: Education Intervention for Health Care Providers in an Acute Care Setting
Supervising Professor: Mary Schira

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Andrea Abbott
Annie Abraham
Rubia Abu-Goush
Alisha Danielle Adams
Deanna Renee Adams
Deanna Sue Adams

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Stephanie Erica Loh
Tracey Michelle Long
Viviana Lauren Longoria-Ortiz
Rosanna Casillas Lopez
Michelle Thuy Lor
Ashley Alexandra Lowe
Maegan Louise Lowry
Patrick S. Luna
Bianca Charne Lynch
Kimberly Lynnette Mabry
Diana Anita Mahoney
Bethany A. Malone
Henry Martinez
Anumol Mathew
Morgan Brooke Mathews
Neena Mathews
Sheniqua Shonte Mathis
Tara McEachern
Erin Leigh Meguire
Charles McWilliams
Lisa Lynette Melton
Ashley Lynn Mifflin
Diana Marie Mikulencak-Picha
Julie Ann Miller
Rachel Rose Miller
Jennifer Leigh Mitchell
Beverly Kay Moeller
Jackie Nechole Morgan
Megan Constance-Jean Morton
Kimberly Ann Mottus
Ingrid Desiree Motter
Kimberly Ann Moulton
Tiffany Anne Moulton
Veronica Casillas Moya
Sylvia Michelle Munoz
Tracey Lynn Myers
Chasity Lynn Neece
Megan Gay Neighbors
Kaitlin Nicole Newsom
Michelle Newsome
Nam Bao Nguyen
Robbi Danielle Nichols
Lucy Obianuju Norrell
Devon Casey Nye
Bryan Obinna Nzechukwu
Belinda Anne Obrien
Geraldine Nneka Okpara
Juliet Eber Donyeado
Magdalene Patricia Onyenwezie
Caesar Ordonez
Irene Ihesinachi Orihoo
Cesiah D. Ortiz
Melissa Evans Ortiz
Lisa Lynn Osbun
Tracey Elaine Ostreich
Samuel Mboya Ouyo
Abigail Owunna
Erika Lorena Pantoja
Cynthia Sue Parnell
Jennifer Paige Pauli
Jochelle Dawn Pawelek
Tracy Lynn Perez
Holli Perry
Kimberly Kay Petrie
Nancy Pineros
Kushum Pokharel
Crystal Ann Ponce-Harvey
Kessie Trayona Pool-Skiles
Jaisy Raju
Corina Ramirez
Cherylonda Renee Ramzy
Pamela Joan Remley
Kelli Nicole Rich
Natalliette Antionette Richards
Leticia Mendiola Riley
Karen Marie Robbins
Angela Marie Rodriguez
Esteban Rodriguez
Clayton Ross Rogers
Michelle Lee Rozier
Rachel Lynnette Salazar
Blessy Sam
Rhema Francesca Sanford
Katherine Eva Sarek
Sarah Jane Sargalski
Dana Little Savage
Patricia Anne Savage-Alsbrooks
Jill Yvette Scott
Kristina Louise Scurluck
Yordanos Hailu Seyfu
Rinku Shah
Morgan Sharp
Kelsey D. Sheeley
Edna Alyse Simons
Adam Morgan Smith
Brittney Shanye Smith
Heather Denise Smith
Shelly Renee Smith
Stephany Sosa
Elizabeth Spear
Carlene Areta St. John
Alma Denise Stacy
Anne Lucile Stanford
Abigail Lauren Steck
Nita Ann Steele
Kirsty Jo Sterling
Julie Mills Struble
Sarah Elizabeth Sullivan
Tahreem Surani
Aniwelyn Calunod Tan
Clayton Scott Taylor
Annie Laurelle Tchinjo
Laura Rebecca Tesorieri
Joby T. Thankappan
Ashley Ann Tharpe
Lori Jo Thompson
Jason B. Thornton
Marife Toledo-Canete
Trinh Phuong Tran
Leigh Utrich
Tara Jean Vanderport
Adrian Lee Vasquez
Noel Vasquez
Ednelle Barata Ventura
Thuy Mai Anh Vu
Keisha Walker
Andrea Marie Wappelhorst
Megan Olivia Washington
Donna Catherine Welborn
Nitesheja Denise Westbrook
Leigh Anne Wheeler
Shelby Leigh White
Berty Michelle Williams
Elise Danielle Williams
Raquel Williams
Lindsay M. Wilson
Tracy Elizabeth Windlinger
Briana Katheryn Woodruff
Alegnaye Adamu Yirdaw
William Blake York
Courtney Lynn Yost
Suma Asha Zachariah
Hayley Amanda Zimmerman

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Rose E. Akwaowo
Hina Nizar Ali
Kristin Dyann Allen
Stacie Kay Alvarez
Cayce Anderson
Ryan Kenneth Andrews
Tina Rochelle Anibowei
Hanna Araya
Mary Lou Arvizu
Louisa Asare
Mindy Lynn Ballard
Anju Banjade Kharel
Shamekia Lashawn Basey
Sandhu S. Basil
Shonda Benton
Maricela Leal Bergstrom
Rebecca Tessa Birdsal
Amanda Lee Bishop
Brooke Michelle Black
Cheryl Anne Blackwell
Christine S. Blanchard
Ran Are Bolen
Caitlin Jo Branhman
Melissa Ann Britton
Patricia Michelle Brooks
Kimberly Georgena Broomfield
Elizabeth Marie Brown
Heather A. Bryant
Natalie Xuan-Mai Bryson
Aimee Deanna Burns
Candace Christine Burrell-Miramontes
Jennifer Sunmo Byun
Rodolfo Manuel Cabrera
Tiffany Mechelle Carder
Erica Cherese Carey
Shana Christine Casey
Devin Leeann Castellanos
Billy Edward Catlett
Cieja Cryer Chapman
Kara Lynn Chong
Kathy Grade Christensen
Dean Alan Cochran
Tiffany Rosshaun Coleman
Kimberly Renee Collins
Tisa Donylee Collins-Douglas
Karen Cooper
Kristine G. Coronado
Joseph Daniel Courage
Brandi Michelle Crow
Stacy Sue Crowover
Sabrina Latrice Cruz
Aaron D. Curry
Donna K. Daniels
Laura Rebecca David
Christina Suzanne DeCaro
Corinne Marie-Madele Del Perugia-Stoddart
Miranda Gail Denman
Felicia Renee Denner
Dawn Nicole Dickens
Hong N. Do
Loan Thanh Do
Eileen Theresa Donnelly
Whitney Catherine Dragon
Catherine Michelle Duarte
Gina Rendon Duran
Sheila Kathleen Dwyer
Brandi Lynn Early
Lindsey Eaton
Tonya Angelo Edwards
Joanna E. Eernisse
Monica Elizondo
Sara Beth Ellison
Jacquelyn Carroll Emeterio
Angiioletta S. Escobar
Rudolph Andrew Esparza
Maxine Mariz Estrada
Gillian Evans
Nkechi Florence Ezema
Kemi Fawehinmi
Myda Fay
Milde Mwiya Ferguson
Kimberly Dawn Fillyaw
Stephanie Slough Flannigan
Chelsea Townsend Fogle
Whitney Layne Franklin
Erin Elise Frederick
Betsy Ann Fritz
Myra Chizo Gaisu-Anyaeagu
Brandi Michelle Galindo
Anju Geetavarghese
Debra Donette George
Malory Lauren George
Paige A. Golden
Samantha Dene Gonzalez
Heather Joy Grady
Dana Elise Greer
Madai Grohs
Linda Suzanne Hadley
Seyrah Alesha Hall
Sonja Renee’ Hampshire
Chelsea Leigh Hampton
Anna Hanson
Michelle Denise Hanson
Travis Chad Harney
Wesley Alan Harris
Gibson Ann Hernandez
Heather Hill
Katie Ho
Julia Ferguson Huffmeyer
Ndifreke Udosen Irata
Theresa Zainab Jallow
Allyson Paige Jameson
Sara Solis Jaquay
Erica Jenkin
Martha Lynnette Johnson
Tracie Michelle Jolic
Roxann Marie Jones
Yuly Yzamin Juarez-Woodworth
Samuel N. Kamau
Amber Michelle Kammerer
Alison Barbara Katus
Stella Mongina Kebaso
Mitchell Grayson Kelly
Julianne Kennedy
Esther Okaya Kibira
Dina Kay Kilcrease
Christopher Charles Killian
Sarah Alexandra King
Jenny Lynn Klein
Cathlyn Rose Knowlton
Kayli Brianne Krasnow
Radoica Ostin LaBarre
Jimmi Leigh LaFaitt
Jessica Jean Lampphere
Denise Lane
Andrew Nathan Langford
Ayvee Elaine Lavender
Mark Elliott LeClair
Ji Yun Lee
Carol Elizabeth Leidlein
Robin Nicole Lewis
Kelly Dawn Lomack
Christina Rocio Lomas
Kathryn Hazel Loud
Amber Nicole Lowery
Edel Ngasi Luckey
Sondra Anne Mach
Jessica Anne Mai
Farheen Makani
Lindsey Rene’ Maly
Annette Marie Mancuso
Corey Alexander Manges
Adriana Marino
Melissa Ann Massey
Imelda Marjorie Matekwa
Cathy Lynn Maxwell
Stephanie D. Mayne
Briston Daz McGlendon
Melissa Dawn McCurdy
Sherri Lynn McLaughlin
Justin Neal Mehlan
Jaime Elizabeth Mendez
Mildred Teves Mendoza
Theodore Bulacan Mendoza III
Amy Gwynn Mercer
Daniaka Danielle Meyer
Candice N. Miller
Tabatha Kristi Mize
Quinnet A. Momoh
Sarah Katherine Morey
Estella Pezzar More
Debra Diane Nation
Destiny Michelle New
Kimberly Thao Nguyen
Hanh My Nguyen-Castro
Mabel Nkechinnye Nwachukwu
Ieoma Nancy NWankwo
Ndubuisi Alvin Odegai
Matthew Allen Odonnell
Elana Okafor
David Aruwa Okwaro
Bolalese Basirat Olayiwole
Folasade Olufunmilola Olayiwole
Jamie Lee Olsen
Elo Edith Omakor
Gladys Onchhawa
Eunice Biritu Onitita
Chidinma Towechi Onuigbo
Mary Allison Orr
Stacey Lee Overstreet
Jasper Elisabet Pena
Jennifer Lynn Perez
Hilary Claire Pham
Tuan-Anh Thi Pham-Du
Mini Varghese Philip
Dawn Kimberly Pizzini
Kimberly Renee Platt
Vanishri Prabhbo
Samar Ann Quimbyo
Linda Diane Ragon
Jo Anna Ramos
Maureen Balboa Ramos
Breanne Randall
Lindsey Marie Rendon
Danielle Marie Repsher
Jennifer R. Richards
Jorge Eliecer Rico
Madonna Marie Roberts
Elizabeth Jane Rodgers
Janet Lisa Rodriguez
Richard M. Rodriguez
Soniya Rohira
Norman H. Russell
Anna Vedasto Rutachokozibwa
Megan Beth Ryan
Nicole Deann Sage
Timothy Louis Sahagan
India Davis Sample
Jose R. Sanchez
Lovdeep Singh Sandhar
Silvy Santosh
Jennifer Lee Savage
Carey Lynn Savoie
Ntombizodwa Sayi
Paige Alana Rae Schafer
Kimberly Renee Scott
Stephanie Jean Sealy
Alicia Marie Segovia
John Charles Suchitema
Jason Wayne Sikes
Shirley Ann Simmons
Department of Kinesiology

MASTEr OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Meghan Hope Humphrey
Surbhi Munshi
David Phillip Shaw

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Fatima Donna Ababon (C)
Ashlen Abraham
Sheena Sony Abraham
Marlene Ninett Abril
Janette Justiniano Adams
Samantha J. Adams
Ifeoluwa Adegunleye
Adobla Adelekan
Wandy Francisca Adolph
Aminere Alaneh
Finnat Aggrey
Janice Parra Agio (C)
Adelina Aguilar
Cynthia Maurry Aguilar
Samantha Matilde Aguilar
Sandra Aguilar
Sylvia L. Aguilar
Valerie Opal Aguilar
Phoebe Onedinna Aguoru
Kameshia C. Awagarambo
Hortensia Avello
Elizabeth Nikiru Aje
Candy Jo Akins
Samer Sameel Al Hellou
Alan Jacob Alanis
Elvia Alarcon
Thomas Sheldon Alberti
Samantha Aleman
Sarah Grace Alexander
Aliya Aldina
Emmanuela Okwudili Alimayu
Samuel Francois Allen
Neruila Alliag (M)
Crystal Vernon Almaraz
Yasmin Almasaeed
Allen Pabilona Alquinto
Ashley Jane Alston
Dara Altheimer
Ferdinand Emeka Alucho
Beatrice Annette Alvarez
Nancy Alvarez
Jacqueline Alvarez-Valencia
Stella Amajor
Maria Ambriz
Nancy Ambriz
Priscilla Amezquita
Kalena Renee Amison
La Trina Denise Anderson
Pamela Anderson (C)

Sarah Elizabeth Anderson
Gabriela Andrade
Jamie Leigh Andrews
Kalise R. Andrews
Theresa Aneke
Glenda Michelle Angorta
Claire Elaine Antoni-Givlanz (M)
David Antonov (C)
Grace Nwamaka Anyamene
Jennifer Lisa Apostol
Leni Summer Aqagabwi
Maria Cindy Dianne Castillo Arce
Olga Dallia Arellano (C)
Stephanie N. Arellano (S)
Andrea Michelle Arias
Christina Lynn Arias
Joanne Marie Arreguin
Susan D. Arzola
Francisca E. Arzola Ibarras
Shannon Delynn Ashford
Andrew Micheal Ashworth
Ricki Lyn Aspinall
Sandrine Colette Assonken Guetsa
Charlie C. Au
Alexa Austin
Erie Leigh Austin
Gary Dave Austria (S)
Ian Cain Avaloas
Peggy Lee Avendano
Stephanie Leigh Averyt (M)
Ngoci Veronica Ayabazu-Okye
Daphney Karin Ayinde (C)
Angela Babers (M)
Erika Leeann Bacha
Miranda Eileen Bacon
Allen Gonzales Bagaoisan
Amanda Denise Bagwell
Meagan Love Bailey
Cindy Crook Baker (S)
Sheriann Natasha Baker
Zachary Elliott Baker (C)
Imee Lou Balacy
April Rose Balanay
Eva Balboa
Pamala Joy Baldridge (M)
Taleen Baliozian (C)
Haley Nicole Ball
Sabrina Lucille Ball
Priscila Janel Balos
Gregory Bandy
Idrisse Fadika Bangura
Oliva Bankston
Marqui Angelica Barboza
Dinah Theresa Bar-Jona
Elizabeth Marie Barnhart
Julie Anne Barrett (S)
Selina Garcia Barron
Jeanine Ortiz Barroso
Porscha Eliza Barry
Rizwan Bashir

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Jacquilyn Lee Cook  
Kristen Corrine Cook  (M)  
Debra Lynn Cooke  (C)  
Sandra Brown Coons  (C)  
Cody Ray Copeland  (S)  
Tilicia Annette Copeland  
Rachel Elaine Copelin  
Brandie Blackard Coppin  
Dessarae Corbit  
Mary Helen Cornwall  
Carlos C. Cossio  (C)  
Catherine Gene Costantino  
Janel Theresa Coussens  (M)  
Rebecca Ann Coverdale  
Katherine Elizabeth Cowan  (M)  
Keely M. Cox  
Nancy Ann Coxwell  
Lorie Ann Coyne  
Bridget Michelle Crabtree  (C)  
Alisa Kay Craig  
Lauren Carolyn-Marie Crane  (S)*  
Jasmine Cree Crawford  
Kristina Alicia Crawford  
Julie Criswell  
Sara Ann Crittenden  (C)  
Brian Lee Crutchfield  
Francisca Vanessa Cruz  
Sherrin N. Cruz  
Fermin Antonio Cruz-Castellanos  
Adolfo Cuadras Laveaga  
Samantha Rae Cuellar  
Catherine Ann Cullen  
Nanette Michelle Cullom  (M)  
Darlene Cecile Cummings  
Cora Cunningham  
Cynthia S. Curbo  
Lisa Rosemary Curl  
Latonya Monique Curvey  
Sara Elizabeth Dahl  
Nhi B. Dang  
Tri Huu Dang  
Amber Nichole Daniels  
Dorothy Lee D’Anna  
Laci Kristin Danner  (S)  
Kiet H. Dao  
Loryn Nicole Darthard  (C)  
Oanh H. Dau  (S)  
Amanda Brooke Davalos  
Shawntel K. David  
Bridget Deanne Davis  
Christina Marie Davis  (M)  
Heather Nicole Davis  (C)  
Helen Sylvia Davis  
Karen Michelle Davis  
Shannon Elice Davis  
Robbin Ilayan Dayrit  
Heather Dean  
Megan Michelle Dean  (C)  
Patricia Ann Dees  (S)  
Kathleen Leann Degregorio  (C)  
Emmylou Yu Dela Cruz-Agatpe  (M)  
Jordan Buhay Dela Pena  (S)  
Guadalupe Carolina Deleon  
Real Demosthene  
Yanmei Deng  
Paulertre Dennis  
Lori Jane Derosa  
Frank Salvador DeStefano  
Lindsey Erin Devine  
Karla Deennna Dias  (S)  
Zoila Yadira Diaz-Jones  (M)  
Christine Marsden Dickerson  (M)  
Sarah Lynne Dietrich  
Nancy Maria Dike  
Danielle Leigh Dillard  (C)  
Nicole Mitsue Dillard  
Matthew Aaron Dilworth  
Melissa Rena Dimerson  (C)  
Penny Lynn Divin  
Alma Y. Dixon  
Monica Tan Diaz  
Christina Do  (C)  
Tammy Minh Doan  
Rachael Michelle Dodge  (S)  
Lugenyia Dokes  
Cassandra Ganzon Bondoc Dollenote  (C)  
Richelle Suellen Domier  (M)  
Brandon Kyle Dominguez  
Amanda Maria Donihoo  
Irina Dostoinov  
Cynthia Mary Downing  
Cassandra Gene Doyal  
Gretchen Grecia Drenberg  (M)  
Julie Lynn Drivere  (S)  
Toni-Marie Drury  
Nuria Patricia Dubon  
Suzanne Barbara Duffy  
Stephanie Paula Dunlap  
Elizabeth Trinh Duong  
Tammy K. Dupree  
Thomas Randy Dupree  
Erika Noemi Duran  
Esperanza Luna Durand  
Chioma Uzoamaka Duru  
Lynna Dy  
Clifford Echabu  
Mark Adamson Rosana Echevarria  
Abimbola Olayanju Edgal  
John Aguinaldo Edra  
Jane Marte Edwards  
Jennifer Ann Edwards  (C)  
Melynda Edwards  (M)  
Octavia Shanta Edwards  
Paul Allen Edwards  
Susan Oe Edwards  
Holly Efingen  
Darby Denise Ehlers  
Idara Ofonime Ekong  
Ekaere I. Ekpo  
Christina B. Elliott  
William Corey Ellis  
Dorothy Elizabeth Elrod-Joplin  
Roba M. Elkah  
Deanna Lee Emerson  
Rassel Deguion Joepmuko  
Dean Ray England  
Jessica Mae English  
Nicholas Adam Engstrom  (M)  
Joyce Ann Enoch  
Mia Allen Erbezink  (S)  
Alyssa Michelle Ernsmeyer  
Jennifer S. Escarsega  
Daisy Diana Escobar  
Salamawit Argaw Esthe  
Lindsay Bernice Esianor  
Katherine B. Esparza  
Claudia Elena Esparza Mancillas  
Maria Isabel Espinosa  (M)  
Javier Esquivel  
Sarah Anne Estep  
Rodias R. Estrada  
Sarah Ann Estrada  
Amanda Marie Estrada-Haynie  
Alicia Lynne Ewerson Churchwill  
Cristina Meconen Fabbri  (C)  
Shireen Faisal  
Olapeju Fajeye  
Lyndall Lee Farley  
Benjamin L. Farmer  
Kaella-Lee Marcella Favcett  
Emily Caitlin Fedorshak  
Kimberly D. Fennell  
Sabrina Ferdous  
Angela Ferguson  (S)  
Tamra Lee Ferguson  
Audra E. Fernandez  
Shawntay Marie Fernandez  
Kimberly Ellen Fernando  
Kristina Lynn Ferrara  
Amandine Isabelle Ferre  
Pia Alto Ferrer  
Yasmin An Ferrier  
Hazel May Fielder  (M)  
Michele Rogers Fielder  (C)  
Daniel David Fields  
Ann Finecountry  
David Jason Fischer  
Heather Madonna Fisher  
Tracy Wendy Fisher  
Krista Johnnece Fisk  (S)  
Johanna Fite  
Lisa Ann Fite  
Alexandra Rose Flaherty  (S)  
Mujraniya Latoya Flora  
Brenda Lee Flores  
Mona Liza Flores  
Tracey Floyd  
Khadija Folana  
Rachel Elizabeth Fogleman  
*Honors College  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotesse Meffo Fopa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham Austin Ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddison Ka Foreman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel M. Fowlke (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Vela Fowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Franco Luna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen L. Franks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Lynn Fraser (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Frazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyra Keion Frazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Lauren Freabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Nicole Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Leslie Friedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Louise Fritts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Fruge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole R. Frye (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Fuentes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Jane Gaalaas (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emediong Usoro Gabriel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Gacitua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Galiunas III (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Rebecca Gaines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Juliette Galan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenima Naomi Gallardo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Michelle Gallegos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristan Victoria Gallegos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Patricia Galloway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Galvan Rangel (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Garcez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Elias Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe David Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Michele Garlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Garner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Dawn Garza (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Annette Garza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Claire Gaspard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Marie Garthins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Lindsey Gaylord (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidest M. Gebreamanual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Wayne Gee (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis L. Gennett (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Aaron Wayne Gentry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Kristine Gervais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari Lee Geyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Ghione Reposi (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Latrice Gibson (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie Kathleen Gibson (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominencia Jamille Giddens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Lynn Gieser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Manzoor Gill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinah Rochelle Gilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven K. Gilman (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolynn Jean Gibson (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Githiga (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Lynn Glenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madonna Jean Glenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marie Gluckzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Gluckzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Isadel Godinez (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Leigh Gollighugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanca Rosa Gomez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Lizer Gomez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather N. Gonzales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ann Gonzales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Gonzalez (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanca Estela Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Gonzalez (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jaso Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilberto Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liliana Lissbeth Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Corina Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Lee Goode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Beth Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenda May Gordon (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen C. Gordon (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Victoria-Ann Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April J. Gorospe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica N. Gourley (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Margery Grace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel E. Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Michelle Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie J. Granzella (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Lynn Graves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Ann Graves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsey Irene Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Wambui Gray (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene Nicole Greathouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Baldonado Greek (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Henderson Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Lee Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jodie Lynn Green (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leresa Mae Greenwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Raquel Griego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danya Chantelle Griffin (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Rochelle Griffis (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Faith Grigg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Louise Groth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Vasquez Guerra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Lara Guerra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maribel Tomas Guerreo (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zena Bsibes Guerreo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadette Aniciete Guevarra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riza Garcia Guilen (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Michelle Guionon (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlee Nicole Gulledge (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ericka Marie Gunnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Nicole Gunther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Dawn Guray (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Joseph Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyndi Gutierrez (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Ivonne Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha R. Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa C. Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Jacklyn Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Renay Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleksandra E. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Hope Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latasha S. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayara Costa Halper (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Taylor Halsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimere Tanya Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temeca Tevon Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisha Ann Hammonds (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Dale Hammonds (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Amanda Hampton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Leanne Hampton (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Cornelia Hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Wilson Hang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Elizabeth Hanlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomas Jon Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Ann Hardin (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Mccaulley Harper (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn M. Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Marie Harris (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin L. Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomeka Kryshaun Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Marcia Harris-Hall (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolade Arigbede Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Therese Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Lloyd Hartzler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Leeanne Haskell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macarty Nicole Hawker (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Ann Hawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Ann Haynes (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon E. Hedgpeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Theresa Heiller (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Mae Helms*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takisha Nacole Helms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dora Henderson (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn D. Henderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Stephen Henkeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Anne Henley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Rashon Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Leigh Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Lee Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Vinson Hensley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Elizabeth Henson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briani Isabella Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Rene Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isidro Victor Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maribel Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Hernandez (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Hernandez (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xochitl Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Nicole Hernandez Brown (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Hernandez Sandoval (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy A. Hernandez Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Patrick Herrera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Lea Herrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krystle Le’Nae Herring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Roxanne Hewell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Marie Hicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naida Higgins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Renee Hightower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Irene Hilbon (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krystal Lee Hill (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora Jean Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melody S. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Kay Hilliard (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Richard Hines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lee Hinojosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelly Dawn Hitchcock (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahnee M. Hoag (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Lynn Hoang (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Carlyne Hobbs (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Berheny Hodge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Lynn Hoelscher (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Kaethe Hoeltzell (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Therese Hoftela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren E. Hoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Elizabeth Holcomb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amanda Lynn Holliday
Carla De Anne Hollis
Melissa Dawn Holloway
Valerie Marie Holstein
June Truitt Holt (M)
Krystin Honea
Krista Nicole Honza
Brianna Hood (C)
Monica Michelle Hooks
Jacob Allen Hooks
Keisha Elizabeth Hooper
Mary Angvara Hooper
Alisha Horner
Bethany Ashton Horton (M)
Sabrina Latrice Houston
Ruth Ann Howard
Whitney A. Howard
Zena Kay Hubby
Kristy Nicole Huckebey (M)
Rebecca Teresa Hucks
Berkeley Dee Huebner
Harvey Lester Huebter
Tammi L. Huey
Kimberly Robin Huff (M)
Anna Marie Hughes
Colleen Marie Hughes
Joshua Dale Humphrey
Jacqueline Amanda Hungerford (M)
Leslie Michelle Hurst
Bibi Nazeema Hussain
Chajiske Joseph Ikegwuno
Karla Jo Ingram (S)
Cindy Denise Isely
Olubunmi Vicki Isijola
Susan Issa (M)
Lember Iryough
Raven Lea Ivey (S)
Ronila Gypsy Ivory (C)
Anthony Isitor Iyamah
Allison Renee Jackson
Christopher Jackson
Jay W. Jackson
Kathryn Alexis Jackson (M)
Melissa Joyce Jackson (C)
Kristi Hope Jacobs (M)
Yvonne Colleen Jacobs
Tami Janine Jacobson (S)
Jamie Alisa Jaksch
Estelany Jara
Danielle T. Jarrett
Jennifer Kristine Jasik (M)
Kimberly Rhae Jasso
Keisha Monique Jas (C)
Joy Osynette Jeffries
Jayton Hunter Jennings
Claudia Christine Jensen (S)
Laura Nicole Jensen
Amanda Catharine Jewett (M)
Kheria Ibrahim Johare
Liner John
Rebecca W. Johns
Bobbie L. Johnson (M)
Brittany Nicole Johnson
Jason P. Johnson (M)
Michael David Johnson
Nicholas David Johnson (M)
Rachna S. Johnson (M)
Ruthie S. Johnson
Shericka Betreece Johnson
Sherry Lynn Johnson (C)
Verma E. Johnson
Dawn Marie Jones
Kelvin D. Jones
Linda L. Jones
Tramica Shawnta Jones
Angela Ellen Jordan
Colton Lee Jordan (C)
Tameika Renee Jordan
Reginald Joseph
Carmela A. Juarez
Cody R. Justice (M)
Esther Nakato Kagga
Wynner Marie Kaminski
Larissa Anne Kappel
Catherine Wambui Kariuki
Jodi Diane Kauffman (S)
Gurjot Kaur
Kamaljeet Kaur (C)
Pawinder Kaur
Simratpal Kaur (S)
Alison Leigh Keith (M)
Emily Porter Kelley
Natalie Kelly
Alicia Antonette Kennedy
Jessica M. Kent
Kayla L. Kent
Alissa Ann Kern (M)
Lauran Britanny Kerrison (S)
Kelly Fickling Kessler
Christopher Hamilton Key
Dristi Na Khanal
Alan W. Kilbourne (C)
Frank Tae Kim
Hyein Kim
Hyeonggak Kim
Katherine Kim
Andrea Nicole King (S)
Justin Thomas King (M)
Rene Jermaine King
Trisha Michelle King (C)
Cindy Fei-Ting Knudsen
Endrea Beth Koehn (M)
Jessica Denver Kopecki
Sooasan Kalayil Koshy (C)
Kari Louise Kotara
Amanda Renee’ Kreidler (M)
Stefanie Krejci
Donald Edward Krenek
Ana Leticia Krerly (M)
Keli Deanne Krueger
Maria-Tala Lopez Ka
Kelly Lynn Kuba Vanarsdale
Janet Janell Kubas (C)
Kimberly Ann Kukles (C)
Kausalya Kunwar
Emmanuel John Laforge
Andrea Jane Lagace
Elizabeth Marie Lagerman (C)
Joshua E. Lamb
Stephanie Lee Lamb
Emily Lambert
Lisa G. Lambert
Amanda Marie Lancaster
Dianna Lang
Jordan Landon Lange (C)
Katrina Elizabeth Laraway (S)
Whitney Rachelle Laskoskie
Sul Rye Yi Lassodelavega
Jana Lau
Sarah Grace Lawson
Paul Pabalax Laxamana
Jenelle Marie Lea
Sarah Lee Ledesma
Nohemi Ledezma
Charles Lee (C)
Courtney E. Lee
Deuk Jeol Lee
Penneelope Catherine Lee
Jeffrey P. Lehman (S)
Jacob Dorres Leleux
Azeb A. Lemma
Kristina E. Lenker (M)
Krystil Mozelle Leonhardt
Carile Dawn Lesher (M)
Scott Eric Leslie
Dejen Letie
Crystal Ann Lewis
Rebecca Anne Lewis (C)
Patience D. Lewis-Baity
Jennifer Nicole Licon
Wayna Lim
Bobby Limbu
Mary Cruz Limon
Shayna Marie Linscomb
Mariasela Lira
Theresa Lira
Stevi Lyn Lissy (C)
Sylvia Lodge (C)
Alysha Marie Loera
Rebecca Maria Lohman
Meghan Alexandria Lommen
Heather Elaine Long
Krystel L. Long
Thomas Nathan Long (M)
Joshua W. Longoria
Amber Nicole Lopez
Jennifer Anne Lopez
John Joseph Lopez
Karina Lopez
Maria Luisa Lopez (S)

(S) Summa Cum Laude  (H) Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  (C) Cum Laude
Odette Bernard Lopez
Sara S. Lo-Shroff
Tasha Renee Louise Lowe
Brianna B. Lowrie
Jennifer Rose Lubetich (C)
Shelly Ludwin
Melissa Ann Lugar
Liliana Lugo (C)
Lisa Mary Lussier-Fox (S)
Nga Thu Ly
Lucretia Calyn Lynch
Ariane Adele MacDonell
Summer Rose Machado
Akielah Rachell Mack
Alberto Enrique Madrigal Jr.
Amber Nicole Madry
Georgian Malika Maduakor
Lisa Cherlynn Magdaleno
Ramita Maharjan (M)
Sammi Chanham Malouif-Reynolds
Toni L. Maloy-Allen (C)
Keri Lynn Manek
Caroline C. Maness
Matthew Thomas Mantooth (C)
Sethunya Gauhi Manyuna
Kelli Elizabeth Marchesoni
Angela Marie Mari
Edward Bacarro Mariano
Amber Nicole Mark (C)
Terri L. Marlat
Melissa Renee Marquez
Gaybriele Laycee Zuniga Marquez
Stephen Michael Marsh
Tema Marsh
Alicia Ramona Marshall
Wayne Louis Martell
Andrea Raeshell Martin (C)
Cirrie Nichole Martin (S)
Vanessa Marie Martindale
Amanda Brooke Martinez
Cheri Nichole Martinez
Christina Carlotta Martinez
Dee Ann Martinez
Jana Christine Martinez (C)
Jeremy Ernest Martinez
Judith Martinez
Lucia S. Martinez
Tamara Lee Martinez
Maile Mason
Pearline Anne Massie
Nancy Asha Matali
Shinnimole Mathew
Ashley Mathis
Feleta Brenda Mathurin-Nicholas
Colin Marie Mateke
James R. Maxey
Haley Rae Maxwell
Jennifer Diana Mayers
Katherine Ann Mayes
Lara Mazayev
Dana Leigh McAdams
Ashley Erin McBride (M)
Melissa Fay McClaran (S)
Lisa Nicole McClendon
Wilma Kathy McClintock
Venicia D. McCloud
Travis G. McEluskey
Brandie Marie McElwain
Ashley Ann McCory
Lauren Ashley McCoy
Jeffrey P. McCranie
Catherine Marie McCullough
Cassandra Pearl McDonald
Lila Mangan McEntire
Karlyn McGivern
Roberta Jean McGlynn
Taylor Marie McKinney
Erika Lynn McKinley
John James McLaughlin
Kristy Lyn McMillan (C)
Myrrho McMillian (C)
Heather Theresa McNabb (S)
Shannon Dyon McNees (M)
Albert J. Medina
Robert Medina
Brandy Lee Meierhofer
Tonya L. Meierhofer (M)
Melinda Meme (M)
Breit Allan Mendez (C)
Angela Merrell
Richard James Merson
Nancy Louise Meservey (C)
Karen Jane Messenger
Audrey Ellen Meyer
Jocelin Meza
Tariq Bharghoom
Catherine Sarah Mickens (M)
Jennifer Leigh Miles
Cindalee Miller (C)
Kristin Gail Miller
Jennifer Minjares
Brandon Michael Minton
Zhao Xia Mire (M)
Jennifer Lynn Mirfield (C)
Becky Sue Mitchell
Mary Encilla Mitchell
Pattri Coleman Mitchell
Ryan E. Mitchell
Cheri Lynn Mixon
Amy Marie Moehlmann (C)
Reshma Mohamed
Tanya Renee Molert
Teresa Perales Moller
Andrew Steven Monroe (M)
Kassandra Teresa Montalvo
Javier Montelongo
Marios Montes De Oca
Corey L. Montez
Irene Kaila Moore
Leslie Elizabeth Moore (C)
Alexis Jennifer Moothart (S)
Steve Mora (S)
Jessica Anne Morales (M)
Jonathan Robert Morales
Oprah Zoeann Morales
James V. Moreno
Kayla Renae Morgan (S)
Stephanie Jean Morgan (S)
Tameka Michelle Morgan
Kennettte Jean Morphew
Kathleen Connelly Morris
Jennifer Renee Morvant
Bethany Nicole Moss
Emmie Moy
Aaleaya Marie Muhammad
Abeerah Sadia Muhammad (M)
Caila Elizabeth Muhlbauer
Elizabeth Wambuku Mukua (C)
Karen Sue Mullins (M)
Christina Munday
Michelle Munson (M)
Jordan Nicole Murphy
Lisa Orliai Murphy (M)
Michelle Nicole Murphy (M)
Brenda Michelle Murra-Qualls
Hazel Mabvurungu Mus
Josephine Mwoung
Sabina Wambui Mwaniki
Elizabeth N. Mwauna
Elizabeth Anne Myers (C)
Pamela R. Myers
Scottie Alan Myers (S)
Sandra Nagappa
Alice Najera
Audrey Nandi
Kimberly Nicole Naseiro
Kendra Perrault Nash
Marcel Anuan Maree Nassar
Rachma Bangi Narangcop
Arissa Nath
Stacey Nava
Mayra Navarro
Rob Allan Nayoan
Gloria Mutanu Ndungu
Vaishnavi Nedunoori
Avet Negash
Jenna-Lise Helen Neilon
Kenneth Afulue Nembu
Haya Faiga Nemtzov (M)
Linda Susanne Netus (S)
Justin R. Newton
Stephanie Shonell Ngadja
Mai Kim Ngo (C)
Stevie Nguy (M)
Davis Tran Nguyen
Ellen Nguyen
Laura Vy Nguyen (M)
Linda Kim Nguyen
Lisa Pham Nguyen
Thuy Vi Nguyen
Trang Hoang Xuan Nguyen (S)
Vi T. Nguyen
Kara Michelle Nichols
Kristina Ainslie Nixon (S)
Stacy Renee Nigrilazzo
Ashley Nicole Nix
Sarah Bihweh Nkiging
Naomi Wanjiku Nkurumdizanye
Lindsay Maggie Noel (M)
Jennifer Nolan
Daniela Nolasco-Sanchez
Munira Noorani
Krystelle Faithe Norskow (S)
Stefany Northam
Kimi Caridad Northington
Beth Ann Nugent (C)
Thomas John Nunciato
Abbey Nunley (S)
Lecie Morgan Nunnenkamp (C)
Atemkeng Sixtus Nven
Joshua Ondriti Nyahando
Edinah Kerubo Nyakundi
Chanda Nyirenda Tsoka
Patricia Ochoa
Melody Alice O’Dell
Katherine M. Odom
Anne Achieng Oduor
Jennifer Nicole Ogilvie (M)
Jennifer Lynn Oglesby (C)
Martha Oglesby
Olubukun Olajide Ogunjobi
Om Ramlakhan Ojha
Lucky Oberhuomo Ojigho
Chinwe Okeke
Franklin Mogire Okemwa
Reuben Nyachi Okemwa
Margaret Krystyna Oliphant
Devanni Gabrielle Olivas
Vasudeva Maya Olsen
Comfort Olusunmoyin Olukoyode
Kingsley Ezenwa Omeh
Temilola Vivian Omiyale
Elias Mark Oniakhi (C)
Mercyline Bikeri Onyekwe
Destina Piah Ongubo
Chimezie Modesus Onuoha
Jenima Opoku-Gyimah (M)
Bryan Andrew Orona
Rachel Torres Ortega
Daniella Ortiz
Maria Raquel Ortiz
Glory O. Osadiaye
Dara Michelle Ostermayer
Phalla Ouk
Carmen Skye Owens
Christi L. Owens (C)
Robert Packwood
Jennifer Christine Padilla
Natanya Rose Padilla
Stephanie Ann Page
Pauline S. Paguio
Mayra Palacios (S)
Jackie Beth Pannell
Rosangela Parada
Marie Rachel Parsons-Eveillard
Priya Vijay Parekh
Trudy Arlene Parisher
Hyelin Park (S)
Emily D. Parker (C)
Israel H. Parra
Stephanie Marie Parrish (S)
Devang B. Patel
Kamini Patel
Krishna Patel
Rakesh B. Patel
Tancia A. Patterson
Kiran Paudel
Kathleen Elizabeth Pavicovic (M)
Angela Katherine Payne
Jennifer Donnette Payne
Christy Marie Peacock (S)
Elizabeth Marie Peche
Juan Jose Pecina
Alyssa Faith Pedrick
Natalie Rae Peirce
Carolyn Michelle Pelovitz
Larry Brook Pemberton
Abigail Jaren Penichet
Clay Stuart Penland
Alonsina Perez
Carlos A. Perez
Edward Rene Perez
Vctor Hugo Perez (S)
Amanda Michelle Perkins
Michelle Logan Perry
Sarah Noela Perry
Anissa R. Pesina
Ashleigh Peet
Kristen Nicole Peterman (S)
Brianne Lynn Peters
Tanjelya Michelle Peters-Barone
Virginia Ann Peterson (S)
Glenda Sherry Peveco (S)
Kelsey Kay Pfug
Iris Thu Pham
Rose U. Pham (C)
Dat Tan Phan
Sophie Sopheap Phann-Yin (M)
Brandi Don Phelps
Joshua Paul Philipson (M)
Lisa Michele Phillips
Tammy Jean Phillips
Therese Teasdale Phillips (M)
Kyle Daniel Pickens
Bianca Danielle Pickert
Jeffrey Dwain Pierce
Rachel Pike (C)
Alyssa Pimentel
Amy Renee Pirkle (M)
Tiffany Rossha Pittman
Patricia Plascencia
Heather Dawn Poland (S)
Mark Christoper Pollard
Sarah Ruth Pool (S)
Billy W. Pope
Daniel Posada
Angela Marie Posey (C)
Alicia Ann Pounds
Winifred Powers
Guzaduape Prado
Jennifer Marlene Prewett
Liana Price (M)
Belen Atalia Priest
Deborah Katharine Prince
Jessica Michaela Prince
Austin Nicholas Pritchard
Catherine Renee Pritchard (M)
Cynthia Ann Prophitt (M)
Chelsea Michelle Pruitt
Whitni Alexsis Pryor
Amanda Marie Pulce
Gabrielle May Purdom-Christy
Amy B. Pyle (C)
Emma Quaye
Holly Nicole Quinn
Shelly Marie Quintanilla (C)
Gucci Ahmed Rajab
Amanda Nicole Ramirez
Guadalupe Ramirez
Kasey Leann Ramirez (C)
Krystal Elaine Ramirez
Elizabeth Galindo Ramos
Lauren Ann Ramsey
Melissa Renee Randle
Grecia Carolina Rangel
Aja Jennifer Rangel-Rivera
Kryptyna Rankin
Sabrina Louise Rasberry
Aaron Bryce Rasco
Salsabil S. Rashid
Tannaz Razavi
Tiffany Lynn Reagan (M)
Maria Guadalupe Reams
Donna Lee Reding
Amanda J. Reese
Wendy Janice Reese
Pamela Joyce Reese-Taylor (C)
Nicole Rehm
Erin Marie Reinbach (C)
Jenna L. Rennie (S)
Emily Frances Requezen
Karli Lynn Reuter
Delia M. Reyes
Erin Danielle Reyes
Leticia A. Reyes
Soria Reyes Gonzalez
Bailey Kate Reynolds
Brandi Lynn Rhoude
Karleen Villanueva Riano
Monica Ricafort
Jamie Nicole Rice
Lewis Stephen Rice (S)
Keandra Richardson
Kellie Scotttreecee Richardson
Stephanie Rico
Miosotis Aymee Ridley
Steadman Dewone Ridley
Ashley L. Riley
Memory Rinomhota
Esperanza Rios
Neyda Melissa Rios
Melody Kathleen Ristau (M)
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(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

*Honors College

Sonya M. Taylor
Cheryl Kay Teakell (S)
Antonise Tra Von Teal
Elizabeth Anne Teehan (S)
Eleni Girma Teka
Joan Michele Rand Terry
Pamela Suzanne Terry Power
Mercy Mah Zezock
Hung Tiec Thai
Carolyn Wanjuke Thairu
Elizabeth Wanjuke Thairu
Beatrice Karimi Thairumu
Romeika Roshall Thibodeaux (C)
Julie Kristine Thielke
Angelica Catherine Thomas (S)
Brendella Kenyatta Thomas
Brittany Paige Thomas
Christal Laverne Thomas
Metha Michelle Thompson (C)
Phillip Edward Thompson
Sasha Thompson
Alex Wade Thorley
Jasmin Easter Thorp (C)
Adebisi Tijani
Bobbi Mae Tilley (M)
Maria Theresa Deguzman Tinitigan (C)
Dulce Maria Tinoco
Bernadine Ann Tippit
Esauyakal Tameru Tiruneh
Dale C. Todd
Justin Avery Toelstede
Sheila Yvette Tolbert
Tennille Siebert Tong (S)
Amanda Torres
Crystal De La Rosa Torres
Kristin Lee Torres (C)
Lacy Lynn Torres
Mary Christine Torrescano (C)
Nina Nicole Totoanes
Charles G. Toulouse
Sean Mathew Trainor (M)
Cindy Tran
Cuong Van Tran
Stephanie D. Tran
Vy Anh Tran
Aggie Lauren Trimble
Cynthia Dianne Trimble (M)
Dane Michelle Troublefeld
Hiwot Tsegaye
Meaghan Layne Tucker
Tonya Denise Tucker (C)
Apryl Christine Turley
Lisa Lynn Turley (M)
Jennifer Ann Turner
Julie Marie Turner
Marcia Powell Turner
Tabitha Lea Turner
Brittany Rose Tutt (C)
Betsy Ucciardino
Joli Marie Utrecht
Joy Tochukwu Ugoh
Helen Obiageli Umoche
Ryan Joseph Underwood (M)
Kathleen Upp
Leah M. E. Utech (M)
Lynne Marie Vaassen
Timothy Luke Vable
Gloria Valadez (M)
Teresa Rios Valadez
Jessica Jeanette Valdez (C)
Margaret Anne Valdez
Mary Jacqueline Vallezners
Kristina Kay Van De Voorde (S)
Regina Victoria Van Poucke
Mikayla Chere Vandermerghel
Brandy Danielle Vandergriff (C)
Summer Brooke VanZandt
Cynthia Vasquez
Jasmin Vasquez
Lourdes Adriana Vasquez
Edith Velaquez
Sandra Velez
Jessica Lee Vera (M)
Courtney Lynn Verastegui (M)
Luc Vezina (M)
Robyn Lynn Vicars
Ronnie Carbonell Vicente
Chelsea Moore Vickery (C)
Fernando Villa
Connie Nicole Villareal (S)
Jessika Marie Villedrouin (M)
Rosalia Villegas-Gonzalez
Juan Felipe Villicana
Jonathan Aaron Vincent (M)
Lori Beth Vinson
Valeria Irasemy Vitela
Howard Kimo Vitousek (S)
Robert Vo
Kimberly Renee Vogel (M)
Elizabeth Anne Voraw
Diana Tuong Vy Vu (C)
Alicia Michelle Vyvjal (C)
Andrea Bailey Walker
Danisha Rayanette Walker
Katrina Lea Walker (M)
Samantha Jo Walker (S)
Wendy Susanne Walker (S)
Carla Dennise Wallace
Chaynelle Walls
Constina Walls
Lisa A. Walraven (M)
Ashley N. Walters
Peris Wambui Kamau Wandati (C)
Michelle Ann Ward
Sarah Kimberly Ward
Shasta Nicole Ward
Violet Ward
Johnnie Gale Ware
Larisha Nicole Ware
Jessica Ann Washenko
Keyerra Washington
Lakisha Shantee Washington (C)
Tiffany J. Washington
Julie C. Washko (M)
Sandi Rodriguez Vasik
Benjamin Eric Watlington
Rebecca Lynn Watson
Stephanie Ann Watson (M)
Pichaya Wattrapanan
Melissa Sue Weaver (M)
Jonnella Webb
Adam Thomas Weiland (C)
Chic Cherish Weinstein
Bradley Louis Welch (S)
Mary Ellen Welch
Shelby Jo Weldon (C)
Kris Wendler (S)
Lisa Werkowitch
Carolyn Effie West
Bailey Westmoreland
Kaleigh Jeanne Whelss (C)
Natasha P. Whitaker
Aurelija White (S)
David Paul White (C)
Jeannette White
Jennifer White
Stephanie Sue White
Stacy Ann Whinley
Richard Anthony Whitmire
Jennifer Nicole Wier
Susan Michelle Wilhoite (C)
Callie Alise Williams
Keara Williams
Kimberly Williams
Kimberly Dawn Williams
Mai Williams
Margaret Lucille Williams (M)
Mariyam Williams
Krystel Nicole Willford
Desiree Wilson (S)
Jasmine Evette Wilson
Kelly Jean Wilson
Savannah Marie Wilson
Myan Sandar Win
Miranda Marie Winn
Daren Daniel Wise
Amy Marie Witt (M)
Zuriaishwork Abebe Wolde-Rufael
Desirey Dean Wolfe
Jamie Lin Woolrich (C)
Lynne Ann Woooton
Debra Ann Worley
Gurjit Kaur Wraich (S)
Angela Ann Wright (M)
Jose Yakin (S)
Yuan Yao (M)
Kimberly Anne Yarbrough
Walid Jamil Yassin
Venecia Ybarra (C)
Natalie Ruth Wofford Young

(5) Summa Cum Laude  "Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

---
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Kacie Louise Abbott (S)
Victor E. Abolo
Ashley Lynn Aceves (C)
Abimbola Temitope Adebiyi
Olatokunbo G. Adegbola
Shahrzad Aghayousef
Aprilynn Arevalo Agpalo
Omar Aguirre
Linda Michelle Ahern
Heather Ann Aikin
Adewumi Emmanuel Akintunde
Helen Enoh Akpan
Jessica Leean Alexander
Kimberly Scharon Alexander
Jennifer Anne Alford
Gregory Benjamin Allen (M)
Liza Elaine Allen
Kimberly Shanta Allison
Denee Lynn Alvarez
Julia Lesly Alvarez
Jerry Lavictor Anderson
Kimsean Meas Anderson
William Francis Appell (C)
Christina Ara Apple
Claudia T. Arevalo (M)
Jaime Lynn Aretsen
Jade Marissa Armstrong (C)
Angelika Maria Arnaoudoff
Holly Noel Arnold (M)
Kristin Diane Arthur
Kenita Jean Ashley
Kali Trost Axle (M)
Susan Elizabeth Austin (S)
Wanda Kay Avelar
Alison Evelyn Axon (M)
Tonya Babilonia
Shalawn Monik Backstrom
Maglyne Badeau
Coco Balalau
Alyssa Angeli B. Baldo
Tonika Bankston
Kathleen Barber (C)
Caren E. Barnes
Astrid E. Barrera
Phdelia Dlamini Barrie
Danita Batiste
Sarah Josai Bavar
Sarah Beth Beamer (S)
Jennifer Ann Becker (S)
Aaron Tate Beckett
Ashley Nicole Belcher
Bezawit Belew
Alexandra T. Bell
Lisa Simone Bell (M)
Leila Bellows (M)
William Richard Benda
Danielle S. Berger (M)
Fatemah Billah
Laura Ann Birmingham (C)
Angelsique Lavonne Bishop
Shayla Elise Bishop
Michele Renee Blum
Jamie Diane Bockemehl Jacks
Mallorie Ann Bogan
Sharon Renee Bogdanowicz
Ellis Jackson Boness
JoAnne J. Booge (M)
Audreanna Nicole Boseman
Nicole Linette Bowslay (S)
Megan Elise Boyd (C)
Kristen Delise Bradley (S)
Oliver Daleno Bravo
Heather Jo Breckenridge (S)
Patricia Elizabeth Bresnan (S)
Rosa Maria Brint
Kelsey Devin Briscoe
Briana Nicole Brooks
Margaret Sue-Anne Brooks (S)
Stacy L. Broussard
Ami-Lee Theresa Brown (C)
Dorothy Denise Brown (C)
Jennifer Kim Brown
Jennifer Lynn Brown
Kandace Marie Brown (M)
Laura L. Brown (S)
Lindsey Anne Brown
Matthew David Brown
Myriah Alexis Brown
Mary Alice Browning-Taylor
Reeda Jo Bruce
Joanne Brudent
Barnaby Brumaur
Jill Renee Buck
Anna Lyn Bullis (M)
Chaka Kenya Burkes
Amanda Vail Burnley
Michael A. Busch
Carrie Clare Butcher
Patricia Buzzmbo
Lisa Rollison Campanaro
Susan Kay Canheld (S)
Roxanne Marie Cannell
Anail Canru
Michael A. Capetillo (C)
Brandy Lynn Caple (C)
Jose Reynal R Carcamo
Melissa Gwyn Carney
Doloros Ann Caron
Kristin Nicole Carrasco
Christanna Dawn Carrell
Tornisha Carter
Ashley Renee Cartwright
Rachelle Marie Cartwright
Christopher William Casey (M)
Donna Susan Casteel (C)
Marvin Alfredo Castro

Tamara Cauble
Rachel Cemelus (M)
Vonnie Wadene Cesar (M)
Belinda Chapa
Erin Nicole Chapman
Robert Scott Chapman
Tiffany Adams Chapman
Samantha Chavez
Belinda Cheng (S)
Hui Chih Cheng
Rachel A. Childers
Pav Chinchilla (M)
Katelyn Anne Christensen (S)
DeLora Marlene Christie
Tammy L. Christy
Thoaiilen Chung
Kelsey Joy Church
Juana Cisneros
Sandra Cisneros
Kara Alina Clark
Michael D. Clark
Janet Sherly Clarke
Daniella Rochelle Cleveland (C)
Kelli Denise Clouse
Cormey M. Cohrs (C)
Randa Lee Coleman
Angela Marie Contreras (S)
Mary Margaret Cooksey
Carrol Lynn Covey (C)
Angela A. Cox
Candice Lee Cox
Tamara Rae Cox
Brooke Nicholle Coy
Laura Lodema Craig (C)
Jeanette Marie Crenshaw
Meredith Criswell
Debra Croft
Megan R. Cromwell (C)
Theresa A. Cronin (M)
Kylie Joan Culp (C)
Patricia Cunningham
Eric Justin Cyrene
Juan Raymundo Daniel
Brianna Elizabeth Daniels (M)
Stacy Annette Daniels (S)
Cartrina Latoya Danner
Jessica Renee Dasco (M)
Hope Marie Dasilva
Tamra Gay Davenport
Kathleen Davidson
Christian Davis
Michelle Day (M)
Nancy J. Day (M)
Kathleen Raehelle Dayton
Daina Leticia De Jesus
Katelyn Michele De Laughter (S)
Ramone Teddy De Leon
Kimberly Dawn Dean
Juliana Mitchell Debaylo
Carmen M. Delacruz
Frances Deleon
Metasebiya Kucha Dewele
Daphne Lynne Dewele
Judyann C. Dilbert (C)
Sunday DiRago (C)
Chrystal Dobson
E.L. Rufus Domingo-Johnson
Marilyn B. Donato (C)
Anne Gamel Donnelly
Minerva Regina Douglas
Melissa Ann Dover (C)
Thomas Franklin Dowdy
Rachel Elise Doyle (M)
Rhonda Denise Drew (M)
Danielle Dana Ebron
Nicole Adaeze Ebue
Levi Arthur Eckroth
Elizabeth Michelle Eide
Laurie Ann Elliott (M)
Margo L. Emanuel
Theresa Danielle Englert (C)
Adrienne Lynn Epstein (C)
Nana Aba Essuman
Amanda Helen Evans (C)
Melissa Ann Evans (M)
Cassandra M. Faassen (M)
Theresa Marie Fanasch (M)
Bronwyn Leigh Fancher
Max Alain Fandohan
Preston Edward Farnum
Tamara Federok (M)
Hope Lee Feramisco
Courtney Nicole Ferguson
John Mark Ferguson (S)
June Proul Fielder
Angela Marie Fleming
Lynde Lou Caballes Flores
Nancy J. Guerrero
Ivy Lian Guag
Madonna Sr. Pierre Gupta
Monique G. Guzman
Karen Haddo-Marsh
Devie D. Hahn
Sara Linn Hall
Jamie Nicole Hancock
Victoria Ann Hankerson
Ihab Hanna
Catherine Gunn Hardy
Amanda Jolena Harrington
Glenda Yvonne Harris
Paula D. Harris
Ryan Scott Harris
Allison Jean Harten (C)
Jacqueline Nanette Harvey
Stefany K. Harvey
Lavon Beth Hasan (S)
Jennifer Leigh Hatcher-Madden (M)
Rhonda Mechelle Hawkins
Sarah Diane Hawkins
Minerva Simo Haynes
Rebecca Ann Hedgecoth (C)
John A. Hedggheth
Melissa Lakay Heibel (M)
Courtney R. Helford (M)
Janice Elaine Helvey
Mindy Ann Henry
Brianna June Henneyez (M)
Kristie Hernandez
Zonia Hernandez
Darla Cherree Hibdon
Angela Carrazco Hijar
Denise Lynn Hobbs
Andrew D. Holden
Stacy Dawn Hollan
Damon Tyler Holmes (M)
Amanda Ling Holt (C)
Norissa L. Howard
Chih-Hsiang Hsu
Christine Marie Huberry
Jessica Dawn Hubnik
Carlos Huerta
Misty Marie Hughes
Kathryn Lynne Humphrey
Candice Hwang
Lynette Jane Kwazettto (C)
Veronica Hyskkell (M)
Brian David Iavicoli
Franca Lynn Iazzetto (C)
Osriemen Faith Idheen
Ugonma Esther Igwe
Holly Ann Incorvaia
Bach-Yen Thi Ierua
Tamela Lynn Jablo
April Diana Jackson (C)
Jennifer Lee Jackson
Krista Lynd Jacob
Vincent William James
Walter R. Jameson
Darline Jean Louis (C)
Sally Ann Irma Jeffrey-King
Devyn Renee Jennings
Laura Renee Jimenez Aguirre
James Gordon Johnson
Kevin Ray Johnson (S)
Monica Dianne Johnson
Stephanie Diane Johnson
Andrew Kody Johnston (C)
Deanna Marie Jones (M)
Janelle O'Neal Jones (S)
Paula Jones
Claudina Jones-Antoine
Isatou Joof (C)
Penny M. Jordan
Sherri Thomas Joseph
Moriah Meshael Jubrey
Keri S. Juca
Jamie Corine Kaderli
Anna Kakol
Sabrina Kalmbach
Jane Pearl Kalscheur (S)
Kathryn Marie Karelus (M)
Kern Junior Kelsick (M)
Dustin Lynn Kennedy
Benjamin Matthew Kent
Holly Dyan Kepus
Southida Khaomongkhoun
Rachel Vangui Kiarie
Kristina M. Kight
Hye Sun Kim
Carrrie Ann King
Irina King
Janice Ann King

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Daevisha Renee Kinniebrew
Patrick Benson Githii Kinuthia (M)
Anna Knelson (C)
Sarah Marie Knight
Mary Ellen Knox (C)
Shawn Patrick Kollar (S)
Brian Galbraith Kologey (M)
Denise Kongs
Thomas Michael Koste (C)
Jennifer Kuonen
Wayne Pham Lam (M)
Ronald Vincle Lambert
Laura M. LaMonica (C)
Juliet Melitha Langston
Elisabeth Eastman Larson
Liliana K. Larsson (M)
Andrea Mikhala Latorre (M)
Tracey Anne Lawson
Nam-Tran Huynh Le
Madeline Yatziri Ledezma
D Ann Dickson Leigh
Mindi Arnold Linares
Michaelle Linnet Littlejohn
Christina Niki Liu
Vickie Sue Lloyd
Barry Christopher Lomax (C)
Helena Diane Longfellow (C)
Elias Lopez
Tamara Lynn Lopez
Vanessa Tania Louis
Kelly Lowe
Svetlana Varganova Lowe
Tamika Latoya Luciano (S)
Jordan Lee Lynch
Jeremy R. Lynn
Kimberly Mackie
Samantha Hong An Maclachlan
Susan Amanda Maguire-Martin (M)
Gina Marie Maldonado
LaNee Nicole Malone
Gisela M. Mandujano
Brandi Jo Mangan (C)
Maribeth Mansoukian (M)
Gifty Serwa Maru
Sana Sameer Ali Maredia
Aleida Marroquin (C)
Kimberly Diane Marmet (C)
Meghan Ashley Martin (M)
Christina Lynn Martinez
Kelley Shane Martinez (C)
Maribel Martinez
Lisa Isela Massiante
Sandra Gail Matheny (S)
Christian Pauline Matias
Pamela Mattox (C)
Sheila Ann McConnell
Jessica Marie McCravy
Megan Meredith McCurdy
Violita Lopez McDonald (M)
Susan Kay Mcguire (C)
Holly McCormow (C)
Karen M. McNeese
Yanira McPherson
Trudy Ann Meekan
Veronica Elizabeth Mejia-Perez
Darius Mendoza
Luzmireya Mendoza
Julia Hope Merriam (C)
Cassie Nicole Mertler (S)
Brandy Nicole Merz
Julie C. Merz
Stephanie Lynn Michalek
Terisiah Wanjiku Michuki (C)
Cynthia Joann Miles (M)
Jennifer Robin Miller
Kaylin Michele Miller (M)
Jamie Marie Milligan
Kaylynn Minkel
Erica P. Mitchell (C)
Massoumeh F. Moayyadi
Christiana Olubunmi Mobolade
Timothy Lee Moehlman
Zaituni Nassali Momanyi
Christopher Barry Mongillo
Dennie Kendra Montalvo
Julia M. Montalvo
Jennifer Lynn Moore
Marilyn Jean Moore
Misty Dorene Moore
Bianca Yvette Morales
Heben Vianey Morales
Donna Kay Morehead (C)
Jacqueline Marie Moreno-Reyes
Fredericka Salome Morgan
Jean P. Morgan
Robert E. Morgan
Vanessa Anne Morris
Jessica Leigh Morrow
John Cole Morse (M)
Trisha Ann Moss (M)
Mario Enrique Motru
Letitia Ann Meyers (M)
Beth Nyagirhua Munga
Kelli Marie Munson
Heidi L. Munyon
Shannon Douglas Murphy (S)
Shelby Lynn Murphy
Wendy Lynn Murphy
Jennifer Jane Mustafa (M)
Venessa Ruth Navarro (M)
April Deann Neal
Veronica Negrete
Randall Wayne Nelson (S)
Fari Nemati
David Alan Nesbit
Amy Ngoc Suong Nguyen (M)
Andy Nhu Nguyen
Angela Renee Nguyen (M)
Martha Linh Ngoc Nguyen
Thanh Thoan Nguyen
Deborah Lisa Nickerson
Patricia Nkhono
Jacque Lea Northrup (M)
Koya Angelique Nrube (C)
Atia Marie Liaghat Nunnelly (M)
Stella Ugochinyere Nwanehiudu
Lucy Nwanetey (M)
Alfred Nyairo
Sarah Adhiambo Ochieng
Stephen T. O'Connor (S)
Olurunde Zachariah Odeedje (M)
Amber Michele Odom
Hilary Mogesi Ogechi
Aisha Kyabwae Ogwang
Kimberly Ohlund (S)
John Anthony Olague
Justin Carroll Olive
Judith Omoke
Vane Omosa (M)
Albert Somoni Ondieki
Sabina Onwonga
Sonia Oyenegeche
Lillian Akinyi Opiyo-Muathe
Daniella Arieno Opondo
Connie Johanna O'Riley
Elizabeth Ortiz
Sandra Osborne
Francine Jacqueline Osorio (C)
Amy Lynn Owen
Carrie L. Owen (C)
Kayla L. Owens
Temitayo Olufunke Oyelaja
Anthonia Onyinnye Oyerinde
Eleanor Bautista Paghakhan
Carlos Gianfranco Palomino
Beatrice Palomo
Jami Marie Parco
Jennifer Marie Miller Parker
Jessica Ann-Marie Parmenter
Elisha Ann Parsons (S)
Kyle Maccallum Parsons
Lidherzhy Esther Pastor
Ami S. Patel
Nitesh Patel
Viral D. Patel
Merina Pathak
Mary Elizabeth Patterson
Misty S. Patterson (S)
Amber Marie Paulus (M)
Janine Ann Pavlus (M)
Jung Ah Ryu Paxton (M)
Chad Michael Pelle
Jeanie Rose Pena
Carlos Perez
Wendy Lynn Persyn
Toni Michelle Phillips
Jessica Christelle Pinzon-Lopez
Barbara Lu Pippin (M)
Tanya Nicole Pitre
Andrea Nicole Pits
Heather Diane Pits (M)
Merary Colunga Plata
Jasmine epithany Polk
Jessica Popovich
Jennifer Lyne Porter
Laura L. Portillo
Rachel Portillo
April Richardson Powell (S)
Jaime Nichole Powell
Jeffery D. Price
Tommy Emerson Price (C)
Deborah Propp
Casey Robin Quenette (S)
Makayla Breanne Rains
Boakai Rambal (M)
Ashley Nuben Ramcharan (M)
Shawna Layla Rasti
Paruben Ray
Terena Marie Ream
Janice Reaume
Babylon M. Rebustillo (M)
Joyce Valencia Reeves
Laura Anne Register (S)
Christine Reisdorph (C)
Rosemay Pugoy Ricafort
Andrew Rice
Kierstin Dawn Richer
Jessica Nicole Richter
Brooke Ries
Craig Michael Rifkin
Nicole Ann Ripper (M)
Sidoney Jordene Roache-Wilson
Christopher Ryan Roberson
Christopher Wade Robinett
Morgan Leigh Ray Robinett
Angelica Ester Rodas (M)
Kelly Diane Rodrigues (M)
Katherine Stubbins Rodriguez
Yecenia Correa Roman
Veronica Romero
Lina Roque
Elizabeth Clare Rothrock
Courtney Michelle Rucker
Randolph G. Ruffin
Michelle Ruhnke (C)
Shiandra Nicole Rumph
Robert Lee Rupar
Natasha Lynette Rutherford (M)
Jennifer Georgia Lynn Sabovich
Noel Keith Saldeen
Tina Salinas
Margaret Mary Salsido (M)
Nora Cecilia Sanchez
Tasia Sanders
Chigmou Seukep Sandjong
Conception C. Santos (M)
Cesar Valendez Sapien (C)
Kelly Dawn Savas (M)
Tenele Helen Scheer
Keisha Talone Schmoker
Marc Raymond Schneider
Lisa Susan Schnoor (M)
Barbie Willzellyn Scott
Clinton Clyde Scott
Aisha Akle Shadrawy (M)
Brittany Nichole Shankle
Rebecca A. Shannon
Amanda Marie Sharpe
Cynthia Renee Shatt
Samantha Paige Shelmert (C)
Shilquita C. Shepherd
Patricia Montalvo Sheward
Travis David Shimane
Kristyn Louise Shipley
Misty Dawn Shivers
Julia Shomakhiya
Julia Lace Short
Lauren Renee Shuler
Nora Lynn Shults (M)
Nurya Nazicha Silva
Kimberly J. Silverman
Laranya Simmons
Angela Kay Simpkins
Megan Ann Slate (S)
Adrianna D. Smalley (C)
Arielle Jacquelyn Smith
Drabna Nycole Smith
Debra Leann Smith (C)
Heather Belle Smith
Kelly Elizabeth Smith
Sylvia Smith
Samara Alexis Snow
Vehanus Soghomoyan (C)
Maria Solomon
Gina Marie Sorensen (M)
Amanda Marie Spies
Rene Dominica Spight-Smith
Rachel Lee Stallings
Jessica L. Stanley
Jennifer Jo-El Stansbury (M)
Tiffanie Lachea Starks
Ernest Staturo
Sarah Beth Stein
Sarah Morgan Stephens
Amanda Marie Stilley
Jordan Andrew Strecker
Sheri Denene Stricklin
Laurie Christine Stricklin
Michelle Lynn Strommer
Allison Elizabeth Stroud
Shannon Strouse (C)
Lauren Maurie Sutton
Mikayla Svach (C)
Dana Renee Swaim (C)
Ashley Brooke Swingle (M)
Henrietta Achick Tabe
Sarah Rachael Tabor
Pamela R. Talley
Tattra Denise Tara
Vashni Alarice Thelwell
Jessica Brown Theriot
Douglas Robert Thompson
Eric Lawrence Thompson
Jacqueline Nicole Thompson
Gina Marie Thuman (M)
Mark Anthony Tisdell
Robin Michelle Tobin
Saira Salim Torgimson
Veronica Felan Torres
Ashley Nicole Tracey
Utmy Thi Tran (C)
Julie Ann Treadaway

Jessica Trevino
Dominic Ighaji Ugar
Gabrielia Nkiru Ugwu
Seigha Uyarede
Ivette Valdez
Marta Grisel Valdez (M)
Gabriel Eliseo Valdez
Aline Soares Valladares
Sahara Elizabeth Van Laar
Kimberly Annette Velasco (C)
Songyi Rebecca Han Ventura (C)
Ashley Ann Villarreal
Carana L. Villarreal
Trisha Villarreal
Shurida Virani
Georgeanne Vivoni-Mendez (C)
Ashley Christina Voight
Tiffany Marie Waddell
Heather Leigh Wagner (M)
Anne Wairimu
Florence Iyarunde Walcott-Taylor
Carolyn Jean Walker
Joni Walker (C)
Sheri Lynn Walker
Urcelol L. Walker
Jessica Layne Waller (M)
Tiffany Nicole Walters
Gracie Wareham
Donna Marie Washack
Victoria O. Washington
Alisha Deann Watson (M)
Julie Dawn Watters
Sara Anne Waugh (C)
Winnie Waweru
Kimberly K. Weber (S)
Kent Lathan Weeks
Baila Weis (M)
Lindsey Leann Wilde (C)
Jaclyn Marie Wiley
Veronica Gonzalez-Wiley (C)
Susan Kay Wilkinson
Tara Ann Wilkinson (C)
Dru E. Williams (C)
Kelly Rhea Williams
Stephanie Dix Williams
Brooke Michelle Willis
Brittany Nikkole Wilson
Joseph Charles Wilson
Elizabeth Ann Winkler
Stephanie L. Wiswell (S)
Tammy Wollhope
Heidi Kristina Wong (M)
Regan Elisabeth Wood
Shayna Lynn Wood
Stacey Leigh Wood
Kim Woodworth (M)
Lydel Anthony Wright
Regeana Wyne Wyrick
Hazeline May Samson Yalung (C)
Katie Lee Yamauchi

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Holly Beth Yannetta
Keri Elizabeth Ybarra
Amanda Michelle Yeo
Jureporns Julie Yindeemark
Ilona Yupiter
Erica Yuscavitch
Gabriela Zamora
Emily Joy Zimmerman
Joy L. Zimmerman (M)
Patricia Zulim
Erica Lee Zuniga (C)

Department of Kinesiology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN KINESIOLOGY
Brandy M. Bonilla
Joshua Jamaal Brown
Kayleb J. Ryan Demoss (C)
Samatha Katherine Drush (C)
Rachel Christine Dufrane (M)
Nicholas Dale Dunsworth (M)
Robin Renee Griffith (M)
Brandon Wayne Hannah
Oscar Enrique Hernandez (C)
Meritxell Mellado (C)
Latae Mendoza (C)
Jacqueline Olive
Kassiah L. Parker
Juan Calistro Perez (C)
Shavonyeka Reed
Joshua Wayne Ryman
Gerald Chigwembele Sibanyama (C)
Daniel Felipe Sifuentes
Marrissa R. Toussaint
Reig’Na Dontrice Whiteside

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Jonathan Garrett Boone
Elizabeth Amanda Ruiz (C)
Andre Lamont Thomas

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Dana A. Abu-Maizar (M)
Alyse Acosta
Ben Levi Matthias Alberding (S)
Ala Jalal Al-Jabali
Kolawale Olufunso Alli
Houssam Al-Saad
Jamie Alvarado
Matthew R. Arnold
Ana Arranaga (C)
Yama M. Asmary
Alexis Nicole Baldwin
Bree Anna Balisteri
Natalie M. Benford
Trisha Lee Berger
Justin Bizarro
Victoria Noel Blevins
Shelby Nicole Bourns
Alyssa LaPage Bragg (S)*
Kristen M. Bryant (S)
Geoffrey P. Cain
Yvette Alexandra Calderon
Alejandra Castaneda (C)

Mariah Castillo
Kayleen Corn
Bernardo Carvalho Costa (C)
Kelsey Lauren Coughran
Tom T. Do
Kristy Marie Drapiza
Samanta Ashley Edwards (M)
Ozioma Sabastine Ejim
Carling Everett
Kacey Nicole Everett
Samuel A. Favela
Charlotte Alleen Ford (C)
Melissa L. Galicia
Roberto Gutierrez
Rachael Maria Handley (C)
Donstria Lee Hobbs
Angela Renee Holloman
Erika Hopkins
Courtney Beth Hornback
Gabriella M. Hughes
Jared Mark Jackson (M)
Alek Eduaro Jimenez
Deondra Jones
Sung Youl Kim
Clarence Kirkwood
Sandra A. Landaverde
Ashley Nicole Lee
Phong Ly
Mary-K Masters
Taylor Brcanna McCullough (M)
Allison Denise McKinley
Matt James McLean (M)
Alysia Metoyer
Phillip Delene Millan (M)
Veronica Mitchell
Jacob D. Morrison
Sarah P. Navarette
Chase Everett Newby (S)
Nam An Nguyen
Kamace D. Nickerson
Katelyne Nwakananna
Madison Taylor Okeefe
Grace Chinenye Okoro
Guillermo Olvera
Samantha Ortiz
Amy Lynn Pace
Nancy Alejandra Paredes
Hena Rameshbhai Patel (S)
Joshua Louis Peralta
Martha Kate Perryman
Kiet Tuan Pham (C)
Shaniece J’Nae Prevot
Hana Isam Qaddura
Noel Rivera (M)
Toramaisha Leann Regina Robinson
Candace Nicole Rohrer
Ricky Romo
Stephen Sackett (C)
Brittany Lauren Selvera
Nada Shebreia
Jayde Mary Shedenhelm (C)
Liraz Shnall
Carmela Solis (C)
Naomi Solomon
Ashlyn Stoudemire

Kenny Ngo Tang (M)
Rita Louise Taylor (C)
Taylor Lynn Templin
Shamari Theus
Zachary Ryan Thompson
Jarred Wade Tobin (S)
Christy T. Tran
Jerod Welton Triplett
Michael Karl Tymkiw
Justin Wade Whisenhunt
Maghan N. White (M)
Richard Hughes Wild (C)
Cameron Woodberry

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017
Henderson Aldridge (C)
Neal E. Allmon
Danielle Renee Alvarez
Robert Daniel Bennett
Christopher Cord Carter (C)
Joshua Adam Escoe
Sean J. Fells
Eduardo F. Hernandez
Jonathan Herrera
Dominic Hicks
Austin C. Hurley
Kevin Huynh
Derrick Kien
Chris Lukose
Savannah Lynn Myers
Sydnee Mckenna Parkhurst
Danielle Renee Pelletier
Jennica L. Pierce (M)
Jordan Channing Pitts
Linh Thanh Quach
Ty Jared Scott
Cali Elizabeth Sims (C)
Gabriel Francisco Sly
Anthony Douglas Webber (C)
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMISTRY

Ling Bai
B.S., Xuchang University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Development of Qualitative and Quantitative Applications in Energy Industry for Gas Chromatography—Vacuum Ultraviolet Spectroscopy
Supervising Professor: Kevin A. Schug

Apparao Bokka
B.S., Andhra University, 2004
B.S., Andhra University, 2002
Dissertation Title: Synthetic and Mechanistic Investigations of Rutabulin Alkylidine Catalyzed Alkene-Silane Cross-Coupling Reactions
Supervising Professor: Junha Jeon

Atreyi Dasmahapatra
M.S., University of Burdwan, 2012
B.S., St. Xavier's College, 2010
Dissertation Title: Structure and Property Calculations of Glasses and Amorphous Ceramics Using Density Functional Theory Calculations and Empirical Potential Molecular Dynamic Simulations
Supervising Professor: Purnendu K. Dasgupta

Akinde Florence Kadjo
B.S., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Studies in Liquid and Ion Chromatography
Supervising Professor: Purnendu K. Dasgupta

Maheshika S. Wanigasekara
B.S., Institute of Chemistry Ceylon, 2010
Dissertation Title: Identification of Proteolytic Cleavage and Arginine Modifications By Chemical Labeling and Mass Spectrometry
Supervising Professor: Saiful Chowdhury

Dananjaya Kalu Appulage
M.A., Wayne State University, 2010
B.S., University of Peradeniya, 2006
Dissertation Title: Exploring Flexible Configurations of a Custom Multi-Path LC-MS System for Small Molecules and Protein Analysis
Supervising Professor: Kevin A. Schug

Mercy Amondi Oyugi
B.S., Western Michigan University, 2011
Dissertation Title: F20 Cofactor Dependent Enzymes: Kinetic, Mechanistic, and Structural Characterization of F20-Dependent Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase from Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
Supervising Professor: Kayunta L. Johnson-Winters

Darshankumar Champakbhai Patel
B.S., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Development of Ultrahigh Performance Chiral Phases for Separations Approaching the Speed of Seniors
Supervising Professor: Daniel W. Armstrong

Michael Wey
B.S., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Renewed Significance of RAS GTPASEs
Supervising Professor: Jonyun Heo

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS

Gul Karaduman
M.A., Boston University, 2012
B.S., Ankara University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Solution of Saddle Point Problems by Projection Method
Supervising Professor: Ren-Cang Li

Yi Liu
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
M.S., Beijing Normal University, 1987
B.S., Beijing Normal University, 1984
Dissertation Title: Statistical Estimation in Multivariate Normal Distribution with a Block of Missing Observations
Supervising Professor: Chien-Pai Han

Paromita Deb
M.S., Calcutta University, 2011
B.S., Bangalore University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Epigenetic Mechanism of Regulation of Hex Genes and Neurotransmitters Via Hormones and LncRNAs
Supervising Professor: Subhrangsu S. Mandal

Rebecca L. Robinson
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Individual Differences in Influenceability and Anti-Influenceability
Supervising Professor: William J. Ickes

Eric Michael Russell
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S., Texas Christian University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Service that Sells: Examining Women's Tendency to Purchase Appearance-Enhancing Products from Gay Male Sales Associates
Supervising Professor: William J. Ickes

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Yinlin Dong
M.A., University of Alabama, 2011
B.S., Nankai University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Mathematical Methods for Vortex Identification with Application on Shock Wave Vortex Ring Interaction
Supervising Professor: Chaoshun Liu

Daniel Tebbe
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.A., Northern Arizona University, 2012
B.A., Sonoma State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Relationships Among Academic and Athletic Motivation and Mental, Physical, and Academic Outcomes in Collegiate Athletes
Supervising Professor: Angela J. Liegey-Dougall

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Amber Michelle Davis
M.S., Texas Tech University, 2003
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2003
Dissertation Title: The Negative Impacts of Lead-Contaminated Hazardous Waste Sites and the Toxicological Effects on Children in the Dallas–Fort Worth Metropolis
Supervising Professor: Andrew Hunt

Wasiu A. Lawal
M.S., University of Houston at Clear Lake, 2009
B.S., Lagos State University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Integrating Adsorptive, Oxidative and Reductive Pathways for the Comprehensive Treatment of Perfluoralkyl Compounds
Supervising Professor: Hyeok Choi

Si Ghi Choi
M.S., Chungnam National University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Image Reconstruction from Incomplete Radon Data and Generalized Principal Component Analysis
Supervising Professor: Gaik Ambartsumian

Andrew Dale Cavaness
B.S., Nicholls State University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Simple Weight Modules of the Lie Algebra of Vector Fields of O2
Supervising Professor: Dimitar Grantcharov

Robert C. Campbell
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Characterizing College Algebra Students' Mathematical Problem Solving
Supervising Professor: James Anthony Mendoza Alvarez

Daniel Tebbe
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.A., Northern Arizona University, 2012
B.A., Sonoma State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Relationships Among Academic and Athletic Motivation and Mental, Physical, and Academic Outcomes in Collegiate Athletes
Supervising Professor: Angela J. Liegey-Dougall

Yi Liu
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
M.S., Beijing Normal University, 1987
B.S., Beijing Normal University, 1984
Dissertation Title: Statistical Estimation in Multivariate Normal Distribution with a Block of Missing Observations
Supervising Professor: Chien-Pai Han

Paromita Deb
M.S., Calcutta University, 2011
B.S., Bangalore University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Epigenetic Mechanism of Regulation of Hex Genes and Neurotransmitters Via Hormones and LncRNAs
Supervising Professor: Subhrangsu S. Mandal

Rebecca L. Robinson
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Individual Differences in Influenceability and Anti-Influenceability
Supervising Professor: William J. Ickes

Eric Michael Russell
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S., Texas Christian University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Service that Sells: Examining Women's Tendency to Purchase Appearance-Enhancing Products from Gay Male Sales Associates
Supervising Professor: William J. Ickes

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

 Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Rebecca L. Robinson
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Individual Differences in Influenceability and Anti-Influenceability
Supervising Professor: William J. Ickes

Eric Michael Russell
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S., Texas Christian University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Service that Sells: Examining Women's Tendency to Purchase Appearance-Enhancing Products from Gay Male Sales Associates
Supervising Professor: William J. Ickes

SI Ghi Choi
M.S., Chungnam National University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Image Reconstruction from Incomplete Radon Data and Generalized Principal Component Analysis
Supervising Professor: Gaik Ambartsumian

Yinlin Dong
M.A., University of Alabama, 2011
B.S., Nankai University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Mathematical Methods for Vortex Identification with Application on Shock Wave Vortex Ring Interaction
Supervising Professor: Chaoshun Liu

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Ting Luo
M.S., Northwest University Xian, 2013
B.S., Northwest University Xian, 2010
Dissertation Title: A Study on Traveling Wave Solutions in the Shallow-Water-Type System
Supervising Professor: Yue Liu

Ivan Ojeda Ruiz
B.S., University of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras, 2010
Dissertation Title: Normalized Cut Problems with Generalized Linear Constraints
Supervising Professor: Ren-Cang Li

Sat Byul Seo
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S., Kyungnam University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Evoked and Spontaneous Neurotransmitter Releases for Independent Synaptic Currents: Mathematical Modeling and Analysis
Supervising Professor: Jianzhong Su

Junwei Sun
M.S., Shanghai University, 2013
B.S., Shanghai University, 2010
Dissertation Title: A Study on the Nonlocal Shallow-Water Model Arising from the Full Water Waves with the Coriolis Effect
Supervising Professor: Yue Liu

Jie Tang
B.E., North China University of Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Stability Study on Shear Flow and Vortices in Late Boundary Layer Transition
Supervising Professor: Chaoqun Liu

Yong Yang
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 2011
Dissertation Title: High Order DNS for Vortex Structure in Late Flow Transition
Supervising Professor: Chaoqun Liu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY
Kyle Anthony O’Connell
B.S., University of Nebraska at Lincoln, 2011
Dissertation Title: Diversification on Continents and Islands: A Herpetological Perspective
Supervising Professor: Matthew Fujita

Kyle J. Shaney
B.S., Weber State University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Biogeography and Conservation of Reptilian Diversity in West Indonesia
Supervising Professor: Eric Smith

Audra Leann Andrew
B.S., Iowa State University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Growth and Stress Response Mechanisms Underlying Post-Feeding Organ Regenerative Growth in Snakes
Supervising Professor: Todd Castoe

Ashley L. Asmus
B.S., UT Austin, 2011
Dissertation Title: Arthropod Food Webs in Arctic Tundra: Trophic Interactions and Responses to Global Change
Supervising Professor: Laura Gough

Aruna Govindaraju
M.S., Madurai University, 2009
B.T., Bharathidasan University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Protein/Nucleic Acid Structure and Sequence Requirements for Specifying Second-Strand Cleavage and Second-Strand Synthesis During the Integration of the Site-Specific Line R2Bm
Supervising Professor: Shawn Christensen

Mst Murshida Mahbub
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2005
Dissertation Title: Globular Domain Structure and Function of Restriction-Like-Endonuclease Bearing Long Interspersed Nucleotide Elements
Supervising Professor: Shawn Christensen

Lindsey Caitlin Miller
B.S., Southern Methodist University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Efficacy of a Series of Organometallic Polymers As Anti-Cancer and Antiviral Agents
Supervising Professor: Michael R. Roner

Matthew A. Moseley
B.S., UT Tyler, 2010
Dissertation Title: Impacts of Landscape and Past Climate on Patterns of Hybridization and Genetic Diversity in Plastiodion tetragrammus and P. multivirgatus
Supervising Professor: Paul Chippindale

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS AND APPLIED PHYSICS
Seth A. Post
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.S., Western Washington University, 2006
Dissertation Title: A Deep Chandra Study of Galactic Type Ia Supernova Remnant G299.2-2.9
Supervising Professor: Sangwook Park

Zhaozeng Wang
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S., Nankai University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Habitation of Stellar Binary Systems
Supervising Professor: Manfred A. Cuntz

Master’s Degrees

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Shomita Fezidou

DOGS conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCE
Suzanne Shuda

Department of Mathematics
MASTER OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS
Evangelina McDonald

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Department of Physics
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Suzanne Shuda

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Department of Psychology
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Ryan Hull

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Ogechi Katherina Kay Nwadinobi
Celina Salcido
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Biology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY

Anissa Aguilar
Sandra Lee Booker
Meghan Nicole Brewer
Cameron W. Cowden
Heather Renee Gray
Laney B. Green
Aji Dobally Jaiteh
James Bumjin Jang

Turner Ann Journey (C)

Tiffany April Mackerley
Elxy Alexa Martinez
Elizabeth Sharron Reed
Britney L. Roberts
Kristopher Glen Sholtner

Himani Singh
Kyle A. Thrush

Alyssa Renae Van Buren (S)
Haley Michelle Welch

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Ira Gjini
Gladys A. Ortega
Jaclynn R. Whited (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Mona Abdallah
Angel Abraham (S)
Andrea Tatina Adaway
Mahmoud Ahmad (C)
John Chukwuwemeka Akamnonu

Arwa Zaina Aldiab
Kevin Andre Allford (C)
Tser Ahmed Alkuor

Mohammad Tewfiq Al-Smadi
Erik Anthony Alvarado (S)

 Bashar Alzaioun
Shawn Tomas Amador
Nethania Amanuel
Abdul R. Ansari (S)

Maria Fernanda Artiles-Gonzalez (C)
Ryan Nghi Bao (C)

Nasheha Baset
Victoria Danielle Bean
Damini D. Bhakta

Nistoj Bhattarai
Karen Boerner

Peter S. Bui

Andrea Campo-Velez (S)
Jorge Alfredo Canela Samaniego
Celso Carmona
Claudia Chan
Shahruki K. Chaudhry (M)
Ana L. Comeras Roldan
Taylor Duy Dao (C)

Sunny Shashank Dengle
Nathan J. Diederich (M)

Catherine T. Doan

Tiffany Duong (M)

Ruth Oluwatofara Egbuson (M)

Awusaku C. Ekwueme
Rami Rostom Fartul (M)

Monique Renee Gomez
Alexander Gardner III

Caraher Lee Gibbons
Salim Ahmad Giotis

Robbie Lee Gonzales
Olivia Leecanna Goodrich

Jasmine Chardell Green
Islam Bahjat Hammad (M)

Khuong Xuan Ho
Sarah Ilena Holle

Jonathan Hor

Laura Ibara

Ibrahim A. Ibrahim

Nathaniel Ethan Idrogo

Jesse L. Jolly

Neima D. Jooya

Parisa Khaghani

Yusuf Ahmed Khan
Shafiq Kirmani

Sabastian Kwarteng

Keval Ladani

Joey P. Le (S)

Kim Ngan Thi Le

Frances E G Lewis (M)

Jacie J. Lewis

Colin Ly (S)

Uyen Nha Ly
Linda Malar

Antonio D. Martinez

Nenezrin J. Martinez

Matthew Rennig Martz

Ancl C. Mathew

Ashley Karimalatlu Mathews

Jocelyn Mejia

Markus Moore (C)

Kathryn Elizabeth Moreno

Jonathan Morin

Hermon J. Mosley

Eduardo Muniz

Cynthia Mayre Munoz

Sagar Nepal (C)

Angel Kim Nguyen (S)

Giang Nguyen

Jessica Lynn Nguyen

Kevin T. Nguyen

Kimberly Hong Ngoc Nguyen

Loc Hoan Nguyen

Randy Nguyen (M)

Vu Anh Nguyen

Eldin Nikopecic (S)

Alhagi Modou Njie (M)

Bernard Nuar

Yasutaka Okamura

Mercylyn Kwamboka Orina (C)

Antonio Ortega (C)

Brenda Ortega

Mayuri Patel

Miresh Uppen Patel (C)

Angela Pham (S)

Carmen Linda Pham

Hoai Quyen Vu Pham

Ngan Thi-Kim Phan

Ryan Jacob Philip (S)

Esteban Puente

Kashifia Fatima Quadeer

Matthew M. Rakaba (C)

Brenda Benavidez Ramirez

Sarah Rehman (M)

Katelyn Robinette

Denise Serna

Mayeda Shafique

Kyungsk Shin

Marcy Lynn Shirley

Tregiani Lanise Simon

Amardeep Singh

Chanel M. Smith

Erica Lee Stewart

Aman Sunderji (S)

Persis Susan Sunny

Allan Patrick Tolentino Talens

Nisha K. Tanwar

Angel L. Tezeno

Donnell Ray Tharp

Raven Chanelle Thomas

Binh James P. Tran

Kenny Van Tran (C)

Jenny My Truong

Amaraoma Chidumebi Ugoji (M)

Michelle Villela

An-Randy T. Vu (C)

Lam Hoang Duy Vu

Truong N. Vu (C)

Sophia Xi Wang

Brittany C. Warren (S)

Grayson J. Watson

James Wesley Williamson

Taylor J. Woodson

Hanna Gomeno Woteche

Patrick John Yudez

Miguel Angel Zapata

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Kayla Nicole Angotta

Jeremiah Aaron Arnold

Vanessa Castanon

Vincent T. Cheng

Troy Lee Dunivan

Kimberly Elizalde

Cameron M. Emadi

Chase J. Florsch

Kajal Kishor Gajera

Lindsay Nicole Hall (C)

Binod Karki

Ahmad Imad Kato

Christopher Alan Kress

Julie Ann Le

(5) Summa Cum Laude *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Adria Justine Miner  
Omid Montazami  
Odinakachi B. Onyema  
Brendon Osakwe  
Vishaal D. Patel  
Marcus Anthony Saldana  
Thenmoli Sivanesan  
Joyvani Tirado  
Utrny Thi Tran (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY  
Richard D. Salazar  
Oanh Kim Tran (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY  
Bashar Alzaitoun  
Nicole Joy Anderson  
Jaclyn Brooke Bazaldua†  
(Second major in Biology)  
Andrea Bode  
Lucas Aaron Carmitchel  
Alison Michelle Egert  
Dieuenecri Ekurshu (M)  
Christian James Peterson  
Vivian Kimberly Rojas (M)  
Cristine Nicole Salinas (M)  
Denise Serna

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOINFORMATICS  
Reya Bakshi

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry  
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CHEMISTRY  
Mary Nguyen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY  
Michael Nguyen (M)  
Peter Zotor (C)

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Forrest Christian Benefiel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY  
Megha Bhattrai  
Jesus García  
Valinda Yuniko Leo Jones  
Kristie T. Nguyen (C)  
Evette A. Odhiambo  
Adeeb Mazin Shalabi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY  
John Dee Kelly Armstrong (C)  
Bradley Curtis Hale (M)  
Timothy Aaron West (S)

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Kyle Alexander Cox

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences  
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GEOLOGY  
Robert Francis Martinez

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCE  
Van Thanh Nguyen  
Essar A. Thibian  
Cameron Joseph Zimny (S)

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017  
Jesse A. Tate

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOINFORMATICS  
Reya Bakshi

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Department of Mathematics  
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS  
Kolapo Derek Aliyu  
Anne Catherine Base (M)  
Troy Laurence Brannon  
William E. Leach (M)  
Joseph Martin Ley  
Yessenia Ramos

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS  
Jenny Lynn Foster  
Srivani Gandikota  
Mary Janine Gockenbach (M)  
Aaron William Joyce  
Cody Lane Mackey  
Roy Samuel Ortiz  
Jeremy Ryan Valdez (C)  
Jon Burran White (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Soufiane Abbadi  
Alycea Socorro Vitela (C)

Department of Physics  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS  
Eric H. Amador  
Monica Nicole Avila  
Jocelyn John  
Ilker Parmaksiz (S)  
Christopher D. Sherrill  
(Second major in Mathematics)

Degree conferred Aug. 19, 2017  
Ross McCoy (C)

Department of Psychology  
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY  
Russia Mahmoud Abdallah (C)  
Lynda Shary Aguirre  
Kristen N. Alcaraz  
Emira Al-Harllan  
Diego I. Barajas  
Lindsey Rae Brown  
Whitney N. Carradine  
Divenna Monique Chamblee  
Heather Nicole Chandler (M)  
Natalie N. Cortez  
Manieda S. Davis (C)  
Amanda Lynn de Paula  
Thuong Anh Do  
Tommy Duy Duc Do (C)  
Courtney D. Eden  
Jasmin Vanesa Escobar  
Nicole Ferguson  
Jamie Nicole Fulton  
Laura Dawn Galloway (S)  
Thomas Lee-Bailey Gauna  
Alexis Mercedes Harris  
Rachael Gail Harwell  
Re’Aurah Paige Haster  
Jennifer Hernandez  
Rosa Hernandez  
Julia Elaine Howard (C)  
Vanessa Osayuwame Ize-Iyamu  
Sarah Maria Jauch  
Destiny Faith Keene (C)  
Anahy Lopez  
Marrit Daniiele McMurry  
Keera Franca Mezzer  
Laura Annahi Miranda  
Jaquelin Molina  
Lakeshia Danielle Moore  
Oscar Ramirez  
Cynthia Banei Reyes Segovia  
Lorena Rodriguez (C)
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Starla Ornell Abraham
Nathaniell Stuart Adams
Vanessa Aguilan
Renika Jo’Nell Atkins
Ariane Jaynese Baptiste
Katilin Marie Barbri
Bobbi I’Tyanna Beck-Lee
Briyona Brenaye Benjamin
Gwendolyn Bisong
Cassidy Conrad Brady
Elizabeth Marie Brooks
Christopher John Bruck
Morgan Jean Bryant
Shaquaya Burns
Nicol Renee Butler
Crystal Calloway
Shelbi Taylor Carpenter
Elizabeth Ann Cazes
Jordan Rae Chavez
Katie Victoria Christie
Dominique Deshawn Clark
Maria C. Cole
Jessica Melissa Cunningham
Mary Kathryn Davis
Jenna Kertz Dorsey
Yesenia Lynn Duran
Veronica Lizet Duron-Villalba
Benito Escobal
James Espinosa
Niel Warson Falk
La’Keali Keiuntae Felton
Phillip Thomas Fleckenstein
Cathryn Ann Freeman
Yanida Gamboa
Maria Del Carmen Garcia
Gregory C. Gibbons
Nicol C. Gibson
Angela Yesenia Gomez
Caroline Mckee Gonzales
Yesenia Gonzalez
Staceyann Albertha Graham
Stephanie Lauren Grant
Ebony Iesha Minnie Gray
Azhelia Gyrsyna
Ashley Renee Hammer
Rachel Sara Harif
Jacoel Mariah Harp
Juanita Pamela Hart
Destiny Irene Harvey
Amy Denise Hernandez
Nidia Heston
Am’Breshia Mc’Sha Hill
Tara Alicia Hollie
Katherine Darlene Homans
Samantha Hooda

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Sydney Cox (S)
DeKeitra Raquenia Griffin (M)
Hind Haobsh
Kenneth Kelechi Okorafor

Whitney Loren Hunt
Sylvia Maria Iwuoha
Bria Nicole Jackson
Jinelie Latrice Jackson
Cassie Marie Jacob
Christina Nicole Jenkins
Anishia Mary John
Deandrea Rayshun Kelley
Love Kelly
Emily Elizabeth Kidwell
Yunha Kim
Darrell King
Delia Lafayette King
Delcia Trinette King
Andrea Michelle Lay
Samantha Sue Lee
Adrienne Anderson Logan
Cara Rynae Luckey
Rachel Mcharg Mahmood
Bianca Martinez
Julianne Faith McClain
Meagan Rochelle McCrow
Shativia Shanel McDonald
Jalis Rhena Mcginnis
Jeffrey Paul Mendillo
Robin Nicole Miecheaux
Shatera Joynell Monroe
Teresa Moore
Shakya Morales
Thi Nguyen
Scott Arnold Nickerson
Autumn C搭ia Capree Parker
Nadia L. Parker
Christopher Welborn Payne
Jasmine Diane Peoples
Kristen Greene Perez
Melissa Ann Pollock
Kalynd J. Pratt
Nakiba Danielle Pruiit
Courtney Nicole Pulice
 Cotina Nacole Quincy
Jasmin Ramos
Marina Randall
Elizabeth Ashley Randolph
Priscilla Denise Rangel
Constance Lanajwa Reed
Lomaia Rene Rockwell
Lia Raquel Rodriguez
Lori Ann Rodriguez
Christina Nicole Ross
Bobbie Jean Russell
Jessica Lynn-Noelle Salas
Carolina Sandoval
Yushana Sellers
Grace Essi Mawuvi Senagbe
Gilberto Daniel Sifuentes
Emily Michelle Silva
Janice Smallwood
Courtney Lepril Blair Smith
Kendall Earl Smith

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Amey Jayant Dandawate
Rukaiya Lokhandwala
Autumn N’Que Ray (C)
Maria Dejesus Soto
Gabriela Villa
Jason Michael Wilkes (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY

Charisse M. Acosta (C)
Ryan Taiwo Akinyemi
Leonel Richard Arellano (C)
Janay Kirsty Austria
Nasheha Baset
Jeremy A. Black
Jenna Leslie Gage (S)
Yanira Gomez
Mauricio Gonzalez (C)
Jose Antonio Guevara
Gina Nader Guirguis (S)
Joshua Alan Gullace (S)
Maricarmen Shirley Hernandez Valadez
Rawan Jallad
Jacob Wylie Johnson
Liliana Marquez
Zahra Anjum Qureshi
Trevor Arthur Rabin (S)
Anna Elizabeth Taiclet (C)
Matthew A. Thornton (M)
Jessica Jordan Valladares
Jacob Robert Wilcox (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Charisse M. Acosta (C)
Ryan Taiwo Akinyemi
Leonel Richard Arellano (C)
Janay Kirsty Austria
Nasheha Baset
Jeremy A. Black
Jenna Leslie Gage (S)
Yanira Gomez
Mauricio Gonzalez (C)
Jose Antonio Guevara
Gina Nader Guirguis (S)
Joshua Alan Gullace (S)
Maricarmen Shirley Hernandez Valadez
Rawan Jallad
Jacob Wylie Johnson
Liliana Marquez
Zahra Anjum Qureshi
Trevor Arthur Rabin (S)
Anna Elizabeth Taiclet (C)
Matthew A. Thornton (M)
Jessica Jordan Valladares
Jacob Robert Wilcox (C)
Sha'Quantalyn Raquel Smith
Jonathan Zev Sonnenblick
Jaquita Chinta Sparkman
Jean Danielle Spears
Shelby Anne Stevenson
Kimberly Gregg Stoner
Chasity Lee Straughter
Kamesha Nicole Strong
Joy Zambonino Suarez
Sequoyah Cree Survia
Melanie Suzanne Tatom
Pamela Jane Thomson
Masumi Ueki
Mercy Jemimah Umweni
Lillian Nicole Varela
Josephine Ann Vasquez
Yvonne Marie Velazquez
Natalee Stacy Voots
Yingying Wang
Sharika Laquoa Washington
Ariel Shabrece Waters
Stephanie S. Wegner
Morgan Leah West
Chaterea Lashawn Williams
Anna R. Abraham
Olivia Jane Acito
Klaressa Renee Acosta
Lisa M. Aguilar
Raymond H. Card
Candace Angelica Carter
Kelsey Gail Case
Savanna Paige Cassidy
Delia Castillo
Katherine Boklund Castorena
Jaleesa Marie Celestine
Jennifer Cervantes
Jacqueline Xavia Chairez Piedra
Emily Nicole Chandler
Morgan Elaine Chaney
Robin Anne Colaluca
Barbara Carol Coleman
Shalise Coleman
Brooke Ashley Collins
Demeisha Denise Conley
Tori Amber Contreras
Kristal Marie Cooks
Danielle Marie Cooper
Melissa Ann Cooper
Edward Brent Criffield
Jhala Criss
Genevieve Jaquette Crotte
Elizabeth Cuellar
Kimberly Nicole Dabney
Shaquelle Lashay Daniel
Lisset Lynn Darnall
Laura Dart
Denise Ciania Davies
Dorothea Flavien Davis
Jackie J. Davis
Renee Ashley Davis
Xanthe H. Davis
Juan Alexander Desantiago
Britney Richelle Doaugan
Luisana Duenas Sanchez
Symone Nicole Enard
Isadora Espaillat
Nyna Esprit
Michelle Marie Fairley
Rebekah Danielle Falke
Danita Roshonda Finklea
Hannah Marie Fletcher
Shannon Floyd
Maria Salome Fonseca
Ashley V. Fontnrette
Sheldon Sumner Ford
Katherine Ann Fountz
Shanice Rochelle Fuller
Akinunde Adabayo Funso
Nicole Raye Gan
Patrick Alvarado Garez
Deonica Gary
Danniela Maria Garza
Emily Shae Garza
Rebecca Lee Garza
Aliya Michelle Gausin
Ryan Nicholas Gibson
Courtney Denae Ginn
Sabra Concepcion Gonzales
Erica Lian Gonzalez
America Victoria Gonzalez Garcia
Danielle Call
Breanna Michelle Calvert
Nancy G. Cantu
Raymond H. Card
Candace Angelica Carter
Kelsey Gail Case
Savanna Paige Cassidy
Delia Castillo
Katherine Boklund Castorena
Jaleesa Marie Celestine
Jennifer Cervantes
Jacqueline Xavia Chairez Piedra
Emily Nicole Chandler
Morgan Elaine Chaney
Robin Anne Colaluca
Barbara Carol Coleman
Shalise Coleman
Brooke Ashley Collins
Demeisha Denise Conley
Tori Amber Contreras
Kristal Marie Cooks
Danielle Marie Cooper
Melissa Ann Cooper
Edward Brent Criffield
Jhala Criss
Genevieve Jaquette Crotte
Elizabeth Cuellar
Kimberly Nicole Dabney
Shaquelle Lashay Daniel
Lisset Lynn Darnall
Laura Dart
Denise Ciania Davies
Dorothea Flavien Davis
Jackie J. Davis
Renee Ashley Davis
Xanthe H. Davis
Juan Alexander Desantiago
Britney Richelle Doaugan
Luisana Duenas Sanchez
Symone Nicole Enard
Isadora Espaillat
Nyna Esprit
Michelle Marie Fairley
Rebekah Danielle Falke
Danita Roshonda Finklea
Hannah Marie Fletcher
Shannon Floyd
Maria Salome Fonseca
Ashley V. Fontnrette
Sheldon Sumner Ford
Katherine Ann Fountz
Shanice Rochelle Fuller
Akinunde Adabayo Funso
Nicole Raye Gan
Patrick Alvarado Garez
Deonica Gary
Danniela Maria Garza
Emily Shae Garza
Rebecca Lee Garza
Aliya Michelle Gausin
Ryan Nicholas Gibson
Courtney Denae Ginn
Sabra Concepcion Gonzales
Erica Lian Gonzalez
America Victoria Gonzalez Garcia
Ashley Nichole Grady
Samantha Greenleaf
Wendy Patricia Guardado
Leticia Guidito
Amanda Hope Guerra
Angelica Guerrero
Magaly Guerrero
Magda Lina Guerrero
Megan Nicole Gunnels
Francisco J. Guzman
Denise A. Hagan
Rebekah Brianne Hahn
Tamra Tenee' Hall
Danielle Marie Hammerquist
Bernice A. Harkins
Alethea D. Harvard
Manda Danae Havens
Ashley Margaret Henderson
Ariel Shea Herman
Shawlee Hill
Bethany Charlene Hinkley
Ana Daisy Ibarra
Crystal Chappa Ibarra
Jordan Taylor Irvin
Ashley Jackson
Stephanie Elizabeth Jacob
Sharon Elizabeth Jarquin
Amber Catherine Johnson
Amy Carol Johnson
Kelsee Deshay Jones
Sonia Lee Jordan
Jennifer Ann Joseph
Samantha Hope Juniker
Bupe Mwiche Mary Kapansa
Ruth Ann Keating
Shinika Nicole Kelly
Kyong Tae Kim
Jalah Rachelle Lawrence
Monica Lechuga
Krista Leann Lenox
Ada Yvette Lewis
Kassi Leann Lightfoot
Rebecca Ann Liles
Jennifer Renee Lloyd
Ashley London
RaShonda Deshawn Lowe
Daniela Loyola
Marissa Danielle Mackler
Nataly Martinez
Stephane Leann Martinez
Ruth Magnolia Martinez Peña
Carrie Amanda Mathews
Tatiana Ciara Ashlee Mathis
Jannica Annette McNally
Sierra Evonne Mccarthy
Melissa Elaine McClain
Jenny Sue McCray
Josie Hannah McDowell
Lauryn Rae McElmurry
Sable Renetta McElveen
Jacque Marie McGriff
Aretha Renae McJimson
Rebekah M. Medellin
Yuri G. Mendoza
Kimberly Diane Meza

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Anna R. Abraham
Olivia Jane Acito
Klaressa Renee Acosta
Lisa M. Aguilar
Toni Denise Alderman
Kamitra Desha Alexander
Monica Ruth Alexander
Mary Leeanne Almond
Kristina Lynn Alonzo
Tochukwu Enyidiya Anorue
Alyssa Nicole Anthony
Nevena Plamenova Assenova
Bria M't'Cale Atkins
Amber Elizabeth Baker
Kayla Rae Bates
Lillian Joy Beach
Herman Earnest Bell
Charlene Sherry-Ann Berry
Lazerdick Quintrell Blackshire
Bethany Ann Blossingame
Tonya Kara Bloomer
Tiffany Danyelle Bonner
Kay Michele Brady
Christina Marie Brannon
Taylor D. Brewer
Clifique Elyse Brooks
Daphne Jaguar Browell
Emma Faye Brown
Jerea Antinette Brown
Nybretha Symone Brown
Shamarah Rye Brown
Judy Leigh Bullard
Rachel Elizabeth Burgos
Michelle N. Byrd
Alicia Cabral
Daniele Call
Breonna Michelle Calvert
Nancy G. Cantu
Raymond H. Card
Candace Angelica Carter
Kelsey Gail Case
Savanna Paige Cassidy
Delia Castillo
Katherine Boklund Castorena
Jaleesa Marie Celestine
Jennifer Cervantes
Jacqueline Xavia Chairez Piedra
Emily Nicole Chandler
Morgan Elaine Chaney
Robin Anne Colaluca
Barbara Carol Coleman
Shalise Coleman
Brooke Ashley Collins
Demeisha Denise Conley
Tori Amber Contreras
Kristal Marie Cooks
Danielle Marie Cooper
Melissa Ann Cooper
Edward Brent Criffield
Jhala Criss
Genevieve Jaquette Crotte
Elizabeth Cuellar
Kimberly Nicole Dabney
Shaquelle Lashay Daniel
Lisset Lynn Darnall
Laura Dart
Denise Ciania Davies
Dorothea Flavien Davis
Jackie J. Davis
Renee Ashley Davis
Xanthe H. Davis
Juan Alexander Desantiago
Britney Richelle Doaugan
Luisana Duenas Sanchez
Symone Nicole Enard
Isadora Espaillat
Nyna Esprit
Michelle Marie Fairley
Rebekah Danielle Falke
Danita Roshonda Finklea
Hannah Marie Fletcher
Shannon Floyd
Maria Salome Fonseca
Ashley V. Fontnrette
Sheldon Sumner Ford
Katherine Ann Fountz
Shanice Rochelle Fuller
Akinunde Adabayo Funso
Nicole Raye Gan
Patrick Alvarado Garez
Deonica Gary
Danniela Maria Garza
Emily Shae Garza
Rebecca Lee Garza
Aliya Michelle Gausin
Ryan Nicholas Gibson
Courtney Denae Ginn
Sabra Concepcion Gonzales
Erica Lian Gonzalez
America Victoria Gonzalez Garcia
Ashley Nichole Grady
Samantha Greenleaf
Wendy Patricia Guardado
Leticia Guidito
Amanda Hope Guerra
Angelica Guerrero
Magaly Guerrero
Magda Lina Guerrero
Megan Nicole Gunnels
Francisco J. Guzman
Denise A. Hagan
Rebekah Brianne Hahn
Tamra Tenee' Hall
Danielle Marie Hammerquist
Bernice A. Harkins
Alethea D. Harvard
Manda Danae Havens
Ashley Margaret Henderson
Ariel Shea Herman
Shawlee Hill
Bethany Charlene Hinkley
Ana Daisy Ibarra
Crystal Chappa Ibarra
Jordan Taylor Irvin
Ashley Jackson
Stephanie Elizabeth Jacob
Sharon Elizabeth Jarquin
Amber Catherine Johnson
Amy Carol Johnson
Kelsee Deshay Jones
Sonia Lee Jordan
Jennifer Ann Joseph
Samantha Hope Juniker
Bupe Mwiche Mary Kapansa
Ruth Ann Keating
Shinika Nicole Kelly
Kyong Tae Kim
Jalah Rachelle Lawrence
Monica Lechuga
Krista Leann Lenox
Ada Yvette Lewis
Kassi Leann Lightfoot
Rebecca Ann Liles
Jennifer Renee Lloyd
Ashley London
RaShonda Deshawn Lowe
Daniela Loyola
Marissa Danielle Mackler
Nataly Martinez
Stephane Leann Martinez
Ruth Magnolia Martinez Peña
Carrie Amanda Mathews
Tatiana Ciara Ashlee Mathis
Jannica Annette McNally
Sierra Evonne Mccarthy
Melissa Elaine McClain
Jenny Sue McCray
Josie Hannah McDowell
Lauryn Rae McElmurry
Sable Renetta McElveen
Jacque Marie McGriff
Aretha Renae McJimson
Rebekah M. Medellin
Yuri G. Mendoza
Kimberly Diane Meza
Vanessa Carrie Mike  
Lindsey Nicole Miller  
Lakesia Katrina Mills  
Christina Mintzmyer  
Fairhe Rhinnmon Mistretta-Hamilton  
Kenesha Midori Mitchell  
Mathilda C. Montgomery  
Cynthia Haley Moore  
Reva Renee Moore  
Tina Rochea Moore  
Haleigh Kim Morris  
Katherine Moore Mulosa  
Tiffany Talia Murphy  
Anna Nicole Nagasako  
Kaela Renee Nagle  
Rachael Rae Nash  
Caitlin Denise Neal  
Lacey Anne Nef  
Desire Rene Ohaneje Osafor  
Lindsey Elizabeth Orr  
Laura Elizabeth Ozuna  
Lydia Lizzett Palmer  
Michelle Jean Patterson  
Tasha Pelletier  
Daisy Perez  
Hilario Guerrero Perez  
Timothy Cruz Perez  
Lynette Helane Perry  
Sara Eileen Petrey  
Sheree R. Phelps  
Taryn Joy Piarkowski  
Shayla Renee-Nasomi Pickett  
Tiffany Porter  
Christine Ragine Powers  
Keri Lyn Price  
Shalandrea Donielle Price  
Dennis James Quinton  
Madison J. Rabel  
Lijin Hannah Raju  
Lindy Michelle Ray  
Aurora Rebolleda Martinez  
Cindy Gayle Reese  
Samantha Lynn Reichert  
Rachel Elizabeth Renfro  
Sarah E. Rice  
Ariel Reneé Richardson  
Chelsea Darice Riles  
Jocelyn Robles Rivera  
Dionne Chanel Roberson  
Jennifer Michelle Roderick  
Terran Marie Rogers  
Brittany Renee Roper  
Angela Renee Sadler  
Ashley Marie Sampson  
Jessica Viviana Sanchez  
Jasmine Shancee Sanders  
Kia Denise Sanders  
Victoria Dionne Sanders  
Parag Manoj Sanghvi  
Jennifer Annette Sanoja  
Kaimi Briona Sattarpai  
Delinda Kaye Savoy  
Jodie Leann Schultz  
LaToya Venessa Sharp  
Christopher Maxwell Sheppard  
Elizabeth Michele Sherman  
Lucy Alicia Shipmon  
Kari Danellly Siggers  
Brayshyeia Lyerweya Simpson  
Christine Marie Siner  
Emily Grace Singleton  
April Erin Fornter Slaten  
Katherine Michelle Snider  
Holly Jean Spiva  
Heather Gene Stewart  
Wesley D. Stobaugh  
Christine Carol Szynaszek  
Jacelyn Marie Tebia  
Jessica J. Tellort  
Lauryn Elizabeth Thomas  
Paige Nicole Tolleriver  
Scott Jenea Taylor  
Jamie Lynette Tryon  
Natasha R. Turner  
Jennifer Dawn Turney  
Kisha Nathima Vallezio  
Ashley M. Vanderwater  
Christopher Eugene Vaxter  
Crystal Celeste Villafranco  
Lakesha Quentette Wedley  
Brittany Michelle Waggoner  
Shanice Wairimu  
Anastasia Lee Weber  
Jennifer Rae Welborn  
Cherice L. White  
Leah Herrell White  
Bridgette Devon Williams  
Jamie Cheryl Williams  
Linda Lorraine Williams  
Lindsey Kristine Williams  
Angel Carol Willis  
Emily Grace Wills-Thames  
Ashley Wilson  
Brittany Rachelle Wright  
Tierney Dubroc Wright  
Cari Jo Wyatt  
Lylan Yunwwy Yengwia  
Heather Richelle Zipper  
Brenysha Shondreka Brooks (S)  
Nicole Lynn Brouillette (M)  
Lambert Buhigiro  
Brittany A. Burns  
Bethany Dawn Burrows (S)  
Monica Cantu  
King Harshphus Castillo Perez  
Brandon Wayne Contoleon  
Elizabeth Cortez  
Michael Albert Daniels (C)  
Dinah Michelle Davila (S)  
Helen Marie Demore (M)  
Kelsey Loren Duncan  
Lauren Durand  
Tibletse H. Eman  
Jose A. Galindo (C)  
Yesenia Gallardo (C)  
Sandra Rocio Gomez (C)  
Selena Ann Gonzales (C)  
Monique Gorman  
Karen Gutierrez (M)  
Michelle K. Haldahl  
Keirh AllenHenndard (C)  
Leah Christine Hiler  
Shaniqua D. Jefferson  
Jeanie Lyn Jenike  
Jasmine Kaelyn Johnson (C)  
Ashley Jones  
Ashley Rose Jones  
Shimetra Lachell Jones (S)  
Chassidy E. Kelley  
Stephanie Mak Khin  
Kelsey Jane Kulaga  
Ruth Anna Lewis (C)  
Renata D. Liggins  
Perla Esther Lowery (S)  
Timothy Sheldon Machado (C)  
Kara Leighhanne Manning  
Manuela Manqueros  
Maria Guadalupe Martinez  
Marian Wynn McWilliams (M)  
Venette Carroll Meachem  
Anais Pamela Montgomery  
Gabrielle C. Moody  
Jessica Sofia Munoz-Lopez (C)  
Esther Elizabeth Neff  
Celestina Obiageli Nwandu (C)  
Omoikhefe Omeje  
Alexis Denise Ortiz (M)  
Roxanne Padilla (M)  
Morgan Leslie Perry  
Raven Pitts (C)  
Jessica Puebla (M)  
Alexis R. Reed (C)  
Michael Bryan Revert  
Areli Roman (C)  
Julie-Anne Rose  
Rubai Rubalcaba (M)  
Mayra Sandoval  
Sandra Marie Scruggs

**Baccalaurate Degrees**

**BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK**
Alexandra Madelaine Ahlman  
Najma Ainanshe (S)  
Abel Ihimekpen Akhidue (C)  
Ayan H. Ali (M)  
Farhana Ali (S)  
Murakele Manyasi Ayoyi (C)  
Blesson Babu  
Kebrion Janae Branch

(S) Summa Cum Laude  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Alejandro Raphael Botello
Everett M. Carew
Veronica Elaine Cherry
Lydia Danielle Delagarza
Eboni Patrice Ellerson
Megan Brigitte Gordon
Tamerah Gorham
Sadia Rafiq Hozri
Lizbeth Izaguirre
Lauren Ashley Martin
Brooks Jonathan Monk
Kandice Moore
Charles Cameron Nolley
Chineme Grace Ohikudo
Katrice D. Richardson
Jayla Raynel Savoy
Alexander Reed Solomons
Antwanette Rayshawn Taylor
Madison Paige Thomas
Shanna Kathryn Valencia
Taylor Ward

Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017

Kristina Alvarado
Ana C. Arellano
Erick Jose Colon
Rashene S. Gadlin
Danzel R. Oliver
Rosemary O. Osondu
Soña Sabrina Sanchez

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Wayne Christopher Cook (S)
Joel Mac Favor
Crystal Ola Oler

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN UNIVERSITY STUDIES
Paul Abawie
Esther Opeoluwa Adosio
Ashlyn Nicole Albracht
Andrew Joseph Alexatis
Lakyn Lea’ Allen Pierce
April Angliss
Ana V. Araiza
Terrance Ravell Autrey
Jennifer A. Baker
Savannah N. Ballard
Ronald Allan Banks
Steven Lamar Barber
Crystal D’Nae Barrett
Dustin C. Barron
Nicole Leigh Bassut
Alexandra Madison Beurline
Christopher R. Bell (C)
Sarvani Bhararam
Brandon Lawrence Binns
Craig Daniel Birch
Laura J. Blanctt
Marlena Magdy Botros
Tonya Bowles
Courtney Elise Brice
Devin M. Burnett
Sean Charles Carra
Kirstyn Ilene Casias
Amygrace E. Chance
Tripti Chaturvedi
Daniel Jeffery Chiarella
Yvonne Ruth Clifton
Kourtney Shaniece Cook
Christopher Ryan Corcoran
Chelea Marie Coronado
Danielle Sue Crutch
Laura Elizabeth Danner
Eric Davila
Miranda Michele Dilday
Courtney Christine Dixson
Travis Austin Ellison
John Calvin Ferguson
Balcha Teshome Feyisa
Stanley Leon Flahaut
Brittany Rayann Fowler
Cy Forrest Gabriel
Benjamin Gamino
Josue Garcia
Hector Manuel Gardea
Asmara Gebremeskel
Christopher K. Goode
Va’Rendia Gordon
Braxton John Gordwin
Julie Argentea Greer
Thomas M. Gutwa
Brianna Marie Hall
Jamillion Neaudrey Hampton
Xavier Tyrrell Harris-James
Caillun Summer Hays-Nevens
Demi Danel Henderson
Julie Ann Higginbotham
Ryan Lee Hodge
Alexandra Kiehl Hoffman
Jeffery Cole Hollingsworth
Taylor Lynette Irving  
Casey Le’ Jackson  
Jessica Jalal  
Savannah Nicole Johnson  
Karen Lynn Jones  
Willy Muanza Kabala  
Caroline Lucy Kamau  
Yuvette G. Kelley  
Christopher James Key  
Lee-Young Kim  
Charles Harriss Lambert  
Nicholas Ryan Lane  
Takiyah M. Langford  
Aransas Lazo  
Stephany Le  
Jacob D. Lewellyn  
Seth W. Locke  
April Dawn Long  
Elizabeth Wiley Lotter  
Chellevea Quinice Lougin  
Joseph Alexander Lowe  
Margo Ramos Loya  
Gabriela Alexis Martha  
Nicolas Reid McDonald  
Matthew Cole Michalski (C)  
Jazmin Monzon Moore  
Deanna Michelle Moreno  
Benjamin Ryan Morgan  
India R. Morgan  
Bradley Wayne Morren  
Mehrnoush Moslemi  
Whitney Lynn Mundt  
Tapiwa Sean Munersi  
Kristal Michelle Myrick  
Eduardo None Nava  
Carey Dunne Neal  
Erin Anne Margaret Nesbitt  
Tommy Ngo  
Lona Nguyen  
Ashley Jade Nolan  
Kavan Michael Norman  
William Earl Norman  
Michael Paul Olson  
Adan Ontiveros  
Ashish H. Pabari (S)  
Brian Pagel  
Daniel Anthony Pages  
Alejandro Perez  
Wilberth Perez  
Lauren Elizabeth Perry  
Christopher Mee Phillips  
Caren Katrina Pitts  
Kirsten M. Poe  
Nathaniel Poole  
Samuel Potter  
Christopher Ports  
Bianca Nicole Quinones  
Raffaele Ranieri (C)  
Abdullah Ahmed Rashid  
Destinie Lynn Richter (C)  
Rayah Ellen Ritter (M)  
Eulogio V. Rivas  
Christian Anthony Rivera  
Beverly Adine Rodas  
Jennifer Leigh Rodriguez  
Stephanie Marie Rodriguez  
Rachel Rosales  
Jennifer Ann Row (S)  
Babarunde Michael Santana  
Martin G. Schafer  
Alicia Christine Sible  
Kenneth Benard Simpson  
Collin Douglas Singleton  
Amy Lynn Sipe (M)  
Shannon M. Smith  
Benjamin Thomas Sprinkle  
Gemma Rose Balazon Srichandra  
Jessica Elaine Street  
Kayla Lynn Swartz  
Jose S. Tapia  
Ray Alan Thomas  
ShaQuita Nicole Thomas  
Stuart Daniel Thompson  
Ivan Torres  
Marissa L. Towns  
Josephine E. Trammell  
Brian Michael Tran  
Linda Tran  
Jasmitha S. Tummala  
Siquana Upshaw  
Alan R. Uribe  
Maria C. Van Dalen (M)  
Maria Pia Villafuerte  
Gabriela Villegas  
Judit Villegas  
Eboni M. Vincent  
Terrence Jerrell Watkins  
Sydni Nicole Watson  
Rodney Travis Wilkes  
Jovanta Jomal Williams-Blackburn  
Kyle Robert Wiseman (C)  
Benjamin J. Wright  
Drew Alexander Wysocki  

**Degrees conferred Aug. 19, 2017**

Omar Mohamed Aboukar  
Meagen Mica Alvarez  
Michael Ryan Baggett  
Lydia Joy Baucum  
Peter Austin Bloom  
Tracey Rohchelle Bryant  
Jonathon Brice Burns  
Gricelda Cardenas Oloquoi  
Gabriella Carithers  
Adriana Cerda  
Lauren Nicole Coronado  
Edna Soha De La Rosa Ibarra  
Magali L. Delgado  
Cecili R. Dunn  
Veronica Edwards  
Carlisha D. Evans  
Staci Anne Evans  
Adewale Oloruntobi Foyayan  
Tanisha Deshea Glaspie  
Condi Graham (S)  
Hillary Taylor Green  
Anna L. Guidry  
Donna Esperanza Gutierrez  
Geneva Constance Olga Harkins  
Vernilincia Renae Harris  
Germaine Christopher Harvey  
Kiana Marie Headland (M)  
Kymberly C. Henry  
Amanda B. Hernandez  
Kathryn Mary Humphries  
Taimur Jaura  
Briania Johnson  
Marsha R. Johnson  
Samuel O. Jumbo  
Ji Yeong Kim  
Selene Landeros  
Gabriel Tshun Laury  
Theodore Long  
Leonard Loughner (C)  
Amelia Marie Lyle  
Nathaly Machado  
Keandra Nichole Mason  
Daniel Adolfo Mata  
Eric Misael Mata  
Kassandra Bradstreet McCullough  
Lisa Ann Mendoza  
Mitchell Weston Miller  
Elizabeth Brooks Montague  
Dae Han Oh  
Jennifer Parra  
Marisa Zuniga Portillo  
Melissa Lynn Raz  
Rusty Lee Reed  
Nikki Louise Rodriguez  
Julian Christopher Rogers  
Shanika Raquel Rose  
Anthony Nicholas Scott  
Dara Michelle Scott (M)  
Kristopher John Shannon  
Robert T. Snawder  
Colton Kenneth Steglich  
Brandon Lewis Stephens  
Mubadla Syed  
Sailaja Taliyakula  
Dexter Alan Taylor  
Colton Neil Turner  
Anthony Curtis Vereen  
Bertha Vidal  
Jovanna Anita Villarreal  
Jennifer Vu  
Erin Nicole Weatherford  
Stephen Alexander Weikum  
Stephanie White

---

(S) Summa Cum Laude  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude
Commencement Mace
The mace, a symbolic staff of high office, is often a traditional element in academic processions. The University of Texas at Arlington’s mace, designed and created in 2007 by Texas State Artist and Professor David Keens with the assistance of Metal Art Adjunct Professor Fred Miller, is distinctly non-traditional. The UTA mace is an undulating, artistic design of metal and glass that reflects the traditional symbols of academia in a dynamic and contemporary way. Almost completely made of clear glass, it is only upon closer observation that the University’s colors are seen in glass below the round, etched-metal University seal. Surrounding the seal is a contemporary wreath design in transparent glass symbolizing the pursuit of higher education. Below the seal, wreath, and colored glass is a forged metal contemporary nest. Below the nest is a transition into the past with etched transparent glass depictions of the institution’s past names: what Keens calls an ethereal space of time past. All of these sections rest on a long, swirled-glass, undulating tendril, reflecting the linear flow of time. It is a tangible image of history, prestige, formality, creativity, innovation, and the uniqueness of UTA.

Each academic unit designates a commencement marshal who will carry the mace at the head of the processional, symbolizing the official nature of the event. When the processional reaches the platform, the mace will be placed at the right of the podium as a visual reminder of the history of this traditional academic ceremony. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the marshal will retrieve the mace from its holder and carry it at the head of the recessional. Following today’s ceremony, the mace will be displayed in the Office of the President until the next commencement.

Academic Dress
The tradition of the academic costume apparently began during the 12th or 13th century in early European universities. At that time, the clergy composed the majority of the educated class, so academic dress is an adaptation of the cape or mantle—usually made of silk or wool—worn by church dignitaries in religious processions.

Through the years, great diversity in color and in style of cap, gown, and hood developed. In 1896, the colleges and universities in the United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. Today, the black gown, hood, and mortar board worn by the graduates in most institutions follow this code. Most universities do not use the hood for those graduates receiving bachelor’s degrees.

While it is not apparent to the casual observer, the gowns worn by the recipients of the various degrees vary somewhat in design. The sleeves of the gowns worn by the baccalaureate candidates are long and pointed, while the sleeves of the gowns worn by the master’s degree recipients are square at one end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown has flowing sleeves with three bars of velvet and a facing of velvet on the front of the gown.

Colors used on the hoods serve as identification for the degree. The hood of the doctoral candidate differs in design from that of the master’s as it has side panels and is slightly longer. The velvet border of the hood indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels.

The oxford cap, usually referred to as a mortar board, is black and has a long tassel that is fastened by a button on the top. The tassel is usually worn over the left of the cap. The color of the tassel on the cap indicates the degree.

The Academic Colors
Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs .................. Peacock Blue
Arts and Letters .............................................White
Business Administration ................................. Drab
Education .................................................. Light Blue
Engineering ................................................ Orange
Nursing and Health Innovation ......................... Sage
Science .......................................................Yellow
Social Work ................................................ Citron
University College ................................. Orange, Blue, and White
“AS YOU LEAVE THESE HALLOWED HALLS, REMEMBER THAT AS MAVERICKS WE STRIVE FOR WHAT OTHERS MAY CONSIDER IMPOSSIBLE. SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND REACH FOR THE STARS. NEVER BE SCARED OF STRETCHING BEYOND YOUR BOUNDS—YOUR ABILITIES ARE CONSTRAINED ONLY BY THE LIMITS YOU SET FOR YOURSELF.”

—UTA President Vistasp M. Karbhari
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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